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1 N'fHODUCTION 
·This studv was ,.initiated as a part of a. m(lre comprehensive program 
of research to determine interregional compet:ltive relationships in the 
cattle sector of' the nation's agrfoultural econo~y. The principal issues 
in this, as in aey other sector of the agricu.Ltural community., are those 
related to present and future demand, supply, and price conditions. Conm 
siderable study has been made of the demand characteristics for beef and 
l livestock products. Relatively few research findings are available,· 
however, on characteristics of supplies, 
The nation's cattle industry consists of many interdependent seg-
ments and components. Although the dairy and beef components are widely 
reqognized as separate industries, it must be recognized that most dairy 
cattle eventually become part of the beef cattle supply. The beef cattle 
sector may ba classified: (1) according to use as breeding stock, feed-
ers, and slaughter cattle; (2) by class as cows, bulls, ca.lves, steers, 
and heifers; (3) by grade and weight; and (4) geographica],ly by region, 
state, or county. Further classification by subsectors, such as the com-
mercial feedlot component, may be possible. While occasionally some 
research attention is given to one or more of these sectors, intelligent 
entrepreneurial and public policy decisions with reference to the industry 
1 See the Bibliography. 
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requires much more. For instance, policy decisions with respect to beef 
imports and exports can be made niore intelligently if prospective consump-
. tion requirements and supplies of beef by cl.ass or type can be estimated 
with some degree of confidence. 
Among the larger questions currently confronting the beef industry 
are those concerning interregional competition. Cattle are produced in 
all areas of the nation, and in each area interest and concern regarding 
potentials for growth and development of the industry may be identified. 
Shifts in the location of catt~e production by class and.type are of 
interest to livestock niarketlng agencies, meat packers, wholesale distri-
butors, retailers, and others.as well as producers themselves. Such 
shifts are determined basically by the nature of interarea competitive 
relationships, Research interest in'interregional competition, there-
fore, tends to settle upon these relationships,. One methodological 
approach is the spatial equilibrium matrix. This approach, however, 
requires regional estimates of production for past, present, or future 
periods. The answers to many other related questions require meaningful 
estimates· by classes and types of beef. Studies dealing with location of 
feeder cattle production, cattle_ feedin.~,. and meat packing and processing 
also require estimates that are less aggregative than are pres_ently 
available. 
National and regional estimates of production and supplies for his-
torical and future periods by classes and types of beef are essential to 
the solution of a wide variety of industry problems. But even here the 
basic data necessary for construction of highly reliable estimates are, 
in many instances, missing. Despite the volume and variety of data on 
the cattle industry J)rovided by the u. s. Department of Agriculture, and 
3 
Census Bureau, and other agencies, data gaps and inadequacies are critical 
limitations in any approach to the study of economic trends and interre-
gional competition. For instance, no published data are available on 
regional or national supplies of feeder cattle, and conunercial slaughter 
data are available only for all mature beef and for calves. 
Inadequacies in regional data on cattle supplies, production, market-
ings, and slaughter are much more apparent and limiting than is true of 
national data. It was partly for this reason that emphasis of this report 
was shifted to the national data. More important, in any regional analy-
sis involving the genera~ion of input var~ables, as in this study, reli-
able national data are a prerequisite. Nevertheless, regional work was 
carried out and methods were presented in the study. Illustrations and 
analysis of regional data and estimations, however, were limited to one 
region only (region 9, Oklahoma) because of the enormous volume of data, 
time, and expenses involved in reporting all regions. 
Objectives of the Study_ 
The primary objectives of this·study were: (1) to develop methods 
of disaggregating national data and data on total cattle and calves into 
component parts for analysis of the livestock industry; (2) to determine 
national and regional trends and cyclical patterns in various aspects of 
cattle supplies and production by classes; and (3) to analyze the adequa-
cies and inadequacies of existing data on the livestock industry for com-
prehensive and qualitative study. 
More specifically, the objectives of the study were to: 
1. develop methods and procedures for estimating principal 
national data and components of the cattle supplies and 
dispositions by class, Le., cowrf, bulls, steers, and 
heifers; 
2. develop methods and procedures for estimating principal 
regional data and components of.the regional supplies 
and dispositions by class; 
3. analyze and draw implications of the trends of the 
principal national data by class; 
4. analyze and draw implications of the trends of the . 
·principal regional data by class; and 
5. to arrive at recommendations for improvements in pub-
lished state and national data on cattle. supplies and 
dispositions to facilitate more meaningful researches 
. . . 
and to aid decision makings of private as well as public 
sector of the cattle .industry. 
As indicated, the objectives place emphasis upon the development of 
methods of estimation and disaggregation and on subsectors of the beef 
industry. successful efforts to develop reliable estimates in the various 
components under study would open new vistas for meaningful problem ori-
ented research. For instance, estimates would offer new possibilities 
for ana;J..yses of demand and prices of feeder cattle. In addition to un-
known supply characteristics, feeder c.attle prices are affected by demand 
in the replacement and slaughter markets.as well.as the feeder markets, 
Detailed data on demand and supply charaGteristics. of these markets, how-
e'l/'er, are not round in published form. 
CHAPTER II 
THE NATURE OF STATISTICAL DATA SERIES ON 
THE BEEF CATTLE INDUSTRY 
The volume and variety of data developed by public agencies on cat-
tle, calves and dressed beef is impressive. Few industries in the United 
States are so well supplied with facts and figures as the cattle industry. 
Despite these circumstances, economic research programs on critically im-
portant entrepreneurial and policy problems in the beef industry have been 
severely limited by inadequacies and shortages in the data. Few of the 
series on cattle or beef are entirely satisfactory for research dealing 
with economic problems. 
The data shortages ~nd inadequacies, although serious and frustrat-
ing, are not especially surprising for two principal reasons. First, 
the data generally were not developed primarily for rese.arcl:J purposes and 
their development did not follow any well-organized plan. Some were col-
lected because they, could be obtained easily or as a result of local or 
sectoral pressures, Second, the beef industry is an unusually large, 
complex, and heterogeneous collection of enterprises, functions, and 
institutions. Since J,i vestoc_k add weight and shift from one type, class, 
or gra~e to another with changes in age or weight, data on production and 
disposition are collected only at considerable expense and with much dif-
. . 
ficulty. Partly for these reasons, organized research .studies on charac-
teristics of supplies of the beef industry are limited in number and 
sharply restricted in depth. 
5 
6 
Bureau of Census data on cattle inventories have been available 
throughout the his~ory of the agricultural census. These are used as 
benchmarks fo~ a more det ailed annual series on inventories compiled and 
published by t he u. s. Department of Agriculture. In addition to inven-
tories, census data include the number of farms reporting sales of cattle 
and the number sold alive by subclasses of farms.1 
Information published by ·the U. s. Department of Agriculture in-
2 eludes the following types of data: 
1. The numbers and value of cattle on farms January 1, by type and 
clas s by state are provided annually. State statisticians also 
determine and publish data on inventories by counties in cooper-
ating states. In the national and state data, inventories of 
dairy cows, dairy heifers, and dairy calves are reported sepa-
rately but inventories of dairy steers and bulls are included 
with the data on beef types. 
2. The January 1, numbers of cattle on feed for market by states 
are issued annually. While these data are available for a long 
series of years, alterations have been made in the definition of 
"cattle on feed." 
3. Quarterly estimates of cattle on feed for market, numbers placed 
on feed, numbers marketed from feedlots, weight and sex distri-
butions of feedlot inventories, and length of time on feed for 
30 states are issued regularly, These data are of recent origin 
as they were available for only 3 states in 1953. The service 
1willard F, Williams and Thomas T, Stout, Economics of the Livestock 
Meat Industry, the MacMillan Co., (New York, 1964) Chapter:-2--. --
2 Ibid., pp. 456.57. 
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still is in the process of expansion. Monthly data on invento-
ries, placements, and marketings of cattle on feed have been 
developed in recent years for a few 9tates including Colorado, 
Arizona, California, and Texas. 
4. Annual data are provided on numbers of cattle marketings, inship-
ments, deaths, farm slaughter, and calf birtns. 
(a) Together with total cattle inventories, these data provide 
essential elements of what is referred to in this report as 
the U.S.D.A. "balance sheet data. 113 These data are develop-
ed annually for the nation and each state. 
(b) Complete balance sheet data are provided, however, only for 
the total of all cattle and calves. State and national data 
are reported separately for cattle and calves for invento-
ries, commercial slaughter, marketings, farm slaughter, and 
deaths only. 
(c) The data on inshipments represent "inshipments to farms and 
ranches." While these "inshipments" sometimes consist pri-
marily of inshipments from other states, the definition 
allows inclusion of marketings within the state that are 
returned to the farms within the same state. Inshipment 
data for individual states refer to the combined total of 
all cattle and calves. 
(d) The total of cattle and calf marketings is reported nation-
ally and by states in terms of liveweight as well as in 
3u. s. Dept. of Agriculture. Livestock and Meat StatisticP., AMS, 
u. s. Dept. of Agriculture Statistical Bul. N0:-230, July, 1958, and 
Supplements for 1958, 1959, and 1960, Washington, D. C. 
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numbers. But this is the only element of the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture balance sheet on livestock that is re-
ported in terms other than numbers. 
5. In addition to the balance sheet data, the U. s. Department of 
Agriculture maintains a series on ~attle referred to as "produc-
tion" which is defined as total liveweight added during the year 
4 with adjustments made for inshipments and changes in inventory. 
Liveweight production is reported nationally and by states for 
the 'total of all cattle and calves. It purportedly includes 
commercial slaughter and reflects adjustments for farm slaughter, 
other non-conunercial slaughter, deaths, and changes in farm 
inventories. 
6. Monthly and annual data on conunercial slaughter have been 
published separately for cattle and calves for the u. s .. and 
individual states only since 1946. 
{a) Prior to this time, published slaughter data consisted 
primarily of numbers and liveweight of slaughter in feder-
ally inspected establishments. These data are available .by 
classes of cattle, In recent years they have been reported 
monthly by classes on a 'reg'ional basis. 
(b) The commercial slaughter data are reported in terms of both 
numbers ahd liveweight. 
7. Data on shipments and movements of cattle are relatively scarce 
and specialized. 
{a) Data on receipts of cattle and calves at terminal markets 
4 U, S, Department of Agriculture. The Agricultural Estimating and 
Reporting Services of the U. s. Department of Agriculture, U.S.D.A, 
Miscellaneous Publication No.-703, Dec.°"T94§-;-Washington, D, C. pp. 81-82. 
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have been reported for many years . These are classified as 
"salable receipts ," "dir ects," and "throughs." Feeder cat-
tle receipts also are reported separately. Auction market-
ings and country sales of cattle have become so large, how-
ever, that terminal market data alone are not particularly 
useful. 
(b) u. s. Department of Agriculture data also include monthly 
estimates of both direct and terminal market shipments of 
feeder cattle to the Corn Belt. However, these are incom-
plete and shipments to other markets are excluded. No 
other feeder shipments data are available. 
(c) No data are published on interstate or inter.market shipments 
of finishe~ cattle, beef carcasses, or beef products. 
8. Information is published monthly for 12 livestock markets on 
numbers, total weight, totai packer cost, and average packer cost 
of slaughter steers and heifers by grades. 
(a) With the principal exceptions of Oklahoma City and Fort 
• 
Worth these markets are primarily Corn Belt "River Markets." 
(b) These data on 12 markets have been published only since 
1959.5 During 1955-58, detailed information was published 
6 
on seven markets, and prior to this period such information 
was available only for three. 7 In addition, no data of this 
5The 12 markets are made of Chicago, Omaha, Sioux City, St. Louis, 
st. Joseph, Kansas City, Denver, Cincinnati, Fort Worth, Indianapolis, 
Oklahoma City, and Sioux Falls. 
6 The seven markets included Chicago, Omaha, Sioux City, St. Louis, 
st. Joseph, Kansas City, and Denver. 
7The three markets included Chicago, Omaha, and Sioux City. 
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type were available, prior to 1955, on slaughter heifers. 
9. Data are developed for 10 markets on number, weight, and cost of 
stocker-feeder cattle and calves since 1922. These markets also 
include Oklahoma City and Fort, Worth. 
While some additional data are pubHshed by the U. s. Department of 
Agricu.lture and variou.s other sources, they are not part:lcula:rly relevant 
to this study. Included are a variety of data on prices and cash receipts 
from farm marketings, 
The U, s .. Department of Agriculture balance sheet data are of partic-
ular interest in this study. These data are employed -in the following 
formulation for the nation and each state: 
BI+ NBC+ IS= M + D + FS + EI 
where: 
The 
BI == Beginning inventories of all cattle and calves 
NBC New born calves 
IS ::::: Inshipments of cattle and calves 
M = Marketings of cattle and calves 
D = Deaths of cattle and calves 
1'.,S = Farm slaughter of cattle and calves 
EI = Ending inventories of all cattle and calves 
left side of the equation represents the components of supplies 
whereas the right side repre~ents components of disposition. A character-
istic of this equation, as with all such .equations., is that accuracy in 
the estimates is not a necessary requirement for the equation to·balance. 
Equal and offsetting errors on each side of the equality sign leave sup-
plies in balance with disposition and provide an illusion of' accuracy. 
Thus, during 1955-60 when cattle inventories were in error by several 
11 
million head, as revealed by subsequent events, the equation for the 
nation and for each state was in balance because equal .and offsetting 
errors were made in beginning inventories and ending inventories. Simi-
larly, if equal and offsetting errors were made in marketings and inship-
ments, the equation would balance. ~ Eriori observations and rather large 
·::, unexpected inconsistencies between these data and the data on commercial 
slaughter suggest that both marketings and inshipments are biased downward, 
This hypothesis is supported by the popularity of direct marketings, the 
paucity of data on marketlngs through auctions, and the.serious inadequa-
cies of data on interstate shipments of cattle. The data suggest, how-
ever, that the discrepancy has become smaller i~ recent years. 
The u. s. Department of Agriculture balance sheet data and the data 
on commercial slaughter are developed independently, This results in pro-
blems that are encountered in any attempt to integrate·the two sets of 
data and to delineate the integrated data by cl~sses of cattle; For in-
stance, the definition employed in collecting data on inventories of 
calves apparently includes bovine animals under about one year of age but 
weight and maturity are the criteria used in determining calf slaughter. 
The result seems to be a larger calf slaughter than justified by the 
inventory definition. The task of integration, therefore, requires 
adjustments in one or both series, 
Analyses of the available data reveal a number of other equally 
serious inadequacies and shortcomings, "Inshipments" may be cited as an 
example, While inventories, deaths, marketings, and slaughter of calves 
are reported separately by type, inshipments are available only for the 
total of all cattle and calves, In addition, the data indicate that 
among the various states. inshipments to feedlots are not uniformly 
12 
included or excluded from the data on 11 inshipments to farms and ranches. 11 
That they do not include all feedlot placements is clear since inshipments 
by definition are marketings that are returned to the cattle inventory. 
Precisely which items have been included in inshipments usually is un-
clear. The weight of evidence sugg~sts that "inshipments" simply is a 
residual figure introduced to provide a balanced equation. 
Even the r.lata on cattle inventories leave much to be desired. Since 
census data are used as benchmarks for interpolation by the u. s. Depart-
ment of Agriculture between census years, the inventory data presumably 
are reasonably accurate. These data, nevertheless, leave highly distorted 
impressions. For instance, large numbers of both feeder and slaughter 
cattle are ship~ed from Oklahoma and Texas as well as other areas to the 
r 
Corn Belt in the fall of the year and prior to the collection of inven-
tory data. January 1 inventory figures, therefore, show a small number 
of heifers and steers in Oklahoma and Texas relative to numbers of cows 
and bulls. In contrast, inventories for Iowa consistently show an unusu-
ally high percentage of heifers and steers.· Inventories, therefore, are 
not a reliable guide to the regional distribution of cattle production. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF DISAGGREGATION AND GEiiF.RATION OF 
'I1HE UNITED STATES DATA 
The development of satisfactory data generation techniques and 
methods of disaggregating data on total cattle and calves for the United 
States was one of the main objectives of the study, Procedures adopted . \ 
tended to insure reasonably accurate and :reliable estimates in view of a 
prior knowledge. However, bases for rigorous statistical significance 
tests and an evaluation pf techniques used were lacking because no previ-
ous attempts were made and no published data are in exi.stence. 
Methodology for the U, S, Balance Sheet Estimates 
A theoretical scheme was developed by using· the balance sheet equa-
tion employed by the Statistical Reporting.Service of the U, S, Department 
1 of Agriculture. The equation was expanded to include additional vari-
ables and made applicable to individual classes of cattle as shown in 
Table I, 
The data published by the U; S, Department of Agriculture are indi-
cated by the shaded squares in Table I, These consist of inventory data 
by classes, inshipments of total cattle and calves (T) and marketings and 
commercial slaughter data for all cattle (ac) and calves (cv) separately. 
1 U. s. Dept. of Agriculture, Livestock and Meat Statistics, AMS, 
U.S.D,A., Statistical Bulletin No, 230, pp. 35. 
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TABLE I 
CIASSIFICATION OF VARIABIES FOR BALANCE SHEET ANAUSIS, YEAR t 
Class Cows~Bulls Cow- Steers Helters Steer.;. All- Calves Total cattle ~ewborn 
V iabl (1) (c) (b) ._ Bulls (s) (h) Heifer cattle . (cv) _ and calves calves · · 
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TABLE I. ( Continued) • 
BI= Inventories on farms, January 1, year t 
and BI ac 
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The above two relationships hold true for all variables unless spec-
ified otherwise. 
EI = Inventories on farms, January 1, year t + 1 
R = "Replacements" or numbers added to farm inventories during 
year t. 
RT = The total calf crop adjusted. for discrepancy, year t 
R = The total calf crop, year t, less .deaths and farm slaughter 
CV 
of new crop calves 
R' =·"outplacements" or numbers removed from farm inventories 
through shift in class, i..e., heifers to cows and calves to 
steers, heifers and bulls. 
R' cv R ac 
R' = R - R = deaths and farm slaughter of new crop calves 
T T CV 
D = Deaths of cattle and of calves other than new crop calves 
FS = Farm slaughter of.cattle and of calves other than new crop 
calves 
CSP= Commercial supplies or the total available supplies 
16 
M = Marketings or the gross movements of cattle or calves off 
farms and ranches 
AM ~ Adjusted marketings 
I$ = Inshipments or the gross movement of cattle and calves to 
farms and ranches 
CS = Commercial slaughter 
ACS= Adjusted commercial slaughter 
OS = 180utshipments 11 initially defined as 
dI - Discrepancy due to errors in published figures and estimates 
For regional analysis discrepancy is defined. as "Net...outship ... ··. 
ments (NOS) • " See chapter VI for further discussion. 
L).I = The change in inventories 
P = Production 
P = ACS . + I = R · - R' - D - Fsi· i J, i i i i, 
The following relationships also are implied: 
CSP:L - csi + d!i = Eli or.CSPi = Eii + GlS:L - dli 
17 
The immediate problem, therefore, was to derive estimates of the remaining 
variables. The estimates of the se variables for the United States for each 
year of the period 1947-62 are shown in Appendix A, Tables I - XVI. 
In deriving estimates, sever al procedural rules wer~ adopted and 
observed. The approach was disaggregative rather than aggregative . Esti-
mates for the United States preceded work on regional estimates. Publish-
s 
ed data or esttmates for total cattle and calves were divided first into 
separate estimates for (1) all cattle and (2) calves. The all cattle 
estimates were then allocated to (1) cow-bull and (2) steer-heifer totals. 
These, finally, were separated into components, cow-bull into cow and bull 
and steer-heifer into steer and heifer. Separate estimates for each com-
ponent were made and these were adjusted proportionally to totals so that 
the sum of individual estimates were equal to the total. In many instan-
ces, it was necessary to adjust component estimates to both horizontal 
and vertical totals. This generally was accomplished through successive 
approximations which involved alternating horizontal and vertical propor-
tional approximations. 
1 As c~n be seen in Table I, the published data on total cattle and 
calves consists of both beginning and ending inventories (BI & EI), mar-
ketings (M), inshipments (IS), and commercial slaughter (CS). The data 
for the year 1960 for the variables with other published data are shown 
in Table IIa. 
Table IIa suggests that the first task is to obtain estimates of 
total cattle and calves for the remaining variables. The balance sheet 
variables can be classified into those belonging to supplies and those 
belonging to disposition. 
TABLE Ila 
PUBLISHED DATA FOR TBE U. S. BALANCE SHEET VARIABLE, 1960 
·----c- .- . -Cows -Bulls--Cow .. - - Steers HeUers- - steer-.. -~-- All- -~--~ - Newborn 
a. 0 (~) (b) Bu11 .(s) (b) Heifer Cattle Calves T.c.c. Calves 
(i•l) (1=2) (cb) (1•3) (1•4) (sh) {ac) (cv) (T) (NBC) 
{IOOO Head.) 










es 25,224 8,225 33,449 
ACS 
dI 
EI ~,370 1,702 48,072 10,942 12,107 23,o49 71,121 26,198 97,319 
~I 
p 
~.c.c s Total Cattle and Calves 
b . 




All animal!:3 supplied in the u. s. during a. yeal" must be disposed in 
. ' '· /' . . 
one of two ways, either be left on farms a11d ranches as ending inventory 
. . 
. . . .· . 
or be slaughtered •. Thus, commercial disposition of total cattle and 
. . . . ' 
. . . 
calves is estimated by taking the.sum of ending inventory and col11lllercial 
slaughter. Animals disposed must be supplied making commercial supplies 
-· 
equal to commercial disposition. 
CDPT = EIT + CST_ 
CSPT = CDPT 
where: 
(3, .1) 
· (3, 2) 
CDPT = comm.erci!3-l disposition o~ ~otal cattle and calves~· 
Other variables defined in the pages following Table I.· 
lt is only logical ·to•assume that all animals marketed (M) in the 
u. s. must either be co~ercially slaughtered (cs) or shipped out o,f farms 
as outshipments (OS) to be return~d to farms and ranches as inshipments 
(IS)~ That is 
2 
MT= CST+ OST 
!ST = OST -
(3-3) and 
(3.4) 
Since data on marketings (M) and commercial slaughter are published 
it is possible to obtain estimate of outshipments for total cattle and 
calve.a by using equation (3 .3). 
It was found, however, tha.t the equation (3.4) does not hold.· Except 
' . 
for the years 1952 and 1959 in.shipments exceeded outshipments estimates 
during the period under study, 1947 - 62. · Upon further examination of the . 
data., it was de.cided that the difference was due to the discrepancy or 
(3.5) 
2variables defined following Table I will not be defined again after 
each use. 
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At :first it seemed logkal. for lnshipments to exceed outshipments, 
that is IST> GST or IS1,> I\, ,$ CS'J:J because live ca:ttle imports normally 
exceed exports and net imports, consisting primarily of feeder cattle, 
would tend to aff'ect inshipments more than marketi.ngs or slaughter if 
imports were included in these data. On this basls net imports of live 
cattle and dIT were expected to be highly related. Detailed study re-
vealed, however, that littlei if any, such relation existed and that the 
discrepancy usually exceeded net·irnports by a substantial quantity. For 
instance, during 1947 - 50 d!T ranged. between -1.4 and -2.0 million head 
whereas net imports did not exceed 460 thousand head. 3· In several subse-
quent years, on the other hand, net imports exceeded discrepancy. It was, 
thus, decided that any attempt to separate net inshipments and other com= 
ponents of dIT was inadvisable and was concluded that the published data 
on marketings generally were biased downward. Therefore, an adjustment 
was needed to account for the bia3 and a new series was designated as 
adjusted marketings (AM) • 
or (3.6) 
(3,7) 
Estimates of change in inventory of total cattle and calves was 
obtained as the difference between ending and beginning inventories. 
(3.8) 
/on the number of head basis there should be as many animals pro-
duced as the number slaughtered plus any increase or minus any decrease 
3tittle evidence of cyclic or counter cyclical variation in the dis~ 
· crepancy was found. EIT on the ?ther hand shows a definite cyclical vari-
ation. The simple correlation coefficient for total cattle and calves 
between EIT and d~ was r = .32. Also see appendix Table C-X. 
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in inventory. Thus, estimate of :production of total cattle and calves. 
was derived as: 
(3 .. 9) 
Adjusted commercial slaughter for total cattle and calves is equal 
to commercial slaughter and is estimated as following: 
(3.10) 
The above identity, however, is not necessarily true for various 
classes of cattle and will be discussed in more detail in subsequent 
pages. 
With estimation of component variables of cOinmercial disposition and 
other balance sheet variables below commercial supplies completed, atten-
tion was given to components variables of commercial supplies which is 
defined as: 
(3.10) 
u. s. Department of Agriculture publishes inventory data by classes 
and data on death and farm slaughter for both cattle. and calves. However., 
it was assumed that the published data on death and farm slaughter of 
calves included death and farm slaughter of new-born calves only and death 
and farm.slaughter of calves other.than newlyborn are included in death 
and farm slaughter ·of cattle data. Thus, death and farm slaughter data 
of total cattle and calves used in the balance sheet are published as 
death and farm slaughter of cattle. Data on death and farm slaughter of 
new. born calves as used in the balance sheet are published as death and 
farm slaughter of calves. 
Unlike individual classes of cattle, outplacements of total cattle 
and calves is not i~tended to replace other classes of.cattle. Instead, 
it is the sum of death and farm slaughter of new born calves, 
22 
----- - -- --With estimates of commercial suppiies {CSP), death (D), fa.rm 
·slaughter (FS), beginning inventory (BI), and outplacements (R') avail-
able it is now possible to estimate replacements (R) of total cattle and 
calves. 
(3.11) 
Logic suggests that replacements of total cattle and calves should 
be equal to the number of new·born calves (NBC) for any given year. How-
ever due to the discrepancy encountered earlier, replacements of total 
cattle and calves in fact is equal to new born calves plus discrepancy of 
total cat~le. and calves. 
(3.12) 
\Having obtained estimates of· all variables for total cattle and 
calves along with published data, as shown in Table IIb, the next task 
was to disaggregate these estimates into estimat.es for all cattle· and 
calves._- Table IIb shows that both marketings and commercial slaughter 
data are published for all cattle and calves separately as well as inven-
tory data. Of the published data., inshipments of total.cattle and calves 
is not disaggregated. 
Allocation of inshipments of total cattle and calves into inship-
ments of all cat_tle and inshipments of calves was achieved by use of un..:. 
_ published liveweight data.4 These were data representing average live-
weight per head of calf inshipments, all cattle inshipments, and inship-
ments of total cattle and calves. The data were employed as follows: 
IS -
T 
IS ac ALW + IS • ALW ac CV CV (3 .13) 
4These liveweight data were provided for the U, s. and each of 48 
states by the Statistical Reporting Service, U. s. Dept. of Agric., 
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TABLE IIb 
PUBLISHED AND ESTIMATED DATA, TOTAL CATTLE AND . CALVES, U. S.,. 1960 
Cows Bulls Cow .. - -St~ers Heifers steer- All 
(c) (b) Bull : (s) (h) Heifer· Cattl.e Calves a T.C.C. 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (acL_~kv) (T) 
(1000 Head) 










25,224. 8,225 33,449 
33,449 
. -465 
46,370 1,702 48,072 10,942 12-,107 23,049 71,121 26,198 97,319 
. 1,083 
34,532 
~.C.C. = Total Cattle and Calves 












IS IS +: IS 5 T = ac · cv (3.14) 
where: 
ALWT = Average iiveweight per head of total cattle and calf· 
inshipments. 
ALW = Average liveweight per head of all cattle inshipments. 
ac 
ALW = Average liveweight per head of calf inshipments. 
CV . 
Other variables deftned following Table I. 
In turning to estimation of outsbi.pments {OS) and discrepancy (dI) 
of all cattle and calves,· outshipments were defined as marketing minus 
commercial slaughter and discrepancy was· defined as outshipments minus 
ipshipments, i.e., 
osf = Mi ~. csi (i = ac, cv) 
dI1 = OS; - !Si. (i =.· ac, cv) 
(3.15) 
(3 .. 16) 
The inevitable result, however,.. was a large· dI and q.I , with one · · . ac cv 
being positive and the othe~.negat~ve, greatly.exceeding the.magnitude of' 
6 . . . 
~IT· This result was considered unacceptable ~nd the difficulty was 
found to be in the differing slaughter and inventory definitions of 
"calves"·. 
Logic suggested that if OST <IST, then OS S:::: IS and OS < IS • . . . ac ac . cv cv 
Outshipments of all cattle and calves were estimated.by dis~ributing out-
shipments of total cattle ,,and calves based on the ratio of inshipments. 
OST (1 = ac, cv) (3.17) 
5Solv1ng equation (3.14.) for IScv then substituting the solution in~ 
to (3.13) yields equation IST. ALWT = ISa • ALW + (IS - IS ) • ALW 
and finally !Sac = IST (ALWT - ALW.cv) / ~ALWac ~cALWc)! ac cv 
. 6 . 
For the year 1960 dl, dI , and dI were -465,000 head, 1,700,000 
head, and -2,165,000 head tespe~£ively. cv 
r-
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With the distribution of ou.tshipments between all cattle and calves 
on the basis of inshipments rather than in accordance wit~h the equation 
OS. = M. = CS. (3.15), adjustments in either marketings (M1.) or comm.er= J. . l. i 
cial slaughter (CS. ) became necessary. A variety of estimating proced-
1. 
ures and considerations led to the conclusion that the adjustment should 
be confined to commercial slaughter (CS.). i~is would effectively adjust 
. 1 
the slaughter data to reflect the inventory distinction between "cattle 11 
· and "calves". 11Adjusted commercial slaughter" (ACS) was defined as: 
ACSj = M. ·- OS. (i = ac, cv) 
. l. l. 
(3.18) 
The result was a substantial increase in estimated all cattle 
slaughter at the expense of calf slaughter which could now be defined as 
the commercial slaughter.of animals one year of age and younger.7 
Estimates of adjusted commercial slaughter (ACS), outshipments (OS), 
and :inshipments (IS) with published data on both beginning and ending 
inventory (BI and EI), and marketings (M) for both all cattle and calves 
were employed as follows to give estimates of commercial supplies (CSP), 
change in inventory (t:.I), discrepancy (dI), and production (P) for both 
8 
all cattle and calves. 
CSPi = ACSi + Eli (i = ac, cv) (3.19) 
7For the year 1960, adjustment in commercial slaughter resulted in 
an increase of 1,958 thousand head in cattle. slaughter with same amount 
of decrease in calf slaughter. 
8Production of calves represent only that portion of calves that 
were either slaughtered or resulted in addition (or decrease) to inven-
tory of calves. Of course, those that were used to replace mature cattle 
are of part of calf production but were excluded from production figure 
to avoid double counting and be consistent with concept of production 
used for mature cattle. It could be argued that total calf production is 
equal to calf slaughter plus change in inventory of calves plus outplace-
ments of calves. This, however, would result in double counting of total 
cattle and calves production. 
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6Ii = EI1 - Bii (i = ac, cv) (3.20) 
dli = os1 - IS1 (i = ac, cv) (3.21) 
Pi = ACS1 + Ii (i = ac:, cv) (3.22) 
Allocation of death and farm slaughter of total cattle and calves 
into death and ra.'rm. slaughter of the separate groups of all cattle and of 
calves was based on the ratio of commercial supplies as follows: 
D = CSPi 
i CSPT • DT 
(i = ac, cv) (3.23) 
FS1 
. CSPi 
• FST (i = ac, cv) (3.24) = 
CSPT 
It was assumed that the use of mature cattle to replace another 
class of cattle is not physiologically possible implying zero outplace-
ments (R') of all cattle. The above asswnption and estimates of death 
(D), farm slaughter (FS), commercial supplies (CSP), and beginning inven-
tory (:ar) were employed with the following equation to obtain an estimate 
of replacements (R) for all cattle. 
(3.25) 
Replacements of mature cattle must come from younger animal, calves. 
This makes the following identity. 
Rae= R'cv (3.26) 
The .above identity and estimates of death (D), farm slaugbter.{FS), 
commercial supplies (CSP), and_ 'beginning inventory of calves were employed 
as follows to obtain estimate of calf replacements. 
1·· 
R = CSP + D + FScv + R' - BI 
CV CV. CV CV CV 
(3.27) 
The spmma.ry o;r estimates of all v~riables for all cattle and calves 
2 . 
with published data for classes of .all cattle are shown in Table Ile. 
9Since CSP = BI + R - R' - D - FS ·and R'. = 0 the equation (3.25) 
can be ~erived readily by solving the eq\l/3,tio~cfor R. 
TABLE Ile 
PUBLIS~D AND ESTIMATED DATA FOR TOTAL CATTLE AND CALVES, ALL CATTLE, AND CALVES, U. S. , 1960 
Covs Bulls Cow- steers Heifers . Steer- All Newborn 
(c) (b) (s) (h) 
- - .. a 0 Bull Heifer Cattle Calves T.c.c. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) _Jcb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) 
(1000 Head) 
(ac) {cv) (T) .(NBC) 
BI 45,871 1,676 · 47,547 10,574 . 12,115 . 22,689 70,236 26,000 96,236 '39,353 
R -- 29,848 36,901 39,818 
R' -- 29,848 2,917 
D 1,178 389 1,567 2,531 
FS 603 199 802 386 
CSP 98,303 32,465 130,768 36,901 
M 34,378 12,054 46,432 
AM 34;636" 12,261 46,897 
OS 7;196 5,787 12,983 
IS 7,454 5,994 13,448 
cs 25,224 8,225 33,449 
ACS 27,182 6,267 33,449 
dI -258 -207 -465 
EI 46,370 1,702 48,072 .. 10,942 12,107 23,049 71,121 26,198 97,319 
~I 885 198 1,083 
p 28,007 6,465 34,532 
~.c.c. = Total Cattle and Calves 
b . . . . 
I\) BI of newborn calves actually is the calves born during the year 
.-.J 
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As Table IIc shows, publisbecl data on classes of' cattle consist of 
inventory data only both beg:hming and en.ding. All other variables for· 
classeS of all cattle must be estimated or estimates for all cattle be 
allocated into classes. 
Allocation of all ca.ttle data into classes began with commercial 
slaughter. Published data on federally inspected slaughter (FIS) for 
I 
classes of all cattle are available. Si.nee federally inspected slaughter 
of all cattle in the United States represents a high percentage of aJ.l 
cattle commercial slaughter (80 percent fo 1963), commercial slaughter of 







cs ac = c,b,s,h) (3.28) 
CS.=Conunercial slaughter of i-th class cattle 1 . . 
FISi =Federally inspected slaughter, i-th class 
Other variables defined previously. 
In estimating adjusted commercial slaughter, it was assumed that any 
adjustment in commercial slaughter would not affect commercial slaughter 
(CS) of cows or bulls. The adjustment, therefore, was confined to steers 
and heifers and was based on commercial slaughter of steers and heifers. 
ACSi = csi 





(i = c, b) (3.29) 
(3.30) 
(3 ,31) 
All variables defined previously except for the subscripts. 
See footnotes following Table I. 
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The problem now was to estimate marketings (M1) and commercial sup-
plies (CSPi) by classes. This, however, ~equired the estimation of in-
shipments, outshipments, discrepancy and production for each class, 
The production of various classes, which was defined for the U, s. 
as the sum of adjusted commercial slaughter and changes in inventory 
(61) figures, was used to allocate marketings of all cattle into its com-
ponents. 
pi = ACSi + 6Ii (1 c,b,s,h) (3.32) 
Mi = Pi . M (i = c,b,s,h) (3.33) 
Pac ac 
It was assumed that the distributional pattern of discrepancy is 
parallel to the distributional pattern of the adjusted commercial 
slaughter, 
dI1 = ACS1 • dI (i = c,b,s,h) (3.34) ACSac ac 
Once the data for marketings, discrepancy, and both adj4sted and un~ 
adjusted commercial slaughter by classes were obtained, it was possible 
to derive the data for "adjusted marketings", "inshipments.11 , and "outship-
ments" for various classes using the following relationships': 
AMi = Mi - dli (1 = c,b,s,h) (3.35) 
rsi = AMi - ACS1 (1 = c,b,s,h) (3.36) 
osi = Mi - ACSi (1 = c,b,s,p) (3.37) 
By definition, commercial supplies must equal commercial disposition 
and commercial disposition is equal to cattle slaughtered and cattle kept 
on farms and ranches at end of year. Thus, commercial supplies is defined 
as: 
(1 = c,b,s,h) (3.38) 
Death of all cattle were allocated to various classes on the basis 
of commercial supplies, 
D = CSPi D 
i CSP • ac 
ac 
Most of the slaughtering on 
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(i = c,b,s,h) (3.39) 
farms for home consumption and local 
sales consist of steers, heifers, and calves~ Farm slaughter of cows or 
bulls was considered negligible. ·That is~ 
FSi = 0 ·(i=c,b) 
Farm slaughter of all cattle was allocated to farm slaughter of 
steers and heifers only on the basis of commercial.supplies. 
FSsh = FSac 
FS .. = CSP1 • FS 
J. CSP sh . ac 
(i = s,h) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
Since outplacements of cows, bulls,. and.steers as defined were 
physically impossible, and BI,. CSP, FS, and D. ha.d been determined, re-
placements for these classes were detel'IJ1.ined as follows: 
1\ = CSPi + Di + Fsi_ + _R' i · .. B_Ii (i ·= c,b,s~h). (3.42) 
Since all replacements for cows must come from heifers, heifer out-
placements were determined (~'h ~ R0). Estimates of all variables for 
cow-bull and steer-heifer ·were obtained af! simple sums of sub-classes, 
that is, cow-bull as the sum of cows and bulls and steer-heifer as the 
sum of steers and bulls. Table !Id shows complete estimlites of all vari-
ables of the balance sheet for all classes for 1960. 
TABLE IId 
PUBLISHED AND ESTIMATED DATA FOR ALL VARIABLES OF ALL CLASSES, U. S., 1960 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All Newborg 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves T.C.C.a Calves 
L:i._=_1) (i=2) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) 
(1000 Head) 
{a_c) (cv )_ (T) (N13C} 
BI 45,871 1,676 47,547 10,574 12,115 22,689 70,236 26,000 96,236 39,353 
R 6,900 404 7,304 16,165 13,279 29 ;444 . · 29,848 36,8o1 39,818 39,818 
R' 6,900 6,900 · 29,848 2,917 
D 625 25 650 312 216 528 1,178 389 1,567 2,531 
FS 356 247 603 603 199 8o2 386 
CSP 52,146 2,055 54,201 26,071 18,031 44,102 98,303 32,465 130,768 36,901 
M 7,305 447 7,752 19,134 7,492 26,626 34,378 12,054 46,432 
AM 7,360 450 7,810 19,278 7,548 26,826 34,636 12,261 46,897 
OS 1,529 94 1,623 4,005 1,568 5,573 7,196 5,787 12,983 
IS 1,584 97 1,681 4,149 1,624 5,773 7,454 5,994 13,448 
cs 5,776 353 6,129 13,722 · 5,878 19,095 25,224 8,225 33,449 
ACS 5,776 353 6,129 15,129 5,924 21,053 27,182 6,267 · 33,449 
dI -55 -3 ...:58 -144 .,..56 -200 -258 -207 -465 
EI 46,370 1,702 48,072 10,942 12,107 23,049 71,121 26,198 97,319 
6I 499 26 525 368 -8 360 885 198 1,083 
p 6,275 379 6,654 15,497 5,916 21,413 28,067 6,465 34,532 
a T.C.C. = Total Cattle and Calves 
bBI of newborn calves actually is the calves born during the year vJ 
I-' 
CHAPTER IV 
ESTIMATION AND DISAGGREGATION.METHODS FOR 
THE REGIONAL BALANCE SHEET 1 
The development of estimation and disaggregation methods for the 20 
regions as shown in Figure 1 was one of the five main objectives of the 
study. Even though the procedure employed to estimate and disaggregate 
the data for the regional balance sheet variables generally followed the 
procedure used for the United States balance sheet variables, the proce-
dure of estimating and disaggregating the regional data varied from that 
used for the United States in many instances due to lack of available 
data. However, all estimates of the regional balance sheet variables 
were subject to two restrictions. These were (1) the sum of estimates 
of all regions of any class of cattle or calves must be equal to the 
u. s. estimate; and (2) the sum of estimates of all classes of cattle of . 
a region must be equal to the regions estimate of total cattle and calves. 
Because of the procedure adopted in estimation of the regional data 
it is not possible to present the procedure in the same manner as in 
Chapter III. The presentation of the ·procedure used in estimating u. s . 
balance sheet variables were composed of three parts. These parts were 
(1) estimation of data for all variables for total cattle and calves; (2) 
estimation of data for all variables for both all cattle and calves; and 
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In estimating the regional balance sheet varlables data for total 
cattle and calves, all cattle , calves, and classes of all cattle were 
often developed simultaneously making the division of steps involved in-
to three distinctive parts, as was done for the U, S,, impractical, 
Estimation of the Regional Balance Sheet Variables 
The regicnal estimation bf balance sheet variables began, unlike the 
procedure for the United States, with the estimation of . regional commer-
cial slaughter by classes, Estimation of regional commercial slaughter 
by classes required an approach different from the one used for the U. S, 
due to lack of published data. 
Data on federally in~pected slaughter for the 20 regions are not 
available, The U, S, Department of Agriculture, however, publishes data 
on federally inspected slaughter for eight major regions subsequently 
referred to as "areas" in this study (Figure 2 and Table III) , 
Area commercial slaughter of all cattle was first subdivided into 
estimates by classes using the percentage distributi?n of the federally 
1 inspected slaughter among classes published for major areas. The result 
was initial estimates of federally inspected slaughter by classes. These 
estimates were adjusted into final estimates such that they would add up 
to the United States figures by classes (See Tables, IVa, IVb, Va and Vb), 
FISir 
csir = ~ • csor 
or 
subject to restrictions 
(i =· c , b,s,h ) 
(r = 1,2, .•. 8) 
(4.1) 
1FIS in North Atlantic shows unrealistically low heifer slaughter 
(1.7 of total FIS for yea.r 1960) compared to steer slaughter (73.6 of 
total FIS for year. 1960) ·. . To make heifer slaughter a little more 
reasonable the ratio of South Atlantic region was applied to North 
Atlantic region also, 
I 
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REGIONAL, AREA,. AND DIS'l'.lUCT DESIC,'NATION OF 48 STATES 
STATE REGION (J·) AREA (r) DI TR C ( \ S I T k1 
Maine 1 N. Atlantic 1 
New Hampshire 1 N. Atlantic 1 
Vermont 1 N. Atlantic 1 
Massachusetts 1 N. Atlanti.c l 
Rhode Island 1 N. Atlantic 1 
Connecticut 1 N. Atlantic (r = 1) 1 
New York 1 N. Atlantic 1 
New Jersey 1 N. Atlantic 1 
Pennsylvania 1 N. Atlantic 1 
Maryland 1 N, Atlantic 1 
Delaware 1 N, Atlantic 1 
West Virginia 2 S, Atlantic 1 
Virginia 2 S. Atlantic 1 
North Carolina 2 S. Atlantic 1 
South Carolina 3 S, Atlantic (r = 5) 3 
Georgia 3 S. Atlantic 3 
Florida 4 S. Atlantic 2 
Alabama 3 -8, Central 1 
Mississippi 5 S. Central 2 
Louisiana 5 · S. Central 2 
Tennessee 6 S. Central 3 
Kentucky 6 s. Central (r 6) 3 
Arkansas 7 S , Central 4 
Texas 8 S , Central 5 
Oklahoma 9 S . Central 6 
Kansas 12 S. W. N. Central 1 
Missouri 12 S, W. N. Central (r = · 4) 1 · 
Ohio 10 E. N. Central 1 
Indiana 10 E, N, Central 1 
Illinoi_s 10 E, N, Central (r = 2) 1 
Michigan 11 E. N, Central 2 
Wisconsin 11 E. N. Central 2 
Iowa 10 N. W • N. Central 1 
Minnesota 11 N. W. N. Central 2 
Nebraska 13 N, W. N, Central (r = 3) 3 
South Dakota 13 N. W. N, Central 3 
North Dakota 13 N. W. N, Central 3 
Montana 14 Mountain 1 
Idaho 14 Mountain 1 
Wyoming 14 Mountain 1 
Colorado 15 Mountain 2 
New Mexico 16 Mountain (r 7) 3 
Arizona 17 Mountain 4 
Utah 18 Mountain 5 
Nevada 18 Mountain 5 
Wash1·~.n-g~t-o-n~~~---::1~9:----~-::P~a-c~i~f7ic--~----~----------~--~l------~ 
Oregon 19 Pacific (r 8) 1 
California 20 Pacific 2 
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8 cs = cs ir io · r=l (i = c,b,s,h) (4.2) 
where: 
csir = r-th area commerc.ial slaughter of i-th class 
FISir = r-th area federally inspected slaughter of i-th class 
CS r-th area commercial slaughter of all cattle or 
FIS = r-th area federally inspected slaughter of all cattle or 
CSio = u·. S. commercial slaughter of i-th class 
Commercial slaughter and'beginning inventories of each area with 
beginning inventories of di$tricts within each area were used as follow-
ing to divide district commercial slaughter of all cattle into its com-
ponent classes. 
2 Biik 
BI · . cs.k (i c,b,s,h) (4.3) ok . l. = 
csik = csok ro"" . ·Biik csok· 1,2·, ••. n) 3 . ok (k :::: 
where:. 
csik i-th class commercial slaughter of k-th district of 
r-th area. 
csor = r-th area commercial slaughter of a.11. cattle 
csok = k-th district of r-th area commercial slaughter of all 
cattle 
21960 data for region 9, Oklahoma, will be, used to illustrate re-
gional estimating procedure, whenever possible. For example, cow com-
mercial slaughter in Oklahoma, district 6 in area 6:(south Centrai), for 
1960 was obtained as following: 
144 = 334 .• 21,,f0793. 17,235 1,468 • 16,282 . ·3,248" . 
3value of n which k subscript may take on varie·s from area to area 
depending on the number-of districts within each area. Districts are 
part of a region or whole of twenty regions. For example, districts of 
South Central are regions 5,6,7,8,9, and part of region 3 (Alabama). 


























INITIAL ESTIMATES OF AREA FEDERALLY INSPECTED 
SLAUGHTER BY CLASS, 1960 
Cows Bulls Steers Heifers 
(1000 Head) 
332 17 962 102 
934 72 1,860 449 
1,153 73 3,423 1,600 
417 11 1,181 357 
228 14 248 41 
993 50 701 266 
253 15 478 719 
414 42 1,606 389 
4,724 294 10,453 3,923 
4,440 . 273 10,557 4,124 
See Figure 2 and Table III for area designation. 
TABLE IVb r ------
I<'INAL ESTIMATES OF AREA FEDERALLY INSPECTED 
. SLAUGHTER BY CLASS, 1960 
Cows Bulls Steers Heifers 
(1000 Head) 
312 16 976 109 
879 68 1,890 . 947 
1,071 67 3,435 1,138 
389 10 1,191 399 
219 13 255 232 
951 47 724 998 
234 13 474 247 
385 39 1,612 424 
4,440 273 10,557 4,713 
4,440 273 10,557 4,713 
























INITIAL ESTIMATES OF AREA COMMERCIAL 
SLAUGHTER BY CLASS, 1960 
Area a Cows Bulls Steers Heifers 
(1000 Head} 
1 458 23 1,431 160 
2 1,319 103 2,837 718 
3 1,111 72 3,570 1,742 
4 448 13 1,376 434 
5 468 28 545 94 
6 1,535 78 1,170 465 
7 294 17 598 939 
8 501 50 2,095 532 
Total 6,134 384 13,622 5,084 
u. s. 5,776 353 13z722 5,373 
a . . 

























FINAL ESTIMATES OF AREA COMMERCIAL 
. SLAUGHTER BY CLASS, 1960 
Bulls Steers Heifers 
(1000 Head) 
21 1,448 172 
94 2,872 768 
65 3,567 1,832 
12 1,381 459 
26 559 102 
74 1,202 504 
15 590 974 
46 2,103 562 
353 13,722 5,373 
353 13,722 5,373 

























BI0 k = k - t h district of r--th area beginning inventory of all 
cattle 
Biik = k-th distr i ct for r - t h area beginning inventory of 
i .. th class 
Other variables defined previously. 
Commercial slaughter of steers and heifers for regions 10, 12, and 
14 through 18 requi red special adjustment to ensure inclusion of feedlot 
marketings. It was a ssumed that all cattle marketed out of feedlot were 
commercially slaughtered and this assumption necessitated special ad-
justments for regions where initial estimates of commercial slaughter 
were not sufficiently large to include all feedlot marketings. 
(i = s,h) 4 
( j = 1, 2 , ••• 20 ) 
where: 
FLMij = feedlot marketings of i-th class of j-th region 
Regional commercial slaughter of all cattle and calves were adjusted 
by the use of the ratio of u. s. adjusted commercial slaughter to commer -
cial slaughter for these classes to yield regional adjusted corrunercial 
slaughter of all cattle, then, was divided into classes using regional 
commercial slaughter. 
ACSi 5 
ACSij = CS:-- csij (i = ac,cv) 
J. 
(4.4) 
4 .. Regional subscript J. t~kes on values 1 through 20 unless stated 
differently. 
5For 1960, use of equation (4.3) y1e1ded 334,ooo and 11,000 as com-
mercial slaughter of all cattle and calves respectively for Oklahoma. 
The u. s. ratio of ACS to CS 1.0776 then was applied to 334,ooo to · ac ac . 
give 360,000 as Okl_ahoma's adjusted commercial slaughter of all cattle. 
Initial estimates of regional data were adjusted so that the following 
be true. 
ACSac,j + ACScv,j = ACSTj = CSTj and ~l ACSij = ACSi. 
ACS h = ACS • CS b s ac c 
(204 = 354 - 150)6 
cs. j 
ACSi . = Cs1 ' -.- • ACS h . 
. J sh, J 8 'J 




(i = s,h) (4.6) 
All variables have been ·defined in Table I except for the addition 
of regional subscript, j. 
Regional estimates of adjusted marketings of total cattle and 
calves, all cattle, and calves were obtained by using the U. S, ratio 
of AM to.M for these,. Regional estimates of all cattle and calves.were 
then adjusted by using successive approximation techn_ique. 
(4.7) 
46,897 ) (1592 = 45,432 X 1,576. 
AMi 
AM = M- • Mij ij 
i 
· (i = ac, cv) (4.8) 
where: 
All variables defined previously except for regional subscript j. 
The distribution of regional adjusted marketings of all cattle to 
various classes were based on regional marketing base, Kij' under two 
restrictions that the sum of estimates of various classes and the sum of 
· regional estimates each be equal to the respective estimates of the 
total. The regional marketing base was to reflect' the logic that market-
ings would generally tend to be lower in the areas where there is an 
6All regional estimating equations will be illustrated for region 9, 
Oklahoma, following each equations for the year 1960 wherever·possible. 
The illustration, furthermore, is for the 1st subscripi;',ed class only. 
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\ 
increase in inventory and vice versa. To reflect this logic t he market-
ing base is composed of regional inventory and change in inventory. 
Kij = Biij - .6.Iij 
(1,593 = 1,679-86) 
Kij 
= ~ • AMi 
(258 = 4~;~i~ X 7,360) 
Subject to 
4 
~ AMij = 
l.=l 
AM . ac,J 
(i = c,b,s,h) (4.9) 
(i = c,b,s,h) (4.10) 
and 
However, the estimates of regional adjusted marketings of heifers 
for regions 15 and 17. were not satisfactory for these estimates failed 
to cover feedlot marketings of these regions. 7 To avoid this inconsis-
tency it was decided not to separate adjusted marketings of steer-heifer 
into that of steers and heifers . Instead, regional adjusted marketings 
were estimated for cows, bulls, and steer-heifers by modifying equation 
(4.10) as follows: 
-~ AMij - K • AMi (i = c,b) 
i 
(4.11) 
AM h . = AM . j - (AM j + AMj) s , J ac , c -- o (4.12) 
(972 = 1246 - (258 + 10) 
The breakdown of total regional inshipments into inshipments of all 
cattle and calves was obtained next on the basis of average liveweights 
of animals being marketed provided by the U. S, Department of Agricul-
ture.8 The following relationships, which are basically the same as 
?Estimated heifer adjusted marketings for regions 15 and 17 were 
205,000 and 75,000 heads respectively compared to heifer feedlot market-
ings 'of 376,000 and 105,000, 
8 See footnote on p. 22, 
those for the u. s., were employed as follows: 
ISTj 
(400. 
•. AlllTj = IS . · • Alll . + IS . • ALW j ac,J ac,J cv,j cv, 
620 = IS 9 • 890 ac, + IS 9 • 460) cv, 




IS1 j = inshipment of i-th class of j-th region (i = ac,cv,T) 
The distributi?n of regional all cattle inshipments to classes were 
based on regional adjusted marketings and adjusted commercial slaughter. 
AMij + ACSij . 
ISij = AM j + ACS j • ISac,j (1 = c,b,s,h) 
ac, ac, . 
(4.15) 
(46 = 258 + 144 X l84)10 
1,256 + 354 . · 
It was assumed that all animals marketed were either slaughtered or 
shipped to other regions. Th.is assumpti~n, together wi:th regional data 
on adjusted marketings and adjusted commercial slaughter, were used to 
derive regional outshipments for various classes of cattle. 
osij = AMij - ACSij 
(114 = 258 - 144) 
(i = c, b, sh) (4 .16) . 
In contrast with the United States data, regional outshipments, as 
defined, were not necessarily equal to regional inshipments for individ-
ual regions. The excess of outshipment over inship~ent for, individual 
regions was designated "net outshipments." The.summation of the regional 
9Equations' (4.13) and (4.14) give 149,000 and 251,000 as inshipments 
of all cattle and calves • . The two equations were also applied to other 
districts of South Central area, yielding 758,000 and 923,000 as compared 
to 938,000 and 742,000 as area inshipments of all cattle and calves re-
spectively. After adjustments were made to district estimates to equal 
area total 184,000 and 216,000 were obtained as Oklahoma inshipments of 
all cattle and calves respectively. 
lOThe initial estimate of !~6,000 was adjusted by successive approxi-
mation method to give 52,000 as· the final estimate of Oklahoma cow in-
shipments. 
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"net outshipm.entsl' is equivalent to statistical discrep13,ncy (dI) of the 
United States .11 
( i =· C, b, sh ) (4.17) 
(62 -114 - 52) 
(i = c,b,sh) (4.18) 
where: r·- . 
NOSij = i-th class 11 net outshipm.ents" of j-th region. 
Having obtained the regional data for adjusted commercial slaughter, 
ending inventory and net. outshipments, it ~as now possible to derive re-
gional commercial supplies for each class, 
CSPij = Eiij + ACSij + NOSij (i = c,b,sh) 
(1,971 = 1,'765 + 144 + 62) 
(4.19) 
The distribution of regional death (D) and farm slaughter:(FS) of 
total cattle and calves into classes w:ere carried out based on regional 
commercial supplies. 
CSP.j 
D = 1 D 
ij CSPT,j • T,j 
( 1,971 4) 19 = 4,705 X 7 
. CSP.j 
FS = i 
ij CSPT . ,J 





(i = c,b,sh,ac,cv) (4.20) 
(i = ac,cv) (4.21) 
All variables defined in Table I except for the regional subscript, j. 
1~et outshipments of a class of cattle for a given region could, 
either be positive or negative depending on class and region. Also see 
p. 24 for.the .discussion of the statistical discrepancy.(dI) of .the 
United States.· · 
Estimated next were regional replacements (R) and outplacements 
(R') for all classes except steers and heifers by the following equa-
tions. 
(311 = 1971 + 19 + O - O - 1679) 
R' = R' = R sh,j h,j c,j (4.23) 
Tbe initial estimation of regional replacements of steers and 
heifers were based on regional beginning inventories (BI) and changes in 
inventories {Li.I) of these classes and then were adjusted to the U.,,s. 
data. 
Bii. +ti.Ii. 
R" .. = . J J 
ij 'BI. + Ii 
J. ' 
· (i = s,h) 
(443 - 320 + (-20) X 16,165)12 - 10,574 + 368 
where: 
(4.24) 
R" = Initial estimate of i-th. class replac.ements in the.j-th ij 
region. 
Other variables defined previously. 
The initial estimates of regional replacement of steers and heifers 
with estimates of outshipments and beginning inventories were employed 
to obtain initial estimates of death and farm slaughter combined (D + FS) 
·ror each region. 
(i = s,h) (4.25) 
(18 _ 320 + 640 - O (15 14)) - 664 + 1,167 - 311 X + 
12 64 ' 443,000 were adjusted to be 0,000. 
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where: 
(D + FS\j == Initial estimates of death and farm slaughter 
combined of i-th class of' j-th region. Other variables defin~d previ-
_; 
The regional initial estimates of replacements, death and farm 
slaughter combined, outplacements, and beginning inventories of steers 
and heifers were employed as follows to ·give preliminary estimates of 
commercial supplies of these cattle. 
CSPij = Biij + Rij - (D + FS)ij 
( 942 = 320 + 640 - O - 18) 
where: 
(i = s,h) · (4 .26) 
CSPi. = preliminary estimate of i-th class commercial supply 
J 
of j ... th region. 
Marketings of cattle consist of marketings from feedlots (FLM) and 
other sources (OM). To insure that regional adjusted marketings of 
heifers are large enough to cover regional marketings from feedlot of 
heifers, the breakdown of regional adjusted marketings of steer-heifer 
to that of steers and heifers were carried. out by first estimating other 
, 
marketings (OM) , marketings from sources other than feedl:ot, based on 
regional feedlot·marketings (FLM) and preliminary estimates of commercial 
supplies of steers and heifers with regiona.i adjusted marketings of. 
·. steer-heifer as follows: 
OM'ij = CSPij ~ F~ij 
(855 = 942 - 87) 
.AMi - FLMi 





19;278 - 9,589 
16,482 
(i = sh) (4.27) 
(i = s,h) (4.28) 
X 942) 
OM" .. •. 1J . . 






= 50~0~ 128 X (972 - 143))13 
OM'ij = estimating factor of other marketings of i-th class of 
j-th region .• 
FLMij = marketings from feedlot, feedlot marketings, of i-th 
class of j-th region. 
OM" .. = initial estimates of other marketings of i-th class of 
1J 
. j -th region. 
OMi. = other marketings of i-tb. class of j-th region. 
. J 
Other variables defined.previously. 
Regional feedlot marketings and other marketings were brought to-
gether to yield regional adjusted marketings of steers and heifers. 
AMij = FLMij + OMij 
(744 = 87 + 657) 
·(1 = s,h) (4.30) 
The procedure adopted for estimatin~ inshipments of steers and 
heifers separately required constructio.n of a factor to be used as fol-
lows and is intended to reflect influence of commercial supplies on in-
shipments. 
IS' .. =AM .. + EI . - IS h .. ( i = s,h) (4.31) 1J 1J iJ S ,J 
(915 = 744 + 300 - 129) 
ISij = 
IS' iJ 
• IS h . (i = s,h) (4.32) IS' h . s ,J s ,J 
l3successive further adjustment of 661,000 gave 657,000 as the 
final estimate of other marketings of steers in Oklahoma f6r 1960. 
•,). 




rs1j = Estimation factor of inshipments of i-th class of j-th 
region. 
Others defined previously. 
Once regional inshipments and adjusted marketings of steer-heifer 
were separated into regional inshipments and adjusted marketings of 
steers and heifers, application of equations (4.16) through (4~22) to 
these estimates and estimates pf regional adjusted commercial slaughter 
and ending inventories data yielded regional estimates of outshipments' 
(OS), net out shipments (NOS),. commercial supplies (CSP), death (D), farm 
slaughter (FS), and replacements (R) for steers and heifers. 
Estimation of Fed and Non-Fed Slaughter, and· Feeder . 
Supplies for the Uni.ted States and Regions 
Having developed procedures for estimating principal regional bal-
a.nee sheet variables, attention was devoted to the subsectors of steer 
and heifer slaughter and marketings with major emphasis placed on feeder 
cattle supplies and fed cattle slaughter. As the first step in this 
direction, other marketings of steers ·and heifers for the. United States 
were then partitioned into "other marketings for slaL1ghter 11 ' ( OMFS) and 
"other marketings for feeding" (OMFF).15 
OMF'Si = ACSi - FLM1 
(5,540 = 15,129 - 9,589) 
(i = s,h,sh) 
14Adjusted figure of 87,000 is 86,000, 
(4 -33) 
l5See p. 46 for the derivation and definitation of other marketings. 
OMFF. = OM. - OMFS. 
1 · 1 J. 
(i = s,h,sh) (4.34) 
(4,149 = 9,689 - 5,540) 
The United States other marketings for slaughter (OMFS) and other 
marketings for feeding (OMFF) of steer-heifers were distributed by using 
two estimating factors as follows and are shown in Table VI. 
F I • = CSP h . + IS ·h j J s ,J ' s J 
F'. -
J 
CSP h . - NOS h . s ,J s ,J 
ACS h ·. 
FFSj - 6 ,J OM - F'. . h . J s J J 
FFF. = OM h . - FFS. 
J s 'J J 
OMFSsh 










if NOSsh,j > 0 








F' = Distributional base for j-th regions steer-heifer 
j 
· other marketings either for slaughter or for feeding. 
= Factor·for initial es:timation of J-th regions other 
marketings for slaughter 
FFF. 
J 
= Factor for initial estimation of j-th regions other 
marketings for feeding. 
OMFSsh,j = j-th regions steer-heifer other marketings for 
slaughter. 
OMFF h . = J-th regions steer-heifer other marketings for feed-
s 'J 
ing. 
Other variables defined previously. 
TABLE VI 
ESTIMATION OF REGIONAL STEER-HEIFER AREA MARKETINGS FOR SLAUGHTER AND OTHER MARKETINGS FOR FEEDING, 1960 . . 
Commer- Inshipment Adjusted Other Initial Estimates Final Estimates 
cial or Net-Out-
F'b 
Commercial Market- Factors 
OMFSc OMFFd OMFFd Region Supplies. shi~enta Slaughter ings Slaughter Feeding Sum OMFSc 
1 1,526 -1,618 3,223 2,050 236 150 86 249 56 305 196 40 
2 895 4 899 279 255 79 176 13],. 116 247 142 .113 
3 1,173 5 1,178 409· 342 119 223 198 146 344 205 137 
4 511 -53 586 234 115 46 69 77 45 122 75 40 
5 1,032 4 1,036 332 319 102 217 170 142 312 182 137 
6 1,360 82 1,442 380 447 118 329 196 2i6 4l2 223 224 
7 407 6 413 74 147 26 121 43 79 122 59 92 
8 3,527 377 3,904 973 1,926 · 480 1,446 798 949· 1,747 925 1,001 
9 1,491 129 1,620 204 829 104 725 173 476 649 236 593 
10 9,501 2,078 11,599 4,998 2,213 954 1,259 1,586 826 2,412 1,500 713 
11 4,066 -799 5,246 2,741 998 521 477 866 313 1,179 250 248 
12 4,48o 625 5,105 1,895 1,986 737 1,249 1,226 819 2,045 1,234 752 
13 5,125 493 5,618 2,082 1,191 441 750 733 492 1,225 739 452 
14 1,999 89 2,088 271 840 109 731 181 48o 661 247 593 
15 1,558 345 1,903 903 480 228 252 379 165_ 544 344 136 
16 544 109 653 61 361 34 327 57 215 272 81 280 
17 762 217 979 142 139 20 119 33 78 111 44 95 
18 495 23 518 204 · 106 42 64 70 42 112 68 38 
19 968 30 1,147 584 98 50 48 83 32 115 73 25 
20 2,682 675 3,662 2,237 337 206 131 343 86 429 273 64 
Total 44,102 52;799 21,053 13,365 4,566 8,799 7,592 5,773 13,365 7,592 ~,773 -
'C'. s. 44,102 21,053 13,365 7,592 5,773 13,365 · 7,592 5,773 
8Negative numbers represent net-outsbipments. 
bF' is distributional base for regions and is obtained by adding inshipments or subtracting net-outship-
ments to commercial suppl_ies. 
C Other marketings for slaughter. 




Regional steer-heifer marketings for slaughter were then subd.ivided 
by classes on the following basis: 
OMFSij --
OMFS ,, .• OM .. 
Sll, J l,J 
OM h . s ,J 
(i = s,h, sh) (4.41) 
"Other marketings for slaughter" of steers and heifers together 
with "feedlot marketings" yields "marketings for slaughter." 
(i = s,h,sh) (4.42) 
where: 
MFSij = marketings for slaughter of i-th class of j-th region. 
Regional marketings for slaughter included slaughter marketings 
within the region and 11net outshipments for slaughter." 
obtained as follows: 
NOFSij 
where: 
= :MFS . . - ACS . . 
1J l.J 




NOFS = "net outshipments for slaughter" of i-th .class of ij 
j-th region. 
For the regions with positive net outshipments, .net outshipments 
for slaughter of i.:.th class cattle were partitioned into fed and non-fed 
cattle estimates on the basis of the ratios of regional feedlot market-
ings to regional marketings for slaughter. 




NF~OFSij = NOFSij - FNOFSij. 
where: · 
(i = s,h,sh) (4.44) 
(4.45) 
FNOFSij ,= "Net outshipments for slaughter" of fed animals of 
i-th class of j-th region. 
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NFOFSi. = "non-fed cattle net outshipments for slaughter" of 
. J 
i-th class. of j-th region. 
A different proc.edure was necessary for those regions where region-
al slaughter exceeded regional marketings for slaughter, that is, where 
MFS ij < ACS ij (i = s,h,sh). 
For such regions, the partitioning of regional inshipments for . 
. slaughter intrJ fed and non-fed cattle was carried out on the basis of 
the ration qf aggregated net outshipments of fed cattle to non-fed cat-
tle outshipments: 
FNOFSij = NOFSij 
~ FNOFS. 
1V (i::;: s,h,sh) (4.46) 
• ~ NOFSiv {v = surplus regions) 
~NFOFSiv (i = s,h,sh) (4.47) 
• ~NOFS . (v = surplus regions) . 1V 
NFOFSij = NOFSij 
"Regional slaughter 11 of fed cattle wa3 estimated by beginning with 
feedlot marketings and adding or subtracting net outshipments of fed 
cattle for slaughter as required, 
(i = s,h,sh) (4.48) 
where: 
F'SLij = regional slaughter of fed cattle of i-th class. 
The initial step involved in estimating the "regional supplies of 
feeder cattle" was to estimate the "regional supplies of cattle for 
slaughter and feeding" as follows: 
RSij = Biij - Eiij + Rij - R' ij - Dij ~ FSij (i = s,h,sh) 
(4.49) 
where: 
RSij = "regional supplies for cattle for sl1:tughter ar:id feeding" 
of i-th class, 
Biij + Rij represents the regional "total supplies of i-th 
·class which can be disposed of as R', D, FS, and EI, or for immediate 
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slaughter or feeding and slaughter, Replacing Biij - E~ij by t:. r1j in 
the.above equation yields the following equation which is the estimate 
i '! 
of regional supplies of cattle for feeding and/or slaughter. 
(i = s,h,sh) (4.50) 
i 
Where re~ional "other marketings for slaughter"· is deducted from 
"regional supplies of cattle for slaughter and feeding" the residual is 
the regional supplies of feeder cattle being designated as "feeder sup-
plies," 
I· 
FDSij = RSij_ - OMFSij 
where: 
(i = s,h, sh) (4.51) 
FDSij = j-th regions "feeder supplies" of i-t~ class. 
By comparing the size of regional feedlot marketings to the feeder 
supplies o-f the region, it was possible to decide whether a particular 




- FLMij > 0 surplus feeder cattle supplying area 
. · 16 
- FLMij <o deficit feeder cattle supplying area. 
16neficit steer feeder cattle supplying areas in 1960 were regions 
l, 10, 11, 15, 17, 19, and 20. Deficit heifer cattle supplying areas in 
1960 were regions 1, 4, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 19, and 20. 
CHAPTER.V 
UNITED STATES CATTLE SUPPLIES AND DISPOSITION TRENDS 
The cattle industry of the United States is a vast, complex, and 
heterogeneous assemblage of many varied and changing components which 
defy accurat~ description. The components vary from cow-calf operations 
to commercial feedlots and from dairy heifers to feeder cattle and fed 
bee~ cattle. The industry also consists of many area and regional com-
ponents which include every state and every county in the nation. While 
interrelated, each component possesses its own individual and character-
istic patterns of development or evolution and change, 
Findings regarding national trends in various measures of the 
national (1) production and supplies and (2) distribution or disposition . . 
of supplies will be presented first. Employing components developed in 
the preceding chapter, a "statistically aggregated supplies" (SAS) is 
defined by: 
SAS= BI+ R +IS= EI+ R' +ACS+ D + FS +OS+ dI (5,1) 
where: 
SAS= Statistically aggregated supplies 
Other variables defined previously, 
For the Unite.d States, SAS is. an inflated figure since IS ::::; OS + 
dI and IS is included in replacements (R) and OS+ dI is included in 
ending inventories (EI). Therefore: 




TS= Total supplies 
Other variables ·defined previously. 
Other concepts and definitions of supplies, however_, are derived 
readily and were found useful. These include: 
(1) Net supplies (NS) 
NS = BI + R - R' = EI + ACS + D + FS (5 -3) 
(2) Commercial supplies (CSP) 
CSP = BI + R - R' - D - FS = EI + ACS 'or (5.4) 
CSP = NS . - D ~ FS 
(3) Production (P) 
P = ACS + I = CSP - BI =. R - R' - D - FS1 (5 .6) 
Many measures of disposition such as ACS also can be considered 
measures of supplies of production. This is true also of marketings. . . 
Varibus components of marketings.such as "marketings for slaughter 11 and 




Total inventories of cattle and calves in the United States rose 
from about 8o,5 million in 1947 to 99.8_million in 1962, Figure 3. In-
ventories trended upward at the average rate of'about 1.5 million head 
2 . . 
or 1.6 percent per year, Table VII. Since 1947 dairy cattle and calf 
1 •:p = ACS + I, I = EI - BI, CSP = ACS + EI, and ACS = CSP - EI 
••• P = ACS + EI - BI = CSP - EI + EI - BI = CSP - BI 
·:esp = BI + R - R, - D - FS 
:.p = BI + R - R' ..; D - FS - BI = R .. R' - D - FS 
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Figure 3. Estimates and Trends of Total Cattle and Calves on Farms, January 1, United States, 1947-63. 
\.~ ~,,, 
TABLE VII 
CATTLE INVENTORIES BY TYPE AND CI.ASS: TREND COEFFICIENTS AND 
AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES, UNITED STATES, 1947-62 
Type and Class of Trend Average Annual b 
Cattle and Calves Coef':f'icienta Percentage change 
{1000 bead) {percent) 
Dairy 
Cows -4oo.4o -i.8 
Heifers -39.56 -0.7 
Calves -62.56 -1.0 
Total cattle -439.97 -1.6 
Total Dairy Cattle and Calves -502 .52 -1.5 
Other 
Cows 844.19 3.8 
Heifers 176.14 3.0 
Steers 291.89 3.4 
Bulls -7 .10 -0.4 
Calves 661.41 3.9 
Total Cattle 1,305.12 3.4 
Total Other Cattle and Calves 1,966;53 3.5 
All Cattle 865.15 1.3 
All Calves 598.85 2.6 
Total Cattle and Calves i,464.oo 1.6 
a"Trend coefficients" are the regression coefficients with time as 
the independent variable {1947 ~ 1). 
bComputed by dividing the regression coefficients by the mean. 
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numbers have decreased about one-half million head per year, from 37.7: 
million to 28.8 million head in 1962 .. The annual percentage decline in 
dairy cattle numbers was 1.5 percent. nother" cattle and calf numbers, 
in contrast, rose by nearly 2 million head per year, from 42~9 in 1947 
to 74.7 million head in 1962, or about 3.5 percent, Table VII. Inven-
tories of each major class of dairy cattle, as indicated in Table VII and 
Figure 4 trended downward with dairy cow numbers dropping most sharply. 
Among other cattle, largest average annual absolute gains were made in 
cow numbers but the average annual percentage rise was slightly larger 
for calves than for cows (Table VII). 
Since cycles are a prominent feature of cattle inventories, trend 
values are greatly affected by the time period under consideration. For 
instance, a trend equation on total cattle and calves for the period 
1947-62 would have yielded a substantially larger trend coefficient than 
the one based on 1930-62. The 1930-62 trend equation, Y = 60,556.66 + 
1,175.4125 T, implies an average increase in total cat.tle and calf inven-
tories of 1.175 million head compared with an average annual rise of 
1.464 million head for 1947-62 (Figure 3). 
Linear Trends in Supplies, Marketings, 
and Dispositions, 19lq-62 
While a January l inventory figure can be considered as one measure 
of supplies, this measure is subject to many limitations. Replacements, .. 
the gross supplies added to inventories during the year, is another com-
ponent of the total supplies. For certain classes of cattle, such as 
cows and bulls, replacements are small relative to inventories (Table 
VIII). But for steers, heifers, and calves replacements are relatively 
large. Total and net, supplies (TS & NS) of cows, bulls, steers, all 
Figure 4. Cattle and Calves on Farms; January 1 1 by Classes and Types, 
U, S., 1947-63. 
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'l'ABLE VIII 
FSTIMATED TOTAL AND NET SUPP.LIES 01'' CA'l'TLE AND CALVES BY CLASSES, UNITED STATES, 1947-62 
Cow· Bulls steers Heifers 
!'la -;'S&i'!Sb Br°ii Ra. TS&NS!) Bia 
----------------µ000 Head) . 
1947 42,330 7,292 49,622 1,834 
i948 40,625 7,234 47,859 1,759 
1949 39,781 7,160 46,941 1,681 
1950 40,596 7,963 48,559 1,690 
1951 42,094 8,020 50,114 1,689 
1952 43,923 9,164 53,087 l,7'74 
1953 46,84o 10,267 57,107 1,907 
1954 48,946 9,305 58,251 1,896 
1955 49,121 8,819 57,940 1,829 
1956 48,283 8,013 56,296 1,762 
1957 46,859 7,329 54,188 1,713 
1958 45,430 fi,506 51,936 1,619 
1959 45,244 6,275 51,519 1,607 
1960 45,871 6,900 52,771 1,676 
1961 46,370 6,791 53,161 1,702 
1962 47,379 1,2a~, 54,666 1,699 
Heifers 
NSb Bla Ra 
752 2,586 7,109 10,933 18,042 10,160 10,670 20,830 
635 2.391 6,672 9,957 16,62910,06810,670 20,830 
6'{3 2,354 7,270 10,088 1 7,358 9,98l• 9,829 19,820 
710 2,400 6,8()5 10;568 17,373 10,14~ 9,836 20,031 
8()6 2,495 7,029 10,88o 17,909 10,615 10,783 21,838 
827 2,601 8,400 11,383 19,783 11,665 11,223 24,000 
752 2,659 9,147 12,6!~0 21,787 12,428 12,335 25,746 
587 2,483 8,229 13,889 22,118 12,238 13,318 25,535 
553 2,382 8,444 14,915 23,359 12,300 13,297 24,664 
514 2,276 9,483 15·,052 24,535 11,613 12,364 23,740 
481 2,194 8,99115,562 24,553 11,193 12,127 23,125 
412 2,031 9,252 15,376 24,628 11,029 11,932 22,746 
413 2,020 9,93115,337 25,268 11,607 11,717 24,222 
404 2,08() 10,574 16,165 26,739 12,115 12,615 25,394 
353 2,055 10,042 16,56127,50312,107 13,279 25,919 
350 2,049 11,026 17,886 28,912 12,269 13,812 26,658 
Total Cattle & Calves 
(1000 Head) 
1947 13,538 19,121 33,498 
1948 12,663 18,050 31,990 
1949 12,660 18,114 32,223 
1950 12,968 18,724 34,152 
195113,818 20,656 33,028 
1952 14,836 22,310 35,291 
1953 15,479 39,144 63,144 
1954 16,230 24,370 41,122 
1955 15,845 24,898 39,862 
1956·15,727 24,759 38,714 
1957 15,796 24,104 38,734 
1958 16,240 23,846 37,341 
1959 17,947 24,933 35,820 
1960 18,494 26,000 36,901 
196119,128 26,198 38,161 
1962 19,372 27,4o9 39,718 
52,619 .22,355 30,624 Bo,554 33,498 117,2313,179114,052 
50,040 20,421 29,619 77,17131,990112,019 2,858 109,161 
50,347 20,597 29,·750 76,830 32,233 111,966 2,903 109,063 
52,876 22,061 30,815 77,963 34,152 114,940 2,825 112,115 
53,684 22,909 30,775 82,083 33,028 ll'{,921 2,610 115,111 
57,601 24,545 33,056 88,072 35,291126,288 2,925 123,363 
63,063 26,710 36,353 94,24139,144136,404 3,019 133,385 
65,492 27,773 37,719 95,679 41,122 139,814. 3,013 136,8o1 
64,'(60 27,832 36,928 96,592 39,862 139~403 2,949 136,454 
63,473 27,693 35,78o 95,900 38,714 137~526 2,912 134,614 
62,838 27,975 34,863 92,860 38,734 134,398 2,8()4 131,594 
61,187 27,505 33,682 91,176 37,341131,238 2,721128,517 
6o,753 28,365 32,388 93,322 35,820 131,906 2,764 129,142 
62,901 29,848 33.,053 96,236 36,901136,054 2,917 133,137 
64,359 30,726 33,633 97,319 3&,161138,3412,861135,48o 
67,127 32,625 34,502 99,782 3),718 142,395 2,895 139,500 
aSee footnote following Table I for the definition of these variables. 
bTS = Total Supplies; l'iS = Net Supplies, · 
cNCD = the de~th of new born calves, 
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cattleJ and total cattle and calves are the same since the class cate-
gory for each of these does not change. 3 In contrast, net supplies of 
heifers and calves consistently are substantially smaller than total 
supplies. Net supplies are additive whereas total supplies are not,' and 
represent supplies available during the year for disposal within each 
class. Net and commercial supplies differ only by deaths and farm 
slaughtet'. Si.ace it was assumed that no cows or bulls were included in 
fa:tm slaughter, net and comme.rcial supplies of these classes differ only 
by estimated deaths. 
Production estimates, shown in Table IX, represent commercial sup-
plies less initial inventories, Production includes adjusted commercial 
slaughter plus any increase or mj_nus any reduction in inventories when 
looked at from.the dispo~ition side.4 As production is defined, out-
placements of calves are allocated as production to steers, heifers and 
bulls. On a liveweight basis, it would be necessary to allocate out-
placements to production according to classes responsible for weight 
gains • While the definition in terms of numbers t.ends to under repre -
sent calf and heifer production, it was found useful. 
Linear Trends in Supplies and Production 
Linear trends in balance sheet variables for 1947-62 necessarily 
are affected by the period selected for study. The emphasis, therefore, 
must be placed on comparisons among the variables rather than on the 
3outplacements for these classes are equal to zero. 
4rt could be argued, of course, that production should include farm 
slaughter. Exclusion of farm slaughter, however, is consistent.with 
emphasis throughout .the report on commercial or salable supplies. 
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TA.BLE IX 
PRODUC~:ION: OF CATrrn AND CALVES BY CL&9SES 
UNITED S1'AT.Ef3, .1947-62a /,\\_ 
---~ ----"'"--·~-----... ~ -~ ..... - - . 
Total 
All 
b Cattle & Cows Bulls Steers :Heifers Cl=l,ttle Calves Calves 
· · {1000 Head) 
1947 6,650 719 10,338 · 2:932 20,639 10,524 31,163 
1948 6,621 605 9,421 2,187 18,834 10,977 29,811 
19!i-9 6,50·7 61-1-0 9,535 2,272 18,95i-1- 11,020 29,974 
1950 7;333 679 10,051 2,433 20,496 11,498 31,994 
1951 7,347 113 10,350 2,794 21,264 · 9,519 30, r{83 
1952 8,~-70 793 10,8o7 2,739 22,809 10,110 32,919 
1953 9,589 721 12,020 2,610 24,940 11,771 36,711 
1954 8,631 558 13,272 3J540 . 26,001 12,675 38,676 
1955 8,139 525 14,269 3,108 26,041 111366 37,407 
1956 7,387 488 14,384 . · 3.,868 . 25,945 10,389 36.,334 
1957 6,·730 457 14,920 4,190 26,297 10,155 36,452 
1958 5,891 388 14,727 4,783 25,789 9,227 35,016 
1959 .5,672 390 14,698 5,887 26,647 6,88o 33,527 
1960 6,275 379 15,497 5,916 28,067 6,465 34,532 
1961· 6,187 330 15,884 6,550 28,951 6,848 35,799 
1962 6,668 327 17,192 6,637 30,824 , 6,501 37,325 
···---
aProduction represents (1) replacements minus outplacements, 
deaths and f'armslaughter which is equivalent; to (2) adjusted commercial 
slaughter plus or minus discrepancy (3) commercial supply minus begin-
ning inventories o:r. (4) ending inventories plus adjusted commercial 
slaughter minus beginning inventories. 
b . . . . . . 
Production of calves represent only that portion of calves that 
were either slaughtered or resulted in a net addition to the inventory 
of calves. Of course, those calves that were used to replace mature 
cattle, outplacements of calves, are part of calf production but were 
excluded from the production of calves to avoid double counting and be 
. consistent with concept of production used for mature·cattle, that is, 
production·is equal to the sum of slaughter and change in inventory. 
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magn:i.tudes of specified variableso Average annual percentage·changes 
were computed by dividing tr.end coeffici~nts representing annual average 
absolute changes by the appropriate means for the periocj.o · 
Despite a downtrend in cow"'."bull replacements of about 105 thousand 
head per year, total, net, and.commercial supplies of cows.and·bulls 
incre.ased. by an annual average· of more. than . 330 thousand head. This, as 
seen later, was .made.possible by sharp average annual.reductions for the. 
period in cow-b.ull- slaughter. This is refle,~ted in cqw-bull production.· 
(Table IX). 
Sharp upward trends and average annual percentage increases in 
steer invent;ories, replacements, .and supplies relative to those for 
heifers or cows are evident. Commercial supplies of steer-heifer cattle 
rose at the average annual rate of about.L25 million head for average 
anm,1al perce11,tage increases of 3a 7 perce-q.t fot: ste~rs aI).d 2. 9 percent 
for heifers. In contrast,·the average.annual percentage.rise in produc-
tion of-. heifers, _due to a la:rger- percentage increase in. slaughter, was 
nearly double that for. steers ·(Table_ X). 
Altho~gh the total supplies of calves rose by an ayerage·annual. 
of more than-1.0 million head, commercial supplies rose by less than 286 
h d h d d lf d · 5 d d d d h f b t ousan _ ea an ca pro uction tren e ownwar. at t e rate o .a out 
313 thousand_ head annually a. The principal reasons for th_ese differences 
can be traced to a strong upward treI).d in outplacements of calves and to 
a sharp downtrend in c~lf s~aughtera It s~ems apparent.that with some 
shift in consumer preferences from calf·anq veal to more mature beef, 
feedlot operators were incre,;1singly successful during the period in bid-
ding calves· away-. from meat packers. 
5 See the footnote at the end of Table IX for the.discussion of calf. 
production a 
'l'ABLE: X 
TREND boEFFICIEN'J:S AND AVEHA(i:;: ANNUAL PERGEN'rAGE: CHANGES IN SELEC'l"'ED 
MEASURES OF CA'l'TLE SUPPLIEE, AND· PHODUCTIOl\T, UNI'l'ED STATES, 191+ 7 =62 
-~gin::---·. 't~e:.---··-,_.,_ , S~;p1:es = Pro=--
ning In- place= .-----··----·-· -·~ duc!-
Class ventor:.i.es men ts 'I'otala · Netb Commercial c ion · 
· Average Annual Changes 1~2J --·-----
. Trend Coefficients 
Cows (All) 
Bulls 






Total Cattle & 
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Total Cattle & 
Calves _____ 1_.6 _____ 1_.o .... e __ ....,....1_ .• _4_e ___ l_._5 __ ~-l~ 
aTotal Supplies::;: Beginning inventories plus replacemer:ts (TS=BI+H). 
b . 
Net Supplies exclude.s numbers shifted during the year to another 
class or NS=TS-R'=BI+R-R' ~ 
C . 
Conunercial Supplies are equivalent to net supplies less death and 
farm slaughter. CSP=NS-D-FS=BI+R-R'--D-FS. 
~roduction is commercial supplies-minus beginning inventories or 
P=CSP-BI=ACS+ 6.I. 
e These are not additive f'or the reasons explained .earlier. See 
PP· 56 and 59. 
With inventories of all cattle and calves rising at.an average an-
nual rate of nearly 1.5 million head a.rid replac,ement trending upward at 
. . ,e . 
. more than 4o9 thousand head annually, co~ercial supplies.of total cat-
tle and calves rose by.an average annual rate of nearly 2 million head, 
or 1.5 percent of 1947...62 mean. Of the 2 million tota.l, the percentage 
contributions by classes were: cow-bull 17.9; steers 43.3; heifers 23.6; 
and calves 16.2 percent. 
In contrast to th.e trend in commercial supplies, production of 
total cattle and calves rose by an average of about 410 thousand head 
annually... While the treI;ld in production :j.s governed largely· by the . . . 
. . . . : . . . . . . 
asaociated·trend in slaughter, it also is a·function of the difference 
between commercial suppiies and beginning inventories. . Thus, 
CSP. (1874.45) ... BI (1464.oo) =P (410.45). (5.7) 
Linear Trends in Marketings, Feeder Supplies and Components 
/ 
Marketings, as.\indicated earlier were adjust.ed for discrepancy in 
,published data between marketings and the sum of commercial slaughter . .. .. . . 
and inshipments. It seemed logical to asswne that cattle marketings 
were either slaughtered or returned to farms and ranches for breeding 
.. . . . ~ 
or further feeding. In general, the adjustment :resulted in upward re-
. . . 6 1 
vision in marketings. 
On a national basis, commercial slaughter can be considered a mea-
sure of the supplies available for slaughter. Adjustments in commercial 
slaughter for steers, heifers, and calves,{however, also were found· 
necessary. This adjustment provided improved comparability be~ween 
· 6see Appendix Tables C -IV and C-V. 
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invento1~y and slaughter defin.it:i.on of calves. It reduced ea.lf' slaughter 
for the period 1947-62 by an average annual voltm1e: of about Ll million 
head and distributed. this volu.m.e to steers and heifer·s according to the 
ratios of steer and heifer comraercial slaughter t.o the combined total :r 
Relative contr:fou.timrn o:f the various classes t.o ad~Justed marketings 
changed materially over the per:l.od. under study '(1'able XI). In 194"{, 
steers and heifers accounted for nearly 40 percent of' total marketings 
with steers responsible for 31 percent. By 1962, steer-heifer market-
ings represen:ted nearly 60 percent of the total marketings with steers 
alone accounting for 4,3 percent, 
Inshipmen:ts consist primarily of stock that are returned to farms, 
ranches, or feedlots, frequently in another state, for feed:'!.ng rather 
than breedings. '1.'he popular shift to calves rather than steers or 
heifers for feeding is c1early indicated by the inshipment data for 19lq_ 
62 (Table XI). The relative contribution of calves to i.nshipments rose 
during the period from about one-third to about 44 percent. Inshipments 
of steers and heifers, however, also increased relatively as well as 
absolutely from about 30 percent to 32 percent for steers and 8.4 percent 
to 12.3 percent for heifers. 
Downtrends in marketings and slaughter of cows, bulls, and calves 
are quantified for the period in Table XII. Average annual reductions 
in calf slaughter, whether adjusted or unadjusted, of 3.7 percent and 
2.3. percent, respectively, were substantial. Increases in marketings, 
inshipments, and slaughter of. steers and heifers, heifers particularly,, 
also were substantial. 
7see chapter on procedures, pp. 13-31. 
TABIE XI 
ADJUSi~D MARY..ETINGS AND PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS 
UNITED S'l'ATES, 194 7 -62 
Cows Bulls Steers 



































10,279 1,924 8,3J5 981 184 797 
9,562 2,097 7,465 8'71 191 680 
7,361 1,669 5;692 816 185 631 
7,646 1,811 5,835 891 211 680 
7,382 1,864 5,518 920 232 688 
7,187 1,634 5,553 854 194 660 
9,007 1,521~ 7,483 881 149 732 
10,411 1,955 8,456 769 144 625 
10,940 1,963 8,977 721 129 592 
10,667 1,856 8,811 650 113 537 
10,051 1,892 8,159 678 127 551 
7,827 1,750 6,077 515 115 400 
6,497 1,452 5,045 413 92 321 
7,360 1,584 5,776 450 97 353 
6,684 1,506 5,178 430 97 333 




































14,610 3,015 11,595 
13,104 2,191 10,913 
13,087 2,677 10,410 
12,778 3,212 9,566 
11.,333 3,468 7,865 
12,223. 3,722 8,501 
14,807 3,487 11,3go 
16,131 3,984 12,147 
15,585 4,o8o 11,505 
15,687 4,643 11;044 
15,079 4,666 10,413 
13,633 5,493 8,140 
11,815 6,002 5,813 
12,261 5,994 6,267 
12,339 6,702 5,637 
12,814 7,317 5,497 
1 a AM = Adjusted marketings. 
bIS = Inshipments ( to farms and ranches) • 

































Total Cattle & Calves 
b-
AM.a IS . ACSc 
42,848 8,302 34,546 
37,747 7,595 30,152 
36,920 8,079 28,84,1 
36,770 8,896 27,874 
33,979 9,185 24,794 
35,841 9,091 26,750 
43,640 8,367 35,273 
47,670 9,907 37,763 
47,994 9,895 38,099 
49,983 .10,609 39,374 
49,228 11,092 38,136 
45,486 12,616 32,870 
43,753 13,140 30,613 
46,897 13,448 33,449 
48,097 14,761 33,336 
50,073 16,496 33,577 
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TABLE XII 
TREND COEFFICIEl'ifTS AND AV1~RAGE AJ\TifOAL PERCEN'fAGE CHANGES IN MARKETINGS 
ADJUSTED MARKETIMGS AND PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS., UNiXED S1rATES, 1947 .. 62 
Cows 
Bulls 
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The data and estimates '.t'eported in these and follqwing tables re-
\, 
fleet basic changes in the organization of the cattle industry and in 
production and m.a.rketing patterns and practices. Growth in feedlot mar-
ketings and in feeder suppliesJ, reductions in other marketings of steers 
for slaughter, the changing role of heifers, and the rising relative im-
'-"' 
portance of direct movements of feeders to feed.J.ots are reflected and 
quantified in Tables XIII and XIV. It appeared reasonable to assume for 
the nation as a whole, that (1) ·11 inship1nent.s" represent 11marketings for 
feeding" and ·(2) ":feedlot marketings" in terms of numbers represent the 
"total feeder supplies." Since marketings were not sufficiently large 
. . 8 
to include both adjusted slaughter and total feeders supplies, the dif-
ference, it was assumed, consists of feeders that_move directly to feed-
lots without entering the marketing system. In general, the data appear 
reasonably consistent internally in view of a priori expectations. 
Outstanding features of Table XIV are (1) the increases in feedlot 
marketings relative to other marketings for feeding, (2) the substantially 
larger percentage increases. in all.components of marketings and slaughter 
for heifers, and (3) the large:r.)~verage annual direct placements of cat-
1· 
tle on feed relative to marketings for feeding. 
In 1947, adjusted commercial slaughter of steers and heifers repre-
. I 
sented less than 40 percent of total adjusted commercial slaughter and 
the slaughter of fed cattle accounted for about ;46 percent of the steer~ 
heifer slaughter. By 1962, two-thirds of the total adjusted commercial 
slaughter was steer-heifer beef and two-thirds of steer-heifer commercial 
slaughter consisted of fed cattle. Assuming an unaltered prbgression of 
8Feeder supplies for the u. s. is equal to feedlot marketings •. see 
pp. 51 and 52 for more detailed discussion. 
'I'J\J3LE XI II 
ADJUSTED MARKETINGS AND COMPONEN'l1S REPHESENTING MA...RKE'HNGS FOR SLAUGHTER, 
r"EEDER MARKETINGS, O'I'HER FEEDLOT PLACE.Mr~NTS ,, PJm FEEDER SUPPLIES FOR 
STEERS, mnFERS,, l\ND srl'EERS AND HEIFERS, UNITED STATES 1947-62 
... -----~-·, .. .,._ ...... .....,.,.......,..,,~----· ·-----------· --· __ .,...,,_,. ... ,,.,,,~-"----------------
Steers 
Marketings for ~ght':E. 
FIMa Other 'I'otal b . d . C Year MFF Total Mktgs, OPFF Feeder Suppl_:!.~~ --Trooo ReatlY-
1947 4,548 6,227 10,T/5 2,h82 13,257 2J066 4,548 
1948 4,200 l+,623 8,823 2,478 11,301 1,722 l} ,200 
1949 6,4G4 3,596 10,000 2,930 12,930 3,474 6,404 
1950 6,090 3;737 9, 82~( 3,051 12,878 3;039 6,090 
1951 6,079 2,900 8,979 3,032 12,011 .3,047 6,079 
1952 6,697 3,363 10,060 2,960 13,020 3,737 6,697 
1953 6,,551 6,387 12,938 2,636 15,574 3,915 6,551 
1954 6 J~·57 6,600 13,057 3,019 16,076 3,438 6,457 
1955 7, 3lt4 5,886 13,230 2,893 16,123 4,451 7,344 
1956 7,744 7,132 14,876 3,133 18,009 4,611 7,744 
1957 7,660 6,999 14,659 3,398 18,057 4,262 7,660 
1958 8,229 5J819 14,048 4,047 18,095 4,182 8,229 
1959 9,138 4,917 14,055 4,045 18,100 5,093 9,138 
1960 9,589 5,540 15,129 li ,149 19,278 · 5 ,4!+o 9,589 
1961 10,235 5,565 15,800 4,597 20,397 5,638 10,235 
1962 10 1 71+5 5,381 16,126 ) / ~~71 21,397 5 ,l.J.7l+ 10.., 7l1.5 ---
Heifers 
Marketings for Slaughter 
Fill 
.b d OPFFc Feed~ Supplies Other Total MF'F Total .Mktgs. 
(1000 Head) 
1947 1,812 1,212 3,024 697 3, r(21 1,115 1,812 
1948 1,655 616 2,271 638 2,909 1,017 1,655 
191~9 1,463 645 2,108 618 2,726 845 1,463 
1950 1,386 580 1,966 6ll 2,577 775 1,386 
1951 1,139 605 1,744 589 2,333 550 1,139 
1952 1,343 633 1,976 581 2,5:>7 762 1,343 
1953 2, 1'72 628 2,8oo 571 3;371 1,601 2,172 
1954 2,513 965 3,478 805 4,283 1,708 2,513 
1955 2,578 1,217 3,795 830 4,625 1,748 2,578 
1956 2,953 1,153 lt,106 864 4,970 2,089 2,953 
1957 3,0'74 1,280 4,354 1,009 5,363 2,065 3,074 
1958 3)062 1,143 4,205 1,211 5,416 1,851 3,062 
1959 3,489 1,890 5,379 1,549 6,928 1,9!~0 3,489 
1960 3,872 2,052 5,924 1,624 7,548 2,24.S 3,872 
1961 4,098 2,290 6,388 1,859 8,247 .2,239 4,098 
1962 4,018 ~~ 8,21+8 2,01+6 4,078 
aFIM = Feedlot marketings, 
b . 
MFF = Marketings for feeding. 
cOPFF = Other placements for feeding. 



















TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Steers and Heifers 
Marketings for Slaughter . 
~----· b d 

































































aFIM = Feedlot mark.etings • · 
bMFF = Marketings for feeding, 
C . 

































dTotal marketings is equal to adjusted marketings (AM). 
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TABLE XIV 
TREND COEFFICIENTS AND AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN MARKETINGS 
AND FEEDER SUPPLIES Al'ID COMPONENTS FOR STEERS AND HEIFERS, 
UNITED STATES, 1947-62 
Item 
. Marketings : 
Adjusted Marketings 
Inshipments 
Marketings for Slaughter 
Feedlot Marketings 
Other Marketings for 
Slaughter 
Marketings for Feeding a Other Placements on Feed 




1 · '· Marketings for Slaughter 
I. ' ··-· -- Feedlot Marketings · 
Other Marketings,for 
Slaughter 
Marketings for Feeding ~ 
Other Placements on Feed 
Feeder Supplies 
Steers and 
Steers Heifers Heifers 
Average Annual Changes 
' (1000 Head) 
635.·73 397.43 1,033.16 
150.58 92-36 .242.94 
485.15 305.07 790.22 
.379.72 199.56 579.28 
105.43 105.51 210.04 
150.58 92.36 242.94 
229.14 107.20. 336.34 
379.72 199.56 579.28 
























a.This refers to cattle placed on feed directly, Le., without 
going through the marketings. 
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these trends into the future, steer-,heif'er slaughter would represent 
nearly 82 percent of' the total by 1972 a.nd fed cattle marketings would. 
rise to 78 percent of the total steer,-heif'er slaughter. 
Relative increases in the dlrec:t movement of feeder cattle to feed-
lots may reflect increased feeding of cattle by the rancher-owners either 
at the ranch or through custom feedlots. The rising prevalence o:t' custom 
feeding facilities would seem to be the more logical explanation. Direct 
purchases by feedlot operators or order buyers at the ranch or farm, 
which were not rec()rded as marketings, also may be responsible. 
Despite . the larger percentage increase J.n marketings of fed heifers, 
beif'ers did not re:present a larger percentage of total fed cattle market-
ings at the end of the period than they did at the beginning of the 
period. Much larger percentage increases in production of fed heifers 
were required to maintain the percentage of total slaughter for heifers 
at 27 to 28 percent. Effects of the cattle cycle are apparent, however, 
in the placements of heifers on feed and in fed heifer marketings. 
Sharp increases in supplies, production and marketings of steers 
and heifers were made possible by two primary factors. These were, (1) 
continued large annual increases in the calf crop and in total supplles 
of calves, and (2) .sharp reductions in production of calves, as such, 
i.e., in the marketings of calves for slaughter (Table X). 
Linear Trends in Disposition and Components 
I~ the preceding section,. origins or sources of total supplies were 
considered along with a number of more detailed measures of supplies. 
Here, total supplies, now labeled "total dispositions,11 are considered 
as the aggregate quantity available for disposal or disappearance. 
The principal components of total dispositions a.re ending inventory, 
adjusted commercial slaughter and outplacements. Death and fa.rm slaugh~ 
ter are the femaining components, but they are relatively unimportant. 
Trends in ending inventories differ from those for beginning inventories 
only t~ the extent that the data were affected by the addition of begin-
ning inventories f'or 1963 and the deletion of these inventories for 1947. 
Sinc·e cattle :!.nventories rose during 1962-63 and fell during 1947-48, 
ending inventories for 1947-62 trended upward more sharply or downward 
more gently than did beginning inventories, (1,539,000 vs. 1,464,000). 
For heifers and calves, outplacements are the difference between total 
and net supplies. Adjusted commercial slaughter received some attention 
as a component of marketings. Organization of the data in the form shown 
in Table XIV, however, more clearly demonstrates some tendancies and re-
lationships mentioned earlier and reveals new ones. 
Interactions between inventories and slaughter are clearly illus-
trated in the trend coefficients reported in Tables X and xv.· The strong 
uptrend in inventories of cows in the face of a downtrend in replacements 
was made primarily by a downtrend in cow slaughter. Another explanation 
is provided by reordering the terms in the basic total supplies equation 
as follows: 
TS= TD= BI+ R =EI+ ACS - R' + D + FS 
BI - EI = .ACS - R + R' . + D + FS 





(BI) (EI) (Acs) (H) . (R') (D) (FS) 
= 443.79 - 457.23 =-85.29 - (-74.86) + O + (-3.01) + o 
= -85.29 + 74 .86 .,. 3 .01 
The larger positive uptrend in ending inventories of'cows.(l~57.23), 
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TABLE X:V 
TRE:ND COF.FFICIENTS ~"D AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN TOTAL 





Inven- Slau- place- Dispos0 .. a 
Class tO:£l ghter Deaths A.C.S. men ts · itions 
Average .Annual Changes 
(1000 Head) 
Cows 457.23 -3.01 -85.29 368.93 
Bulls -4.71 -.78 -31.85 -37.34 
Cows & Bulls 452.52 -3-97 -117.14 331.59 
Steers 326.63 3.51 6.81 485.15 822.10 
Heifers 136.56 .22 3.20 305.07 -14.86 370.19 
Steers & 
Heifers· 463.19 3.73 10.oi 790.22 -74.86 1192.29 
All Cattle 915.11. 3.73 6.23 . 673.07 1598.74 
All Calves _623.01 -.47 1.21 -337°34 ~133.59 1017.58 
Total Cattle 
& Calves 1538.72 3.27· 5.02 335.73 -9.16 1873.57 
Average Annual Percentage Changes 
(percent) · 
· Cows 1.0 --- -0.5. -1.3 --- 0.7 
Bulls -0.3 -2.8 -5 .7 -1.6 
Cows & Bulls 1.0 ..;.Q.6 -1.6 o.6 
Steers 3.6 · LO 2.6 33.8 3.7 
Heifer~ 1.2 0.1 [11.1 8.2 -1.0 1.7 
Steers & I 
Heifers 2.3 o.6 2.2 4.8 -1.0 2.6 
All Cattle 1.4 o.6 · o.6. 2.8 -~, --- .1.7 
All Calves 2.6 -0.2 -Od -3·1 2.8 1.7 
Total Cattle 
& Calves 1.7 o.4 0.3 i.O -0.3 1.4 
.a.Adjusted Conunercial Slaughter. 






relative to beginning inventories (443.79), reflects a relatively larger 
downtrend in slaughter relative to replacements. 
Reordering the terms for·steers and inserting the appropriate trend 
values gives the foll.owing results for steers: 
R = EI - Bl + ACS + R' + D + F'S 
530.21 = 326 .63 - 291.89 + 485 .15 + O - 6 .81 3 .51 
530.31 = 34.74 + 485.15 + 6.81 + 3.51 
(5.10) . 
An average annual.increase in steer replacements of more than one- ' 
half m:illion·head was sufficient to (1) account for uptrends in deaths 
and farm slaughter of steers~·(2) sQstain an average annual increase of 
485 thousand head in slaughter of' steers~ and, at the same time, (3) add 
35 thousand head more each year to inventories than during the previous 
year. More simply, total supplies of steers (BI+ R) rose sufficiently 
each year to add nearly one-half million head to slaughter and contrib-
ute 327 thousand head to inventories. 
·For heifers: 
R = l:i:I - BI + ACS + R' + D + FS (5.11) 
233.62 = 136.56 - 136.57 + 305.07 + (-74.86) + 3~20 + ,22 
.233.62 .-,01 + 305.07 - 74.86 + 3.42 
R - R; = (EI - BI) + ACS + (D + FS) 





' An upward trend in replacements together with a downtrend in out-. . . 
placements (transfer to cows) contributed to a su9stantial average annual 
·increase in slaughter, Replacements, however, were not sufficient to 
sustain the level of slaughter indicated and, at the same time, add more 
to inventories each succeeding year, as indicated by a negative trend 
coefficient for changes in inventories (~I - BI =AI), 
1'1 
The trends and relationships for claves are explained as follows: 
R = EI - BI + ACS + R' + D + FS (5.13) 
418. 73 =· 623.01 - 598.85 + (-33~( .34) + ·733.59 + ( ..;1.21) + (-.47) 
or . R = ACS = EI - BI + R' + (D + FS) (5.14) 
418. 73 - (-337 -3!~) = 623 .01 - 598.85 + 733 .59 - 1.68 
756.07 = 24.16 + 73~·59 - 1.68 . 
For calves, a rising trend in the calf crop in addition to a sharp 
downward trend in calf slaughter made possible a substantial average an-
nual i.ncrease in the transfer of calves to ~teers, heifers, and bulls. 
This was accomplished wh_He adding a.i;1 ave.r9:ge of 24 thousand more calves 
to inventories each succeeding year. 
· Considering all of these changes, the following represents a logical 
composite for total catt.le and calves: 
R - R' = EI - BI + ACS .+ D + FS9 (5.15) 
409.57 - (-9.16) = 1538.72 - 1464.oo + 335.73 + 5.02 + 3.21. 
418.72 = 74.72 + 335.73 + 8.39 
A rising trend in the calf crop (R) plus a·downtrend in new calf 
deaths (Dnbc) were associated.with (1) a net uptrend in slaughter of_ 336 
· thousand head annually, and (2) an average annual addition to inventories 
of nearly '{5 thousand head after accounting for death.!> and farm slaughter 
of yearling calves and mature 'cattle. More than 82 percent of the aver-
age annual increase in the total supplies of total cattle and ca.lve.s was 
absorbed by the uptrend in ending inventories. Cows contributed most to 
this high percentage. The comparable percentages for cows and bu.lls was 
9outplacements (R') of total cattle and calves are equal to death 
(D b ) and farm slaughter. (FS b ) of new crop calves. n c n c 
136 .5 percent; a reduction in slaughter, as indicated, accounted for the' 
difference. Only about 39 percent of the average annual increase in. 
steer-heifer supplies and 61 percent of the annual rise total calf sup-
plies were allocated to inventories. 
Trends in Composite Balance Sheet Variables 
·Balance sheet variables are brought together in Table XVI for sim-
ultaneous consideration. The on~ variable not given detailed constder-
ation in the preceding analysis is outshipments. On the national basis, 
however, outshipments are equivalent ·to.inshipments except for the dis-
crepancy. Within specified asswnptions, inshipments can be .viewed as 
the sum of the interregional shipment,. included in adjusted marketings, 
to farms, ranches, an,d fe.edlots. Within this context, outshipments are 
the inverse of inshipments and represent the sum of the shipments from 
the various regions for purposes other than slaughter. 
TABl.E XVI 

































Cows & Steers & .Ail 
Bulls Bulls Steers Heifers Heifers Cattle Calves T.C.C.a 
Average Annual Changes {1000 Heacf) · 
-1.10 436.69 291.89 136.57 428.46 865.15 598.85 1l~64.oo 
-30.24 -105.10 530.21 2·33.62 763.83 733.59 418.73 409.57b 
-74086 -74.86 - 733.59 c9el6 
3.51 .22 3.73 3.73 •• 47 3.27 
-3-()_l _____ _:'_•_78_ ---- -_3_._72 ____ 6.81 __ --- 3_._g()____ 10.01 _ 6.23 -1.21. 5 .02 
371.93 -35,56 335.37 a11.1s--1+~r:5.3 . 1253.41 15-ad.'18 285.67 1874.45 
92o.3~ -23-77 ·-902.57 
-103.63 -40.53 -144.56 635,73 397.43 1033.16 889.00 -32,59 856.41 
-18.34 -8.69 -27.02 150.58 92.36 242.94 215.92 304.75 520.67 
-18.34 -8.68 -27 .02 150.58 92.36 242.94 215 .92 304. 75 520.67 
-85.29 -31,85 -117.14 417.36 272.84 690.20 573.06 -237.33 335.73 
-85 ._29 ___ -31._8_5_ -11 7.14 -~8_5_.15 305. 07 790 .2g_ 673, 09 -337. 34 335, 73 
457.23 -4.71 452,52 32b,63 · 13b.56 463.19 915.71 623.01 1538.72 
-11.86 __ -29.4§ __ -lQJ._._3_? __ 519_._t$9 305.ob 824.95 723.63 -313.1§ 410.45 
LO" 
-LO 
Average Annual P~rcentage Changes 
-0.4 0.9 3.4 1.2 · 2,1 1.3 2.6 1.6. 
-5.2 -1.3 ~ 3.9 L9 3~0 2.8 Ll L~ 
- -1.0 -1.0 - 2.8 -0.3 
· LO 0.1 o.6. o.6 -0.2· o.4 
-0.5 -2.8 -0~6 2.6 . L7 2.2 o.6_~-- -0.3 0.3 
n._7 __ -1.6 o._6 . __ 3.7 __ 2.9 ______ 3.4 1.7 0.9 1.5 
3.2 -0~2 2.1 
-L2 .5.8 · -1.6 · 4.o · 8~4 5.0 '3.0 -0.2 2.0 
-LO -5,9 -L4 4.5 ·9.2 5,5 3.4 · 6.9 4.9 
-LO -5,9 -L4 4.5 9.2 . . 5,5 3.4 6.9 · 4.9 
-1.3 .5.7 -1.6 3.5 7.9 4.5 2.5 -2.3 1.0 
-LJ_ _ _..2_.__7 _____ ~-1.6 3.8 8.2 . 4.8 2.8 -3_._7 1.0 
1.0 -0.3 --:r:o ___ ~-=3~-6"==--=--~- J._-:-2-_· 2.3 1.4 2.6 1.7--
-1.0 -5.4_---:--=~~4.0 7-:0--.-_4.9 2.9 -3-2 1.2 
8Total Cattle E!,.nd Calves. 
b . . 




'!'.HENDS OF OKLAHOMA. CATTIB INDUSTRY . 
Analysis of trends of the cattle industry for all of the twenty 
regions would require a vast amount of work, time, exRense, and space 
making the task a prohibitive one for a single study. Region 9, Okla-
homa, was selected as the region for which a complete analysis is made 
to provide some insights to the trend of cattle industry at regional 
level. The selection of Oklahoma, region 9, for an analysis is well 
justified in view of the fact that the study is conducted in Oklahoma. 
Inventories 
Oklahoma has been one of the leading cattle producing states in the 
U. s. During the period of 1947-62, Oklahoma ranked around tenth in the 
nation on the number of cattle and calves on farms and ranches, January 1. 
Oklahoma also ranked around tenth, during the: same period, in the nation 
of liveweight cattle production of cattle and calves. 
Total inventories of cattle and calves in Oklahoma rose from about 
2.7 million head in 1947 to about 3.7 million head in 1962, a rise of one 
million head, compared to a rise of 19.3 million head for the U.S. during 
the same period. From 1947 to 1962, inventory of total cattle and calves 
' 1 in Oklahoma trended upward at a rate of 62,320 head, or 2.0 percent, 
1 The percentage figure is obtained by taking trend coefficients as 
percent of 1947-62 mean. 
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per year compared to about 1.5 mill:ion head or 1 percent 
crease for the u. s. 
. . 
Average annual percentage changes of inventories for al.l classes of 
cattle and calves, except heifers, in Oklahoma were greater than the 
changes for the U. s. during the period of 19Ji7-62. (Table XVII). 
Cow inventory in Oklahoma saw a,n increase of 1.7 percent per year, 
compared to 1.0 percent for the U. s., and inventory of bulls increased 
at a rate of 1.3 percent per year in Oklahoma. compared with -0.4 percent 
for the u. s. Heifer inventory, on the other hand, in Oklahoma saw a 
down-trend of -0.1 percent per year compared with an increase of 1.2 per-
cent for the u. s. 
Contrary to the U. s. cows, replacements of cows in Oklahoma trended 
upward at an average of 4,870 head per year or 1.1 percent of 1947-62 
mean, Table XVIII. Although bull replacements trended' downward in Okla-
homa,' rate of down-trend is less than the rate for the U. s. (Table 
XVIII). Average annual percentage increases of replacements of heifers» 
steer-heifer; all cattle, calves and total cattle and calves were also 
higher in Oklahoma ·than were for the u. s. ·only steer replacements in,, 
Oklahoma. increased at a rate less than the u. s. rate. 
Higher av-erage annual percentage changes in both beginning irrven= 
tories and replacements are responsible for higher annual percentage 
increases in total, net, and commercial supplies in Oklahoma compared to 
the u. s. 
An average annual increase of over 62 thousand in January 1 inven-
tory of total cattle and calves and nearly 21 thousand head in replace-
ments added close to 81.5 thousand head annually to commercial supplies 
of total cattle and calves in Oklahoma. 
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0rABLE XVII 
TREND COEFFICIENTS AND AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES 
IN INVENTORrns' OKLAHOMA AND u O s O ' 194 7 =•62 
Average annual 
a Average annual chang~ percentage change 
Class Oklahoma. u. s. Oklahoma u. s. 
(1000 hea.dj (percent)~ 
Cows ., 26.94 443.79 1.7 1.0 
Bulls .72 -1.10 1.3 -0.4, 
Cow-Bull 27.66 463.69 1.7 0.9 
Steers 10.00 291.89 4.6 3.4 
Heifers (all) -.20 139.57 -0.1 1.2 
Steer-Heifer 9.80 428.46 . 1.8 2.1 
All Cattle 37.46 865.15 1.7 1.3 
All Calves 24.86 598.85 3.0 2.6 
Total Cattle and Calves 62.32 1,464.00 2.0 1.6 
a Average annual percentage change is the average annual change 
expressed as percentage .of the means for 1947-62. 
TABLE XVIII 
TREND COEFFICIENTS AND AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN SELECTED MEASURES OF CATTLE 
. SUPPLIES AND PRODUCTION, UNITED STATES AND OKL/UIOMA, 1947-62 
Sup:e_lies 
. Begin. Inventory Replacements Totala Neta Commerciala Production 
Class U. S. Okla. U. s. Okla. U. s. Okla. u. s. Okla.· u. s. Okla. u. s. Okla • 
.. , ... - ··· -·· --· · Average Annual Changes (1947-62) or Trend Coefficients 
· · (1000 Head) · 







-1.10 0.72 -30.24 -0.37 -37.34 0.35 -37 .43 0.35 -36.56 0.35 
463 .69 27 .66 -10'5 .10 4.50 331.~9 32.16 331.59 32.16 335. • 37 32 .17 
291.89 10.00 530.21 19.25 822.16 29.25 822.10 29.25 811. 78 28. 97 
139.57 -'0.20 233.62 11..10 370.19 10~90 455.05 6.03 441.63 6.04 
428..46 9.8o 763.83 30.35 1192.20 40.15 1267.15 '32.28 1253.41 35.00 







ca.ives 598.85 24.86 418.73 19~42 1017.58 44.28 283.99 14.30 285.67 14.29 -313.18-10.56 
!ota.1 Cattle and . . . b b b b 
Calves 1464.oo 62,.32 409 .. 57 20.Bo 1873.57 83.12 1882.73 81.74 1874.75 81.47 410.45 19.15 
a.see footnote at the end of Table X for the definitions 
bThese are not additive for the reasons explained earlier. See pp. 56 and 59. 
0::, 
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. Total Ne't 
a Commercial a Production 
cias.s u. s. Okla. u. s. Okla. u. s. Okla. u. s. Okla. u. s. Okla. U. s. Okla. 
Average Annual Percentage Changes (1947-62) 
(Percent) 
cows 1.0 1.7 -1.0 L7 0.7 1.7 0.7 l.7 0.7 1.7 0.7 1.9 
Buiis -0.4 1.3 -5 .2 -2.0 -1.6 0.5 -1.6 0.5 .-1.6 0.5 -5.4 -2.l 
Cow-Bull 0.9 1.7 -1.3 1.5 o.6 1.6 o.6 1.6 o.6 1..7 -1.3 le6 
Steers 3.4 4.6 3.9 3.5 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.8 3.7 3.9 4.o 3.6 
Heifers 1.2 -0.1 1.9 2.6 l.7 1.4 2.8 1.2 2.9 1.2 7.8 4.4 
-steer:;.Heifer 2.1 1.8 3.0 . 3.1 2.6 2.6 3.3 2.8 3.4 2.8 4.9 3.7 
All Cattle 1.3 1.7 2.8b 3.ob 1.7b 2.1b 1.7 2.1 1.7 2.1 2.9 3.1 
calves 2.6 3.0 1.1 l.4 1.7 2.0 0.9 l.2 0.9 1.2 -3.2 -3°1 
Total Gattie and 
\, ' 
1.6 l.Ob 1.·5b 1.4b 1.8b 1.8 Calves 2.0 1,5 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.5 
· asee footnote at the end of Table X for the definitions 
bThese are not additive for the reasons explained earlier" See pp. 56 and 59. 
~ 
An average annual _increase of' ~-,870 replacements of cows i's par-
tially responsible for_a down-trend in heifer inventory and a small 
average annual increase· (6,030 head) in heifer commercial slaughter in 
spite of large average annual increase (11,100 head) in heifer replace= 
ments. Of 81,470 head average annual increase in commercial supplies of 
total cattle and calves, cows and steers accounted for nearly three-
fourths. Percentage distribution of 81,470 head by classes were: cow-
bull 39.5 percent; steers 35 .6 percent; heifers 7.l~ percent; and calves 
17.5 percent. 
Production, which is governed largely by slaughterJ also is a func-
tion of difference between commercial supplies and beginning inventory. 
Regional production, unlike the U, s. production, is influenced consider-
ably by regional net outshipments. 
pij = CSPij - Biij (6.1) 
p ·- ACS,. + 01.. + NOS1 . (6.2) ij l.J l.J J 
Difference between regional outshipment and regional inshipment is 
I 
different from the statistical discrepancy for the U.S. It is the net-
outshipments of animals to another region and should be considered as a 
part of regional production. 
While commercial supplies of total cattle and calves rose at an 
average animal rate of nearly 81.5 thousand head production of total cat-
tle and calves rose at a rate of only slightly over 19 thousand head per 
year due to large average annual increade in beginning inventory (over 
62 tho~sand head per year} •. Increase in steer production accounted for 
most of .the 19,150 head increase per year, 18,960.head. Contrary to.other 
classes, calf production trended downward at an average annual rate of 
over 10.5 thousand head. 
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Linear Trends in Marketings, Feeder Supplies, and Components. 
Adjusted marketings of cows and calves in Oklahoma trended downward 
while adjusted marketings of steers and heifers trended upward, Table XIX. 
High rates of down-trend in adjusted commercial slaughter are re-
sponsible for· down.-trends in adjusted marketings of cows and calves. 
. I . 
Adjusted slaughter of cows tr~nded downward at an average annual rate of 
5,920 head. Cow adjusted marketings trended down at an average annual 
rate of 2,750 head. Contrary to down-trends in adjusted marketings and 
adjusted slaughter net-outshipments of cows trended up at an annual rate 
of 3,18o. This increase in net-outshipments explains the difference in 
trend,. coefficients between adjusted marketings and adjusted commercial 
I . . 
slaughter. 
/_ . J NOSc, 9 (3180) = AMc,9 (-2750) .. ACSc, 9 (-5920) (6.3) 
Adjusted marketings of steers increased 17,910 head per year and 
adjusted marketings of heii'ers increased 7,500 per y~ar in Oklahoma. 
Much of' the increase in adjusted marketings of steers (and heifers) is 
due to high increasing rates of net-outshipments. An average annual in-
crease of 12,790 head in net-outshipments accounted for 71.4 percent of 
increase in adjusted marketings . of steers. While slaughter of total . cat-
tle and calves trended down at an average annual rate of 10,510.head net-
outshipments of total cattle and calves trended up at an average annual 
rate of 25, 750 h_ead showing the change iri the role Oklahoma has. had in 
the nation's cattle industry. Oklahoma has shifted emphasis from slaugh-
tering of cattle to producing cattle for shipment to other r~gions. 
Feeder cattle supplies in Oklahoma increased·at an average annual 
rate of' 25,520 head, an average annual percentage increase of' 6.0 per-
cent compared to 5.6 percent for the U. s. (Table XX). Outstanding 
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TABLE XIX 
TREND COEFFICIENTS AND AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN MARKETINGB 
AND PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS, OKLAHOMA, 1947-62 
Net Adjusted · 
Adjusted Out- Out- Commercial 
Class Marketings Shipments Inshipments Shipments .. Slaughter 
Average Annual Changes (1947...62) 
(1000 Head) 
Cows -2075 3.18 -3.23 6.41 -5°92 
Bulls = 0 99 o.i1 -0.52 0.63 -1.09 
Cm, =Bull =3o73 3.29 -3~75 ' 7.04 -1.02 
Steers 17.91 12.79 =0.67 13.46 5.12 
Heifers 7.50 6.68 1.29 5.39 0.82 
Steer-Heifer 25.41 19.47 0.62 18.85 5.94 
All Cattle 21.68 22.76 -3.13 25.89 -1.08 
All Calves -6.44 2.99 6.82 -3.83 -9.43 
Total Cattle 
and Calves 15.24 25.75 3.70 22.o6 -10.51 
Average Annual Percentage Changes (1947-62) 
(Percent) 
Cows. =0.9 3.3 -4.4 26.1 -2.9 
Bulls -4.4 1.4 -9°3 28.0 . -1.5 
Cow=Bu11· =1.1 3.1 -4.8 26.·r -J.2 
Steers 3.0 2.7 -0.8 3.5 3.8 
Heifers 4.3 4.8 3.9 5.1 2.4 
Steer-Heifer 3.3 3.2 0.5 3.8 3.6 
All Cattle 2.0 1.2 -1.6 5.0 -0.3 
All Calves -1.4 o.8 4.4 -2.1 -1.0 
Total Cattle 




TREND COEFFICIENTS Al\J"D AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN .MARKETINGS 
AND FEEDER CAT'l'LE SUPPLIES AND COMPONENTS FOR STEERS AND HEIF'ERS 
OKLA.HOMA, 1947-62 
Item Steers Heifers Steer-Heifer 
Average Annual Changes (1947-62) 
(1000 Head) 
Adj. Marketings 17.91 7.50 25.41 
Marketings far Feeding 16.84 4-30 21.14 
Marketings for Slaughter 1.07 3.20 4.27 
Feedlot Marketings 1.72 3.27 4.99 
Otbe+ Marketings for Slaughter -0.65 -0.07 -0.72 
Feeder Cattle Supplies 19.23 6.29 25.52 
Feedlot Marketings 1·.72 3.72 4.99 
Net-Outsbipments for Feeding 17 .51 . 3.02 20.53 
Average Annual Percentag Changes (1947-62) 
(percent) 
Adj. Marketings. 3.0 4.3 3.3 
Marketings for Feeding 5.1 5.0 5.1 
Marketings for Slaughter o.4 3.6 1.2 
Feedlot Marketings 2,2 7.0 4.o 
Other Marketings for Slaughter -0.3. -0.2 -0.3 
Feeder Cattle Supplies 5~9. 6.4 6.o 
Feedlot .Marketings 2.2 7.0 4.o 
Net-Outshipments for Feeding 7.0 5.8 6.8 
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features of Table XX are (1) higher average annual percentage increases 
·or heifers than of steers, (2) importance of mai:ketings for feeding in 
the adjusted marketings, (3) relatively small role of marketings for 
sla.u.ghter played in adjusted marketings, (4) down-trend of feedlot mar-
rketings, and (5) importance of net-outshipments of feeder cattle sup-
plies in the total supplies of feeder cattle. 
Linear Trends in Disposition·and Components 
The principal components of total dispositions, which is the same 
as total supplies, are a~justed commerci~ ~laughter, ending inventory, 
net-outshipments, and outplacements. Death and farm slaughter make up 
the remainder but are relatively unimportant. Large average annual in- . 
creases in ending inventory (31,340) and net-outshipments (6,410) in 
cows were made possible at the expense of down-trend (-5,920) in adjust-
ed commercial slaughter in spite of up-trend (4,870) in cow replacements· 
(Table XXI). Unlike cows, net-outshipments contributed most to up-trends 
in total disposition·or steers and heifers. Large up-trends in beginning 
inventory snd outplacements ·or calves resulted in down-trends in adjusted 
comm.ercial·slaughter and net-outshipments of calves (Ta:t>le XXJ;). 
To have a substantially large average annual increase in ending in-
ventory (42,370) and net-outshipments (25,890) of all cattle, outplace-
ments of calves had to _increase at~ substantially high average annual 
rate (29,98o). Coupled with this was a necessity of maintaining high 
·, . . 
rate of increase (27,550) in calf ending inventory which attributed 
heavily, if not forced, to the down-trends in calf slaughter (-9,430) 
and net-outshipments of calves (-3,830). 
TABLE XXI 
TREND COEFFICIENTS·AND AVERAGE ANNUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN DISPOSITION AND COMPONENTS, OKLAHOMA, 1947-62 
Adjusted Net 
· Ending Commercial . Out-· Comm.erci!;tl Farm Net Out- Tot~l 
Class Inventory Slaughter ·Shipments Disposition Death Slaughter Disposition Placements Disposition 
Ave~age Annual Changes (1947-62) 
(1000 Head) 
Cows 31.34 -5 .92 6.41 31.82 -0.01 _ .. 31.81 -- 31.81 · 
Bulls o.82 · -1.09 0.63 0.35 a. ;.:.: 0.35 0.35 -- --
Cow-Bull 32.16 -1.02 7.04 32.17 -0.01 -- 32.16 -- 32.16 
-Stee,rs 10.39 5.12 13.46 28.97 0.16 0.13 29.26 -- 29.26 
Heifers -0.18 0.82 5.39 6.03 -0.03 0.03 6.03 4.87 10.90 
Steer-Heifer 10.21 5.94 18.65 35.00 0.13 · 0.15 35.29 4.87 40.15 
42.37 -1.08 25.89 67.17 0.15 67.44 C All Cattle 0.12 -- 67.44 ·. 
All Calves 27.55 -9.43 -3.83 14.30 -0.0? 0.05 14.30 29.98 44.28 
Total Cattle . 
and Calves 69.92 . -10.51 . · 22.06 81.47 0.07 0.20 81.74 1.38b 83.12c · 
aLess than 0.01 
b . . . . . . ·. 
Outplacements of total cattle and cal.ve·s in actual is death and fa.rm slaughter of new born_ calves 













TABLE XXI (Continued) 
Adjusted Net c 1,. 
Ending Commercial Out- Commercial Farm Net Out- . Total 
Inventory Slaughter Shipments Disposition Death Slaughter Disposition Placements Dispos~tion · 
1.9 -2.9 









Average Annual Percentage Changes (1947=62)-
(percent) 
26.1 1.7 -0.l --
·28.o 0.5 d ·--
-- 26.7 L7 . -0 .1. --
3.5 3.9 2.0 1.8 
5.1 1.2 -o.6 o.6 ·-· 
3.8 2.8 1.0 1.3 . 
5.0 2.1 ();.3 1.3 
-2.1 1.2 ...o.4. 1.2 


























Down-trend in total cattle and calf' slaughter. (!..10,510) and an up-
trend in newborn ·ca1ves .. (20,8oo) made it possible \i6 add 7,600 cattle 
and. calves annuaJJ.y to inventory of total cattle and calves and incl,"'ease-
' ' 
. net-outs,hipments of total cattle and calves by 22,b60 annually on the 
average. 
CSP =· BI + R - R' - D - FS (6.4) 
.. (81.47 = 62.32 + 20~80 - 1.38 - 0.07 - 0.20) 
or CSP~ ACS+ EI+ NOS 
(81.47 = -10.51 + 69.92 + 22.06) 
Therefore BI + R - R' - D - F'S = ACS + EI + NOS (6.6) 
.( 
(62-32 + 20.80 - 1.38 - 0.07 - 0.20 = -10.51 + 69.92 + 22·.06) 
or R - ACS = EI - BI + NOS · + R' + D + FS 
(20.8o - (-10.51) = 69.92 - 62.32 + 22.06 + 1.38 + 0.07 + 0.20) 
or R - ACS = b.I + NOS + R' + D + FS (6.8) 
·. (31.31 = 7 .60 + 22.06 + 1.38 + 0.07 + 0.20) 
The trends of all the balance sheet variables for.Oklahoma are put 
togethe·r in Tab.le XXII, with average annual percentage. changes, "_as final 
summary of linear trends of various aspeGts of Oklahoma cattle·industry 
for the period of 1947-62. 
TABLE XXII 
TREND COEFFICIENTS A.ND AVERAGE ~"'NUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGES Il~ BALAfWE SHEET VARIABIES,- OKLAHOMA:, 1947..62 
Cow- Steer- All Total Cattle 
Variable Cows Bulls Bull Steers Heifers Heifers Cattle Calves and Calves 
- ·a 
Average Annual Changes (1000 Head) 
Beg. Inventories 26.94 0.72 27.,66 10.00 -0.20 9.80 37.46 24.86 62.32 
Replacements 4_.87 -0.37 4.50 19.25 11.10 30.35 29.98 19.42 20.Bo 
Outplacements -- -- -- -- 4.87 4.87 -- 29.98 1.38b 
Farm Slaughter --- -- -- 0.13 0.03 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.20 
Death -0.01 C -0.01 0.16 -0.03 0.13 0.12 -0.05 0.07 .. 
Comm. supplies 31.82 0.35 32.17 28.97 6.03 35.00 67.17 14.30 8L4T 
Adj • Marketings -2.75 -0.99 -3,73 17.91 7.50 25.41 21.68 -6.44 15.24 
Outshipments 3.18 0.11 3.29 12.79 6.68 19.47 22.76 2.99 25.75 
· Inshipments .. 3.23 - -0.52 -3.75 -0.67 1.29 0.62 _ .. -3.13 6.82 3.70 
Net-Outshipments 6.41 0.63 7.04 13.46 5-39 18.85 25.89 -3.83 22.06 
Comm. Slaughter -s.92 -i.09 . -7 .02 4.62 0.77 5.39 -1.63 -8.88 -10.51 
Adj. Comm. Slaughter -5-92 -1.09 -1.02 5.12 0.82 5 .94. -l.08 -9.43 -10.51 ,./ .. 
Ending Inventories 31.3~. 0.82 32.16 10.39 -0.18 10.21. 42.37 27.55 69.92 
Production 4.88 -0.36 4.51. 18.96 6.24 25.20 29.71 -10.56 19.15 
. aFigures . in this table may not always add up due to rounding 
b ·. . .·. 
This figure represents death and farm slaughter of new-born calves 
\0 
C w Less than 10 head 
Variable Cows 
Beg~ Inventories 1.7 
Replacements 1.7 
Outplacements --
Fa.rm Slaughter ,,__ 
Dea.th -0.1 
Comm. Supplies 1.7 
Adj. Marketings -0.9 
Outshipments 3.3. 
Inshipments -4.4 
Net-Outsbipments 26.1 .. 
Comm. Slaughter -:2-9 
\ 
Adj • Comm. Slaus}lt~r ... 2.9 
Ending Inventories 1.9 
Production 1.9 
TABLE XXII (Continued) 
Cow- Steer- All 
Bulls Bul.:l Steers Heifers . Heifers Cattle 
Average Annual Percentage Changes 
(percent) 
1.3 l..7 4.6 -0.1. 1.8. 1.7 
...2.0 1.5 3.5 2.6 3.1 3.0 · 
-... -= -- 1.7 1.7 --
-- -- . 1.8 o.6 1.3 1.3 
0 • .. -0.1 2.0 .. o.6· .LO 0.3 
0 .• 5 l.7 3.9 l.2 2.8 2.1 
-4.4 .;.1.1· 3·.o. 4.3· 3.3 2.0 
.l.4 3.1 · 2.7 4.8 3.2 1.2 
-9°3 -4.8 . ~o.8 3.9 0.5 -1.6 
28.0 26.7 3.5 5~1 3.8 ·. 5.0 
-7-5 -3-2 3;8 2.5 .3.6 -0.4 
-7 .5 · . -3.2 3.8 2.4 · 3.6 -0.3 
1.4 J..9 4.q -0_.1 1..8 1~9 





































CHAPTER VII. · .· 
AN EVALUATION AND SUMMARY 
Anev~luation of methods employed in disaggregating national data 
for regional.analysis and totai cattle and calves data for analysis of 
component classes of cattle along with implications for changes or im-
provements in published sources·of relevant data is in order. 
Evaluation of the Methods of Disaggregation and I.mplications 
The most importailt contribut1on of the study is the development of 
\. 
methods which allowed the disaggregation of the national data for region-
al analysis and the data on total cattle.and calves by its component 
classes through the balance s·heet approach. Inadequacies and the aggre-
gated nature of the published data have been ainong, 1tbe most critical 
. ' . 
problems · confronting resea.rd1ers. Often failure of research in providing 
real insight of the cattle industry is due to the inadequate-and overly 
aggregated data.. · In view of this, ·the rationale 01' the study that· 
developed, though may not be fully satisfactory, methods of generating 
-~ore. detailed arid less aggregated data is ob~ious. tpplication of sta~ 
tistical tests were not carried out and an evaluation of methods used to 
disaggregate national data as well as data on total cattle and calves 
are not possible in view of the fact thattbere are no other data, either 
published or generated, available. 
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The necessity for assumptions at various points in the baJ.ance 
sheet analysis for 194 7 -62 may be a shortcoming a.nd could be improved 
upon as more data bee ome available • However, with available data., it 
was not found possible to derive certain variables directly. Marketings 
and inshipments, for instance, are jointly determined a.ndwithin broad 
lim.i ts are independent of' most other variables. It also was necessary . 
to allocate the discrepancy between marketings minus inshipments and 
slaughter on a reasonable but more or less arbitrary basis. Regional 
estimates of slaughter are affected. by any distortions introduced by use 
of federally inspected slaughter data. -In some regions, such as the 
Northeast, federally inspected slaughter appears to be a biased indicator 
of comme.rcial slaughter. 
Adoption of the balance sheet approach in the.study waE? quite im-
portant for this made it possible to obtain methods for an estimate of 
herd replacements, marketings, and slaughter of cattle by individual 
classes for the first time. Other achievements were the integration of 
inventory, marketings and slaughter data, and development of national 
and regional feeder cattle supplies estimates. 
Needs for Improvements in Published Data 
The est;imates and findings of the study provide bases for determin-
ing and evaluating needs for improvements in published data on cattle 
production and marketing. The discrepancy in the national data on net 
market:i,ngs and slaughter deserves careful study. During certain years 
of' the 1947-62 period, the discrepancy was sufficiently large that the 
effects on many other variables probably was serious. While the pub-
lished data on marketings and inshipm.ents are open to serious question 
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and deserve detailed attention, the st~_?-Y suggests that the possibility 
of serious errors in the published.de.ta on commercial slaughter should 
not be entirely discounted. In addition, the distribution of commercial 
slaughter to cattle and calves clearly is not consistent with the dis-. 
tribut:i.on of' data between these classes on inventories and marketings. 
Greater conformity in these data is required if they are to be used 
jointly. 
Certain key data are essential if balance sheet procedures as·· 
employed in this study are to be improved. These include (1) improved 
and more accurate data on total cattle and calf inshipments, (2) separate 
data on inshipments for cattle and calves, and (3) periodic data on the 
volume .. of calf ·outplacements to steers and heifers and volUD1e .'Of heifer 
9utplacements to cows. ·. Of these, data on herd. replacement1(~. the volwne 
of outplacements to steers and heifers, and volume of heifer outplace-
ments to cows are most critical and important. The study indicated that 
these might be used effectively to predict peaks in cattle cycle. 
Census type data on commercial cattle slaughter by classes, Le~, 
for cows, steers,. heifers, heifer calves,rand steer calves, has bElen· 
needed badly for many years. Production patterns through time and by 
region and comsumption requirements of the various classes are so dif-
ferent that in the modern economy detailed data on sl~ughter by classes 
has become almost essential. Data by classes on marketings and inship-
ments also are needed. 
Published data on interstate shipments of cattle and qressed beef 
are, for practical purposes, non-existent. It is here that the regional 
· estimates developed during the course of this study are weakest. ·. Inter-
regional competition and interregional shipments of cattle have become 
so important that; in the absence of improtrements in the data on cattle 
. a);ld calf shipments ~ny ill-advi.sed investment decision.a are being made. 
Improvements in these data also are required for substantial developments 
in research on interregional competition in the cattle industry. 
The Nature of Changes in the U. S. Ca:ttle 'Industry During 194 7.:.C,2 
It seems apparent that fundamental changes in the nature and compo-
sition of the cattle industry appeared during 194'(-62. Primary changes 
have occurred in the composition of cattle slaughter, inventory, m.arltet ... 
ings, production, and commercial supplies during the 1947-62 period. 
Over twenty-four percent of total cattle slaughtered in 1947 were· c·ows, 
' . 
second only to steers with 28 percent, and calf slaughter accounted for 
nearly 38 percent of total slaughter (Table XXIII). However, by 1962, 
considerabl.e change in the make-up of total cattle slaughter took place. 
Steer slaughter had .increased from 28 percent in 1947 to 43.7 percent in 
1962 of total slaughter. Slaughter of heifers accounteg. for the most 
substantial increase, from 7.9 percent in 1947 to 16.9 percent in 1962· 
of total slaughter (Table XXIII). Importance of cows as slaughter cat-
tle in percentage-wise declined. from 24.2 percent in 1947 to 16.2 percent· 
·r 
in 1962. Calf'sla.ughter also declined in importance, from 37.7 percent 
in 1947 to 22.4 percent in 1962~ 
·' Since slaughter constituted the largestportion of production, the 
composition of total cattle and calf production changed substantially · 
{Table XXIII). Production of steers became more and more important to 
production 1of total cattle and calves. In 191.i.7, steer production ac-
counted for about one-third of total production which, by 196~, was 
increased to nearly one-half. Percentage contribution of heifer 
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TABLE.XJCIII 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CLASSES OF TOTAL CATTIB AMD CALVES OF THE 
MAIN BALA.NCE SHEET VARIABIES, Uo S., 1947 Alm 1962 
· Total 
All Cattle 
Variables Year Cows Bulls Steers Heifers Cattle Calves & Calves 
(percent) 
Beginning Inventory 1947 52.5 2.3 8.8 . 12.6 76-3 -23.7 100.0 
1962 4'"( .5 1.7 11.1 12.3 72.6 27.4 100·.o 
a Replacement 1947 17 .2 41.0 153.8 105.2 36.4 175.2 45.5 
1962 15.4 20.6 162.2 117.3 l~5.1 141.i .• 9 42.7 
Comm. Supplies 1947 43.8 2.3 15.6 11.7 73.5 26.5 . 100.0 
1962 39.4 1.5 20.6 13.8 75.3 24.7 100.0 
Adj • .Marketii'.l,gs 1947 24.o 2.3 31.0 8.7 66.o 34 .• 0 100.0 
1962 14.o. o.8 43.1 16.6 75.1 24.9 100.0 
Comm. .slaughter 1947 24.2 2-3 28.0 7.9 62.3 37.7 100.0 . 
1962 16.2 o.8 43.7 16.9 77.6 22.4 · 100.0 
Adj. Com. Slaughter 1947 24.2 2d 31.2 8.8 66.4 33.6 100.0 
1962 16.2 o.8 48.o i8~5. 83.5 .16.5 100.0 
Production 1947 21.3 2.3 33.2 9.4 66.2 33.8 100.0. 
1962 17.9 0.9 46.1 17.8 82.7 17-3 . 100.0 
~eplacements as percentage of beginning inventory not a percentage 
distribution of classes of total cattle and calves, thus, not additive 
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production to production of total cattle and calves nearly douQled. d.ur .• 
ing the,1947-62 period inc,reasing· from 9.4 percent .in.194'7 ~o 1'7.8 per-
l'..J 
cent.in ~962. 
As percentage contributions ·of cows and calves to the total of cat-
tle and ca.J.ves declined in slaughter and production., the dec:j..ine also 
resul tea. in smaller percentage contributions made by cows and calves in 
marketings and commercial supplies to the t.ot.al as can be seen from Table 
. XXIII •. 
some of the more important changes that have occurred in the u. s. 
(~ , I 
. . -
cattle industry during the 1947-62 period were (1) la:rger contributions 
made by steers and heifers to ·the total slaughter of cattle and calves, 
especially increase in he:l.fers,; (2) change ii;i th~ role of calve~ from 
slaughter to replacements; (3) lower replacements rates _of cows and 
bulls; and' (4) increased production.of fed c~ttl:e. 
. ' 
All of these changes were a.chieved by. (1). reducing calf slaughter, 
and (2) reducing heifers going out as replacements of cows. ·, 
The Nature of Changes in Ok+ahoma Cattle Industry, 19~.7 .62 
Very l,i ttle change · in composition o.f. beginning inventory of total 
cattle and calves took place in Oklahoma between 1947 and 1962 (Table 
·xxrv). Replacements ratios of classes of cattle to beginning inventories 
also have had only a moderate ~hange from 1947 to 1962. In fact, unlike 
' ' 
U. s., replacement ratio. of steers and calves declined a little in Okla-. \ 
homa in 1962 compared to 1947 (Table XXI.V). Percentage distribution of 
·,. 
commercial supplies by classes too had only a moderate change from 1947 
to 1962 in Oklahoma. However, composition of commercial and adjusted 
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TABLE XXIV 
PERCENTAGE 'DISTRIBUTION OF · CLASSES 01'' MAL CNl'TLE AND CALVES OF THE 




Variables Year Cows Bulls Steers Heifers Cattle CaJ:ves & Calves 
-~-
(percent) 
Beginning·Inventory 1947·54.1 2.0 5.9 .12.0 74.o 26.0 100.0 
1962 51.6 . 1.8 7.7 . 10.1 71.2 28.8 100.0 
Replacements 
a 1947 12.2 33.3 296.3 108.3 42.1 164.3 45.5 
1962 16.3 21.9 266.1 148.2 50.3 150~0 45.5 
Comm. Supplies 1947 42.6 1.9 16-3 · 12.9 73.7 26.3 100.0 , . 
.1962 42.0 1.5 19.5 11.6 74.6 25.4 100.0 
Adj. Marketj_ngs 1947-22.7 1.8 34.2 13~0 71.7 28.3 100.0 
1962 15.4 o .. 8 43.2 16.3 75.7 24.3 100.0 
N'et-Outsbipl!l,ents 1947 b b 57.6c 20.lc 75.f 24.f 100.0 
1962 9.0 0.7 54.3 19.1 83.1 16.9 100.0 
Comm. Slaughter 1947 43.4 3.5 12.0 5.~ 64-.5 35.5 100.0 
1962 33.8 1.2 37.1 10.4 82.5 17.5 100.0 
Adj. Com. Slaughter 1947 43.4 3.5 14.7 7 .1 · 68.7 31.3 100.0 
1962 33.8 1.2 41.0 12.0 88.o 12.0 100.0 
Production 1947 14.3 1.5 41.9 15.1 72.8 27.2 100.0 
1962 19.0 0.9 48.o 15.1 83.0 17.0 100.0 
8'.Replacements as p~rcentage of·beginning inv~ntories nota percentage 
distribution of classes of total cattle and calves, thus, not additive 
bPercentage computation is not possible for these due to the fact 
that these numbers were negative nWI).bers. See appendix Table B-I 
C These percentage figures computed with inclusion of negative net 
outshipments for cows and bulls, 
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commercial slaughter changed substantially :tn 
period. 
Almost one~.}w.lf of commereia.1 slaughter of (:at.tle and calves in 
Oklahoma was cows and blills in 1947. By 1962, cows and. bu.lls compi•ised 
only 35 percent of' total slaughter in Okle,homa. Sl~w.ghte:r of calves Hlso 
. \ 
declined in its import.a.nee to total slaughter. Over one-th:lrd of -total 
cattle and calves slaughtered in Oklahoma in 1947 were calves. Trds pro= 
portion, however, was down to only 17.5 percent in 19620 
As in the United States, there were declining percentage contribu., 
tions by cows and calves to slaughter of total cattle a.nd calves which 
met by increasing percentage contributions by steers and heifers. Per-
cent&1ge contribution of steer slaughter to the total more than tripled~ 
from 12.0 percent to 37 .1 percent, in Oklahoma. during the 194'"{-62 period 
and percentage contribution of he:lfer 131.aughter was nearly doubled d-:.JJ.ring 
the same period. 
Contributions by bulls and heifers to production of total cattle and 
calves remained almost unchanged while production of cows and_ steers have 
become more important, at expense of calf production; percenta.ge-wise. 
In 194·7, percentage distribution of· total cattle and calves production 'by 
classes were: cows 14.3 percent; bulls 1.5 percent; steers 41.9 percent; 
heifers 15.1 percent; and calves 27.2 percent. In comparison to 1947 
percentage distribution of production of total cattle and calves in 1962 
wer~_19.o percent, 0.9 percent, 48.o percent, 15.1 percent, and 17.0 
percent_ for cows, bulls, steers, heifers, and calves, respectively. 
Composition of' changes in production by classes differ considerably 
from class to class. While productlon of cows increased 82. 3 percent ( or 
130 7 000 head) during the 194'{-62 period, cow slaughter was decreased by 
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52.4 percent (or 150,000) during the same period., J...arge increases in 
net-outshipments (918.1 percent or 101,000 hea.d) and net addition to 
inventories ( 6!), 179,000 head, made a sul::1stantial increase :tn cow pro-
duction in spite of large decreases in cow slaughter. 
Unlike cow production increases in production of steers and heifers 
were due to primarily increases in slaughter and net-outshipments of 
these classes of cattle. Increase in net-outshipments was the single 
most important factor in the growth of cattle and calf production in 
Oklahoma· du.ring l.94.7-62. (Table XXV). 
ABSOLUTE .AND PERCENTAGE CHANGES IN THE MAGNITUDES OF. ESTIMA:l'ES OF THE 
MAIN BALAJ.lj'QE SHEET VARIABLES BE'IWEEN 1947 AND 1962, _ O:{{LAHOM.A. · 
Total 
All Cattle 
Variables. Cpws( · Bulls · Steers Heifers Cattle Calves & Calve.s 
(1000 Head) 
Beginning Inventory 413 10 119 42 584 346 930 
(~8.0) (18.5) (73.09) (12.8) (29.0) (48.8) (34.l) 
Replacements 129 -4 268 193 457 417 · l.~24 
(72.1) (-22.4) (56.2) (54.5) (53.8) (35 .8) (34.2) 
, Commercial Supplies · 543 6 385 .. ,;. 105 1039 305 131~4 
(33.3) (8.5) (61.8) (21.3) (36.9) (30.2) (35.1) 
Adj. Marketings ··-91, -16 237 88 218 -17 201 
(-24 .1) (-53· 3) (41.8) (40.9) (18.3) {3.6) .(12 .1) 
Comm. Slaughter -150 -18 70 5 -93 -164 -257 
{-52.4) (-78.3) (88.6) (13.5) (-21.9) (-70.1) : C-39 .o) 
Adj •. Comm. Slaughter -150 -18 68 1 -99 -158 • -257 
l'; 
(-52.4) ( ~78.3) (70.1) (2.1) (-21.9) (~76.7) (~39.0) 
Net Oµtshipments 101 9 165 59 334 9 . 343 
(918.2) (450.0) (43.3) (44.4-) (66.7) · (5.6) (51.8) 
Change in Inventories 179 5 33 3: 220 108 328. 
(152.3) (125.0)(206.3) (21.4) (i~5. 7) (161.2) (150.5) 
Production 130 . -4 266 63 455 -41 414 
(82.3).(-23.5) (57.6) (38.0) (56. 7) (-13. 7) .. (37.5) 
a . . . . 
Numbers in the parentheses represent absolute changes as percentage of 
19!~7 data 
c. 
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THE ESTL!\.fATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARI.ABLES, U. S • , 194 7. 
-Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All NewborR 
(c) . (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves a T.C .C. Calves 
(i=lL . (i=2) (cb)· (i=3) (i=4) . (sh) (ac) (cv) (T) (NBC) 
(lOOO_Hea.d) 
BI 42,330. :1,834 44,164 7,109 . 10,160 17,269 61,433 19,121 S0,554 34,703 
R 7,292 752. 8,044 10,933 10,670 21,603 22,355 33,498 36,677 36",677 
R' 7,292 7,292 22,355 3,179 
D 642 33 675 229 172 401 1;076 388 1,464 2,466 
FS 366 274 640 640 231 871 713 
CSP 48,98o 2,553 51,533· 17,447 13,092 30,539 82,072 29,645 · 111,717 .33,J-1-98 
M 9,822 937 10,759 12,667 3,555 16,222 26,981 13,893 40,874 
AM 10,279 981 11,260 13,257 3,721 16.978 28,238 14,610 42,848 
OS 1,467 140 1,607 1,892 531 2,423 4,030 2,298 6,328 
IS 1,924 184 2,108 2,482 667 3;179 5,287 3,015 8,302 
cs 8,355 797 9;152 9,668 2,713 12,381 21,533 13,013 34,546 
ACS 8,355 797 9,152 10,775 3,024 13,799 22,951 11,595 34,546 
dI -457 -44 -501 ·-590 -166 -756 -1,257 -717 -1,974 
EI 40,625 1,756 42,381 6,672 10,068 16,740 59,121 18,050 77,171 
L1I -1,705 -78 -1, 783· -437 . -92 -529 -2,312 -1,071 . -3,383 
p 6,650 719 7,369 10,338 . 2,932 13,270 20;639 10,524 31,163 
Bir.c.c. = Total Cattle and Calves 
0BI of newborn calves actually is the calves born during the yearo These explanations apply to all !-I 
other tables, Appendix A-II through B-XVI. B 
TABLE A-II 
TEE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S. , 1948 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All · Newborn · a o 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves T.C.C. · Calves 
(i=l). (i=2) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) (1!') (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 40,625 1,756 42,381 6,672 10,068 l6,74o 59,121 18,050 77,171 33,125 
R 7,234 635 7,869 9,957 9,829 19,786 20,421 31,990 34,848 34,848 
R' 7,234 7,234 20,421 2,858 
D 613 30 643 209 159 368 1,011 377 1,388 2,247 
FS 327 249 576 576 215 791 . 
CSP 47,246 2,361 49,607 16,093 12,~55 28,348 77,955. 29,027 106,982 . 31,990 
M 9,086 828 9,914 · 10,739 2,764 13,503 23,417 12,607 36,024 
AM 9,562 871 · 10,533 ll,301 2,909 14,210 24,643 13,104 37,747 
OS 1,621 148 l, 769 1,916 493 2,4o9 4,178 1,694 · 5,872 
IS .2,097 191 2,288 2,478~ 638 3,116 5,404 2,191 7,595 
cs 7,465 680 8,145 8,145 2,096 10,241 18,386 11,766 30,-152 · 
ACS 7,465 680 8,145 8,823 2,271 11,094 19,239 10,913 30,152 
dI 1,476 143 -519 -562 -145 -707 -1,226 -497 -1, 723 
EI 39,781 1,681 41',!~62 7,270 9,984 · 1.7,254 58,716 18,ll4 · 76,830 
AI -844 -75 -919 598 ~84 514 ..405 64 -341 





THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S. , 1949 
Cows Bulls Cow Steers Heifers Steer- All Newborg 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Rei.fer Cattle Calves a T.C.C. .· Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb} (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) (T) (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 39,781 1.,681 41,462 7,270 9,984 17,254 58,716 18,ll.4 76,830 33,748 
R 7,160 673 7,833 10,088 9,835 19,924 20,597 32,233 35,136 35,136 
R' 7,160 7,160 20,597 2,903 
D 653 33 686 237 173 410 1,096 4ll 1,507 2,333 
FS 316 231 . 547 547 205 752 570 
CSP · · 46,288 2,321 48,609 l6~Bo5 12,256 29,061 77,670 29·,134 106,8o4 32,233 
M 7,074 784 7,858 12,427 2,620 15,047 22,905 12,627 35,532 
AM 7,361 816 8,177 12,930 2,726 15,656 23,833 13,087 36,920 
OS. 1,382 153 1,535 2,427 512 2,939 4,474 2,217 6,691 
IS 1,669 185 1,854 2,930 618 3,548 5,402 2;677 8,069 
cs 5,692 631 6,323 9,655 2,035 11,690 18,013 10,828 28,841 
ACS 5,692 631 6,323 · 10,000 2,:ios 12,198 18,431 10,410 28;Sq.1 
di -287 -32 -319 -503 -106 -609 -928 =460 =l,388 
EI 40,596 1,690 42,286 . 6,S05 10,148 16,953 59,239 · · 18,724 77.i963 
~I 815 9 824 =465 164 -301 523 610 1,133 






BI 40,596 1,690 
R 7,963 710 
R' 
D 630 31 ,, 
FS 
CSP 47,929 2,369 
M 7,223 842 
AM 7,646 891 
OS 1,388 162 
IS 1,811 211 
cs 5,835 68o 
ACS 5,835 68o 
dI -423 -49 
EI 42,094 1,689 
tu 1,498 -1 
p 7,333 679 
TABLE A-IV 
THE ESTIMATES GF THE BALAMCE SHEET VA.~IABLES, U. S., 1950 
Cow Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
(cb) (i=3)-- (1=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) 
(1000 Head) 
42,286 6,8o5 10,148 16,9.53 59,239 18,724 
8,674 10,568 10,783 21,351 22;061 34,1.52 
7,963 7,963 22,061 
661 222 165 387' l,048 397 
295 222 517 517 196 
50,298 16,856 12,581 29,437 79,735 30J222 
8,065 12,165 2,434· 14,599 22,664 12,028 
8,537 12,878 2,577 15,455 23,992 12,778 
· l,550 · 2,338 468 2,8o6 4,356 2,462 
2,022 3,051 611 3,662 5,684 3,212 
6,515 9,488 1,898 11,386 17,901 9,973 
6,505 9,827 1,966 · 11,793 ·.18:;308 93566 
-472 -713 -143 -856 -1,328 -750 
43,783 7,029 10,615 17,644 6li427 20,656 -
1,497 224 467 691 2.,188 1;932 


































BI 42,094 1,689 
R 8,020 806 
R' 
D 673 33 
FS 
CSP 49,441 2,462 
,M 7,379 920 
AM 7,382 920 
OS 1,861 232 
IS 1,864 2.32 
cs 5,518 688 
ACS 5,518 688 
dI -3 0 
EI 43,923 1,774 
.6.I 1,829 85 
p 7,347 773 
TABLE A-V 
THE ESTIMATES· .OF THE BALA:NCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S., 1951 
Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
(cb) (1=3) (i=4) ~sh) (ac) (cv) 
(1000 Head 
43,783 7,029 10,615 17,644 61,427 20,656 
8,826 10,880 J.1,223 22,1.03 22,909 33,028 
8,020 8,020 22,909 · 
706 237 183 420· 1;126 411 
293 226 51.9 519 189 
51,903 17,379 13,409 30,_788 82,691 30,175 
. 8,299 12,007 2,332 14,339 22,638 11,328 
8,302 12,011 2,333 14,344 22,646 11,333 
2,093 3,028 588 3.i616 5,709 3,463 
2,096 3,032 589 3,621 5,117 3,468 
6,206 8,516 1,654 . 10,1.70. 16,376 8,418 
6,206. 8,979 1,744 1.0,723 16,929 7,865 
-3 -4 -1 -5 -8 -5 
45,697 8,400 11,665 20,065 65,762 22,310 
1,914 1,371 1,050 2,421 4,-335 1,654 






























. (c) (b) 
(i=l) (1=2) 
BI 43,923 1,774 
R 9,164 827 
R' 
D 694 34 
FS 
CSP 52,393 2,567 
M 7,197 855 
AM 7,187 854 
OS 1,644 195 
IS 1,534 194 
cs 5,553 660 
ACS 5,553 660 
dI 10 -1 
EI 46,840 l,907 
6.I 2,917 133 
p 8,470 793 
TABLE A-VI 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S., 1952 
Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) · Heifer Cattle. Ca.l.ves 
{cb) (1=3) (i.::4) (sh) {ac) (cv) 
(1000 Head). 
45,697 · 8,400 11,665 20,065 65,762 22,310 
9,991 ll,383 12,335 23,718 24,545 35,291. 
9,164 .9,164 24,545 
728 254 191 445 1;173 430 
322- 241 563 563 206 
54,960 19;207 14,4o4 33,611. 88,571 32,420 
8,052 13,039 2,561 ·15,600 23,652 12,246 
8,o41 13,020 ·2,557 15,577 23,618 l.2,228 . 
1;839 2,979 585 3,564 5·,4b3 3,745 
1,828 2,960 581 3,5.41 5,369 3,722 
6,213· 9,732 1,911 11,643 17,856 8,894 
6,213 10,060 1,976 12,036" 1.8,249 8,501 
· 11 .19 4 23 34 23 
48,747 9,147 12,428 21,575 70,322 23,91.9 
3,050 747 763 1,510 4,560 1,609 

































BI 48,840 1,907 
R 10,267 752 
R' 
D 678 31 
FS 
CSP 56,429 2,628 
.M 8,843 865 
AM 9,007 881 
OS 1,360 133 
IS 1,524 149 
cs 7,483 732 
ACS 7,483 732 
dI -164 -16 
EI 48,946 1,896 
l!.I 2,106 -11 
p 9,589 721 
TABLE A-VII 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SBEET VARIABIES, U. S., 1953 
Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Hei:fer Cattle Calves 
(cb) (i=3) (h:4) (sh) 
(1000 Head) 
(ac) (cv) 
48,747 9,147 12,428 21,575 70,322 23,919 
11,019 12,640 13,318 25,958 26,710 39,144 
10,267 10,267 26,710 
709 254 181 435 l,144 429 
366 260 626 626 234 
59,057 21,167 15,038 36,205 95i262 35,690 
9,708 15,290 3,309 18,599 28,307 14,431 
9,888 15,574 3j371 18,945 28,833 14,8o7 
1,493 2,352 509 2,861 4,354 31111 
1,673 2,636 571 3,207 4,880 3,487 
8.,215 i2,652 2, 731;$ 15,390 23,605 11,668 
8,215 12,938 2,800 15,738 23,953 11;320 
=18o -284 -62 -346 -526 -376 
50,842 8,2:29 12,238 20,467 71,309 24;370 
2.,095 -918 -190 -1,108 987 451 





























. Cows Bulls 
(c) (b) 
--·· --- . --- -· .. .. - ··- (i=l) (i=2) 
BI 48,946 1,896 
R 9,305 587 
R' 
D 674 29 
FS 
CSP . 57,577 2,454 
M 10,108 747. 
AM 10,411 769 
OS 1,652 122 
IS 1,955 144 
cs 8,456 625 
ACS. 8;456 625 
dI -303 -22 
EI 49,121 1,829 
~I 175 -67 
p 8,631 558 
TABLE A-VIII 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S., 1954 
Cow-
-
Steers -- Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) : (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
· (cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (a.c) (cv) 
(1000 Head) 
50,842 8,229 12,238 20,467 71,309 24,370 
9;892 13,889 13,297 27,186 27,773 41,122 
9,305 9,305 27,773 
703 252 185 . 437. 1,140 434 
365 267 632 632 240. 
60,031 21,501 15,778 37,279- 97,310 37,045 
10,855 15,609 4,158 19,767 30,622 15,514 
11,180 16,076 4,283 20,359 31,539 16,131 
1,774 2,552 68o 3,232 5,006 3,367 
2,099 .3,019 805 3,824 5,923 3,984 
· 9,081 12,584 3,352 15,936 25,017 12,746 
9,081. 13,057 3,478 16,535 25,616 12,147 
·-325 -467 -125 -592 -917 ~617 
50,950 8,444 12,300 20,744 71,694 24,898 
108 21.5 62 277 385 528 






























THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABIES, U. S., 1955 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All . a. · Newborg 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves T.C .C. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb) (i=3) {i=4) (sh) (a.c) · (cv) ('i') (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 4·9,121 1,829 50,950 8,444 12,300 20,744 71,694 24,898 96,592 42,112 
R 8,819 553 9,372 14,915 12,364 27,279 27,832 39,862 42,811 42,811 
R' 8,819 8,819 27,832 2,949 
D 68o 28 708 269 183 . 452 1,160 430 1,590 2,462 
FS 377 254 631 631 234 865 487 
CSP · 57~260 2,'.354 59.,614 22,713 15,408 38,121 97,735 36-,264 133,999 39,862 
M 10,8o1 712 11,513 15,919 4,566 20,485 31,998 15,297 47,295 
AM 10,940 721 11,661 16,123 4,625 20,748 32,409 15,585 47,994 
OS- 1,824 120 -1,944 2,689 771 3,460 5,404 3,792 9,1.96 
IS · 1,963 129 2,092 2,893 830 3,723 5,815 4,oso 9,895 
cs 8,977 572 9,569 12,552 3,601 16,153 25,722 1.2,377 38,099 
ACS 8,997 592 9,569 -13,230 3,795 17,0~5 26,594 11,505 38;099 
dI -139 -9 -148 .-.204 -59 · -263 · -411. -288 ...699 
EI 48,283 1,762 50,045 9,483 · 11,613 21,096 71,141 24,759 95,900 
6-I -838 -67 -905 1,039 -687 352 -553 -139 -692 




THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S., 1956 
Cows Bulls COW= Steers · - -lteifers Steer- All Iifewborg 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
a T.c.c. Calves . 
(i""l) (i=2) (cb) (iae;3) (ie:4) (sh) (ac) (cv) (T) (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 48,283 1,762 50,045 9,483 11,613 21,096 71,141 24,759 95,900 41,376 
R 8,013 514 8,527 15,052 12,127 27,179 27,693 38,714 41,626 41,626 
R' 8,013 8,013 27,693 2,912 
D 626 26 652 268 172 440 1,092 395 1,487 2,425 
FS 400 256 656 656 237 893 487 
CSP 55,670 2,250 57,920 · 23,867 15,299 39,166 97,086 35,148 132,234 . 381714 
M 10,623 647 11,270 17,935 4 ,950· 22,885 34,155 15,578 49,733 
AM 10,667 650 11,317 18,009 4,970 22,979 34,296 15,867 49,983 
OS 1,812 110 . 1,922: 3,059 844 . 3,963 5,825 4j534 10,359 
IS 1,856 113 1,969 3,133 864 J,997 5j966 4,643 10,609 
cs 8,811 537 9,348 13,726 3,788 17,51.4 26,862 12,512 39,374 
ACS 8,811 537 9J348 14,876 4,106 · 18,982 . 28,330 11,o~d-1- 392374 
dI -44 -3 -47 =74 ~20 .. 94 -141 -109 -250 
EI 46,859 1,713 48,572 8,991 11,193 20,1.84 68,756 24,104 92,860 
ti.I -1,424 -49 -1,473 ..J.+92 -420 -912 -2,385 =655 =3,040 






BI 46,859 1,713 
R 7,329 481 
R' 
D 599 24 
· FS 
CSP 53,589 2,170 
·M 9,705 655 
AM 10,051 678 
OS . 1,546 104 
IS 1,892 127 
cs 8,159 551 
ACS 8,159 551 
dI -346 -23 
EI 45,430 . 1,619 
~I -1,429 -94 
p 6,730 457 
TABLE A-XI 
THE ESTIMATES OF TEE BALANCE SEEET VARIABLES, U. S., 1957 
Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
(cb) (i=-3)' (i=4) (sh) 
(1000 Head) 
(ac) (cv) 
48,572 8,991. . 11,193 20,184 68,756 24,104 
7,810 15,562 11,932 27,494 27,975 38,734 
7,329 1,329· 27,975 
623 268 172 440 1,063 383 
374 241 615 615 221 
55,759 23,911 15,383 39,294 95,053 34,259 
10,360 17,436 5,179 22,615 32,965 14,620 
10,729 18,057 5,363 23,420 34,149 15,079 
1,650 2,777 825 3,602 5,252 4,207 
2,019 3.,398 1,009 4,407 6;426 4,666 
8,710 13,509 4,013 17,522. 26,232 11;904 
8,710. 14,659 4,354 19,013 271.723 10;,413 
-369 -621 -184 -8o5 -1,174 -459 
47,049 9,252 11,029 20,281 67,330 23,846 
-1,523 261 -164 97 -1,426 -258 
































THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S., 1958 . 
·COWS Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- JU.l 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
(i=l) ___ (i=2)_ _ __ (cb) _____ (i=3) 
--
(i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) 
{1000 Head) 
BI 45,430 1,619 47,049 9,252 11,029 20,281 67,330 23;,846 
R 6,506 412 6,918 15,376 11,717 272093 27,505 37,341 
R' 6,506 6,506 27,505 
D 615 24 639 287 190 477 1,116 396 
FS 362 238 600 600 213 
CSP 51,321 2,007 53,328 23,979 15,812 39,791 93,119 332073 
M 7,660 504 8,164 17,709 5,301 · 23,010 .31,174 13,110 
AM 7,827 515 8,342 18,095 . 5,416 23,511 31,853 13,633 
OS 1,583 104 1,687 3,661 1,096 4,757 6,444 4,970 
IS 1,750 115 1,865 4,047 1,211 5,258 7,123 5,493 
cs 6,077 400 6,477 13,144 3,934 16,078 23.,555 9,315 
ACS 61077 400 6,477 14,048 4,205 18,253 24,730 .8,140 
dI -167 -11 -178 -386 =115 =501 =679 -523 
EI 45,244 1,607 46,851 9)1931 11,607 21,538 68$389 24,933 
6I -186 -12 -198 679 578 1,257 1,059 1,087 

























· TABLE A-XIII 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABIES, U. S., 1959 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All NewborR 
(c) (b) (s) (h) Cattle Calves a Bull Heif'er T.C.C. Calves 
(i=l) (1=2) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) (T) (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 45,244 1,607 46,851 9,931 11,607 21,538 68,389 24,933 93,222 38.,938 
R 6,275 413 6,688 15,337 12,615 27,952 28,365 35,820 38,584 38,584 
R' 6,275 6,275 28,365 2,764 
D 603 23 626 292 207 499 1,125 376 1,501 2,375 
FS 347 246 593 593 199 792 
CSP 50,916 1,997 52,913 24,629 17,494 42,123 95,.036 31,813 126,849 35j820 
M 6,536 416 6,952 18,209 6,969 25,178 32,130 11,977 44,107 
AM 6,497 413 6,910 18,100 6,928 25,028 31,938 11,815 43,753 
OS 1,491 95 1,586 4,154 1,590 5,744 7,330 6,164 13,494 
IS ·1,452 92 1,544 4,045 1,549 5,594 7,138 6,002 13,140 
cs 5,045 · 321 5,366 12,703 4,861 17,564 22,930 7,683 30,613 
ACS 5,045 321 5,366 14,055 5,379 J.9,434 24,8oo 5,812 30,613 
dI 39 3 42 1.09 41 150 192 162 354 
EI 45,871 1,676 47,547 10,574 12,115 22,689 70,236 26,000 96,236 
.O.I 627 69 -696 643 508 1,151 1,847 1,067 2,914 
p 5,672 390 6,062 14,698 5,887 20,585 26,647 6,88o 33,527 
"' 0 
TABLE A-XIV 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S., 1960 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All NewborH 
(c) (b) (s) (li) Heifer Cattle Calves a Bull T.C.C. Calves 
(i=l)_~ (i=~) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) ___ (TL~ (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 45,871 1,676 47,547 10,574 12,115 22,689 70,236 26,000 96;236 39,818. 
R 
,, 6,900 4o4 7,304 16,165 13,279 29,444 29,848 36,901 39,818 
R' . 6,900 6,900 29,848 2,917 
D 625 25 650 312 216 528 1,178 389 1,567 2,531 
,FS 356 247 603 603 199 . 8o2 386 
CSP 52,146 2,055 54,201 26,071 J,8,031 44,102 98,303 32,465 130,465 36,901 
M 7,305 447 7,752 19,134 7,492 26,626 34,378 12,054 46,432 
AM 7,360 450· 7,810 19,278 7,548 26,826 34,636 12,261 46,897 
OS 1,529 94 1,623 4,005 1, 56~ 5,573 7,196 5,787 12,983 
.IS 1,584 97 1,681 4,149 1,624 5,773 7,454 5,994 13,448 
cs 5,776 353 · 6,129 13,722 5,373 19,095 25,224 8,225 33,449 
ACS 5,776 353 6,129 15,129 5,924 21,053 27,182 6,267 33,449 
-
dI -55 -3 -58 -144 -56 -200 -258 -207 -465 
EI 46,370 1,702 48,072 10,942 12,107 23,049 71,121 26,198 97,319 
~I 499 26 525 368 -8 360 885 198 1,083 
p 6,275 379 6,654 15,497 5,916 21.,413 28,067 6,465 34,532 
~ .... 
'!'ABLE A-XV 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, U. S", 1961 
Cows Bulls ... Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All Newborg 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (b) Heif'er Cattle Calves a T.c.c .. Calves 
i=l) (1=2) (cb) ~i=Jl (i=4) . · · ~sh} (ac) · (cv} .. (_T) (NBC 
(1000 Head 
BI 46,370 1,702 48,072. 10,942 12,107 23,049 71,121 26,1.98 97,319 
R 6,791 353 7,.144 16,561 13,812 30,373 30,726 38,161 41.,022 41,022 
R' 6,791 6,791 30,726 2 861· :; . 
D 604 23 627 308 215 523 1,150 38o 1,530 2,481 
FS 369 ·256. 625 625 207 832 380 
CSP 52,557 2,032 54,589 26,826 18,657 45,483 . 100,072 33-,046 133,118 38,161 . 
M · 6,576 423 6,999 20,064 8,112 28,176 35,175 11,854 47,029 
AM 6,684 430 7,114. . 20,397 8,247 28,644 35,758 12,339 . 48,097 
OS .. 1,398 90 1;488 4,264 1,725 5.,988 7,476 6,217 12,693 
IS 1,506 91 _ 1,603 . 4,597 . 1,859 6,456 8,059 6,702 14,761 
cs 5,178 333 5,511 14,330 5,794 . .20,124 25,635 7,701 33,336 
ACS 5,178 333 5,5ll .15,800 6,388 22.l)l~ 27,699 5,637 · 33,336 
dI -108 ... 7 -ll.5 -333 -135 -468 .. 538 -485 -l,o68 
EI 47,379 1,699 49,078 11,026 12,269 23,295 .72,373 27,4o9 99,782 . 
6.I 1,009 --03 1,006 84 162 246 1,252 1,211 2,463 






BI 47,379 1,699 
R 7,287 350 
R'. 
D 619 23 
FS 
CSP 54,047 2,026 
M 7,057 369 
. AM 7,236 378 
OS 1,604· 8!1. 
IS _-_ 1,783 93 
cs ;,453 285 
ACS 5,453 285 . 
dI -179 -9 
EI . 48,594 1,741 
6.I 1,215 42 
p 6,6.68 327 
TABLE A-XJTI 
TEE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES y U. S., 1962 
Cow- Steers Reif'ers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h).· Heif'er Cattle . Calves 
(cb) · (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) 
(1000 Head) 
49,078 1.1,026 12,269 23,295 72,373 27,J.i.09 
7,637 17,886 14,389 ·. 32,275 32)1625 39,718 
7,287 7,287 32,625 
642 323 217 540· 1,182 389 
371 248 619 619 203 
56,073 28,218 18;906 47,124 103,197 33,910 · 
7,426 20,869 8,044. 28,913 36,339 12,081 
7,614 21,397 8,248 29,645 37.,259 l.2;,814 
1,688 : 4,743 J.,828 6,571 8,259 6,584 
1,876 5,271 2,032 7.,303 9,179 7,317 
5,738 14,685 5,660 20,345 26,083 1s494 
5,738 . 16,126 6,216 . 223342 . 28,08o 5,497 
-188 -528 -204 -732 "."920 -733 
50,335 12.:1092 12,690 24,782 75.,117 28;413 
1,257 1,066 421 . 1,487 2.,744 1,004 
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TABLE B-I 
TEE ESTIM..I\.TES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, OKLAHOMA, 1947 
Cows Bulls Gow-· Steers Heifers Steer- All . . a Newborg 
(c) . (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves T.c.c. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) 
(1000 Head) 
(sh) (ac) (cv) (T) (NBC) 
.. 
BI · 1,473 54 l,~27 161 3·27 488 2,015 709 2,724 1,164 
R 179 18 197 477 354 831 849 1,165 1,240 1,240 
R' 179 179 849 75 
D· 21 l 22 8 6 14 36 13 49 48 
FS 7 3 10 lQ 3 13 27 
CSP 1,631 71 1,702 623 493 1,116 2,818 1,009 3,827 l.,165 
M 
AM 377 30 407 567 215 782 · 1,189 470 1,659 
OS 91 7 98 470 168 638 ·736 · 264 1,000 
IS 102 9 111 89 35 124 235 103 338 
cs 286 23 309 19 37 116 425 234 659 
ACS 286 23 309 97 47 144 453 206 659 
NOS -11 -2 -13 381 133 514 501 161 662 
EI 1,356 50 1,406 l.45 313 458 1,864 642 2,506 
t-.I -117 -4 -121 .:.16 -14 -30 -151 -67 -218 
p 158 17 175 462 166 628 803 300 1,103 
= ....,.....,,.-=a =~-· 
~ 
\J1 
----- TABLE B-II 
· THE ESTIMATES OF TRE BALANCE SHEET VARIABIES, OKLAHOMA, 1948 
Cows Bull.s Cow- Steers Heif'ers. Steer- All . a Newbor:g 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heif'er Cattle Calves T.C.C. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb) · (i=3) (i=4) · (sh) (ac) (cv) (T) (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 1,356 50 l,4o6 145 313 458 1,864 642 2,506 1,112 
R 199 16 215 425 326 751 767 1,112 1,175 1,175 
J{' 199 199 767 63 . 
D 18 1 19 7 5 12 31 11 42 4 3 
FS 1 5 · 12 12 4 16 20 
CSP 1,537 65 1,602 556 . 430 986 2,588 972 · 3,560 1,112 
M 
AM 326 25 351 478 147 625 976 413 1,389 
OS 69 5 74 399 113 512 586 232 818 
. IS 101 8 109 8o 29 109 218 92 310 
cs 257 20 . 277 68 29 ·97 374. 197 571 
ACS 257 20 . 277 79 34 113 390 181. 511 
NOS -32 -3 -35 . 31.9 84 403 368 140 508 
EI 1,312 48 1,360 158 · 312 470 l.,830 651 2,481 
6.I -44 -2. .;.46 · 13 -1 12 -34 9 -25 





THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, OKLAHOMA, J.949 
Cows Bul.l.s . Cow- Steers Heifers · Steer- 'All Newborn-
(c) (b) Bull. (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves a T.c.c. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2 (cb) (1=3) (i=4) 
(1000 Head) 
(sh) (ac) · (cv) (T) (NBC) 
BI 1,312 48 1,360 158 312 470 1,830 651 2,481 1Jl181 
R 234 17 25J. 411 357 768 785 1,166 1,231 1,231 
R' 234 234 785 65 
D 20 l 2J. 7 6 13 34 · 14 48 47 
FS 6 5 11 11 4 15 18 
CSP. 1,526 64 J.,590 556 424 98o. 2,570 1,014 3,584 1,166 
M 
AM 238 23 · 261 474 124 598 · 859 466 ll'325 
OS 53 5 58 ·362 101 463 521 294 815 
IS 79 8 87 86 30 116 203 118 321 
cs 185 18 203 106 21 127 330 18o 510 
ACS .185 . 18 203· 112 23 135 338 172 510 -
NOS -26 -3 . ...29 276 71 347 318 176 494 
EI 1,367 49 1.,416 168· 330 498 1,914 666 2,58o 
AI 55 l 56 10 18 · 28 84 15 99 




THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABIES, OKLA.HOMA, 1950 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers· Heifers Steer- All . a NewborH 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves T.C.C. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb) · (i=3) (1=4) ·· (sh) 
(1000 Head) 
(ac) (cv) (T) (NBC} 
BI 1,367 .49 1,416 168 330 498 1,914 666 27580 1,203 
R 281 21 302. 443 403 846 867 . 1,216 1,278 1,278 
R' 281 281 867 62 
D 18 1 19 7 5 12 31 11 -- 42 44 
FS 5 ·4 9 9 3 12 18 
CSP 1,630 69 1,699 599 443 1,042 2,741 1,001 3,742 · 1,216 
M 
AM 252 24 276 519 117 636. 912 421 1,333 
OS 84 7 91 421 100 521 612 299 911 
IS 81 8 89 93 30 . 123 212 · 165 377 
., 
cs 168 17 185 9~ 17 109 294 128 422 
ACS 168 17 185_ 98 17 l;t.5 300 122 422 
NOS 3 -1 2 328 .70 398 400 134 534 
EI 1,459 53 l,-512 173 356 529 2;041 745 2,786 
~I 92 4 96 5 26 31 127 79 206 






BI 1,459 53 
R 308 25 
R' 
D 19 1 
fS 
CSP 1,748 77 
M 
AM 249. 28 
OS 93 11 
IS 87 10 
cs 156 17 
ACS 156 17 
NOS 6 l 
EI 1,586 59 
L':il 127 6 
p 289 24 
TABLE B-V 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, OKLAHOMA., 1951 
Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Heif'er Cattle Calves 
(cb) · (i=3) (i=4} (sb) ·· (ac) (cv) 
(lOS)O Head, 
1,512 173 356 529 2,041 ·745 
333 390 462 852 877 1,249 
308 308 877 
20 6" 5 ll 31 12 
5 4 9 . 9 4 
1,825 552 501 · 1,053 2,878 1,101 
277 437 113 55.0 827 423 
104 349 97 446 550 316 
97 86 33 . 119 216 147 
173 81 14 95 268 116 
.173 88 16 lo4 277 107 
7 263 64 327 . 334 169 
1,645 201 421 622 2,267 825 
133 28 65 93 226 8o 
,313 379 145 .· 524 837 356 































TEE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES , OKLA.HOMA, 1952 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All Newborg 
(c) . (b) . (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
a Bull T.C.C. Calves 
_(_i=:_l) (1=2) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh)_~_(ac) _ (cv) - ITL __ ~(NBC) . 
(1000 Head) 
BI 1,586 59 1,645 201 421 622 2,267 825 3,092 1,475 
R 353 27 38o 477 458 935 962 1,396 1,472 1,472 
R' -- 353 353 962 76 
D 22 1 23 . 7 6 13 36 · 14 50 54 
FS 7 5 12 12 5 17 22 
CSP 1,917 85 2,002 664 515 1,179 3,181 1,240 4,421 1,396 
M 
AM 262 28 290 545 136 681 971 567 1,538 
OS 77 9 86 423 115 538 624 429 1,053 
IS 76 8 84 . 92 30 122 2o6 .158 364 
cs 185 19 2o4 115 20 135 339 146 485 
ACS 185 19 204 · 122 21 143 347 138 485 
NOS 1 l 2. 331. 85 416 418 271 689 
EI 1,731 65 1,796 211 409 620 2,416 831 3,247 
AI 145 6 151 10 -12 -2 149 6 155 




( C) . (b) 
(i=l) (i=2) 
BI 1,731 65 
R 343 24 
R' 
D 23 1 
FS 
CSP 2,051 88 
M 
AM 340 31 
OS 90 11 
IS 81 7 
cs 250 20 
ACS 250 20 
NOS 9 4 
EI 1,792 64 
.t:..I 61 -1 
p 320 23 
TABLE B-VII 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABIBS, OKLAHOMA, 1953 
COW'- Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
(cb) (i=3) (i=4) 
(1000 Head) 
(sh) (ac) (cv) 
1,796 211 _ 409 620 2,416 831 
367 537 422 .959 983 1,548 
343 343 983 
24 8 5 13 37 15 
8 6 14 14 6 
2,139 732 477 1,209 3,348 1,375 
371 573 114 687 1,.058 672 
101 409 68 477 578 460 
88 85 24 109 197 154 
270 158 45 203 473 219 
270 164 46 210 48o 212 
13 324 44 368 381 306 
1,856 244 387 631 2,487 857 
60 33 -22 11 71 26 
343 521 68 589 932 544 






























THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, OKIAHOMA, 1954· 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All Newborg 
(c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves a T .C .C. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) (T) (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 1,792 64 1,856 244 387 631 2,487 857 3,344 1,649 
R 3o6 17 323 ~. 579 421 1,000 1,017 1,635 1,712 1,712 
R' -' 3o6 306 1,017 77 
D 22 1 23 9 5 14 37 15 52 51 
FS 8 5 13 13 6 19 26 
CSP 2,076 8o 2,156 8o6 492 1,298 3,454 1,454 4,908 1,635 
M 
AM 389 27 416 686 175 861 1,277 695 1,972 
OS 121 9 130 535 130 665 795 482 1,277 
IS 82 6 88 8o 27 107 195 146 341 
cs 268 18 286 143 . 42 . 185 471 224 695 
ACS 268 18 286 151 45 196 482 213 695 
NOS 39 3 42 . 455 103 558 600 336 936 
EI 1,769 59 1,828 200 344 544 2,372 905 3,277 
~I -23 -5 ~28 -44 -43 -87 -115 48 -67 
p 284 16 300 562 105 667 967 597 1,564 
.... 
~ 




BI 1,769 59 
R 259 18 
R' 
l) 20 l 
FS 
CSP 2,008 76 
M 
AM 407 23 · 
OS 145 9 
IS 81 4 
cs 262 14 
ACS . 262 14 
NOS 64 5 
EI 1,682 57 
.6.I -87 -2 
p 239 17 
TABLE B-IX 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, ~OW\~ l,l,55 
. ... ·-· 
Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All --- -- ·--.:... ---. - ·-
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves T .C ,C. a 
(cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) J (cv) (T) 
(1000 Head) -··· = 
1,828 200 344 544 2,372 905 3,277 
277 630 389 1,019 1,037 l,465 1,548 
259 259 +,93-7 83 
21 8 4 12 '.B :I.] 46 
a 4 12 12 5 17 
2,084 814 466 l,28o 3,364 1,315 4,679 
430 668 194 862 1,292 566 +,§5? 
154 537 156 693 847 ,369 !,?16 
85 81 26 107 192 l.3:~ 325 
276 ll8 34 152 428 ~14 §~? 
276 131 38 169 445 197 9!fg 
-
69 456 130 586 655 236 ~91 
1;739 227 298 525 2,264 882 3,14{; 
-89 27 -46 -19 -108 -23 -13). 












THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE.SHEET VARIABLES, OKLAHOMA, 1956 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All Newbor.g. 
(c) (b) . Bull (s) (b) Heif'er Cattle . Calves. a T.C.C. .Calves 
(i=l) . (i=2) (cb) · (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac} (cv) . (T) . (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
BI 1,682 57 1,739 227 298 525 2,264 · 882 3,146 1,441 
R 269 17 286 572 416 988 1,005 1,375 1,456 . 1,456 
R' 269 269 1,005 81 
D 20 1 21 8 4 12 33 12 45 54 
FS 8 4 12 12 4 16 27 
CSP 1,931 73 2,004 783 437 1,220 3,224 ·1,236 4,460 1,375 
M 
AM 373 21 394 664 173 837 1,231 . 569 1,8oo 
OS 96 6 102 486 136 622 724 384 .1,108 
· IS 68 4 72 .· 67 24 91 163 i34 297 
·-
cs 277 15 292 156 31 187 479 . 213 692 
ACS 277 15 292 178 37 .215 507 . 185 692 
NOS 28 2 30 419 112 531 561 250 . 811 
EI 1,626 56 1,682 186 .288 474. 2,156 . 8o1 2,957 
.O.L -56 -1 -57 -41 -10 -51 -108 _·:.a1 -189 







BI 1,626 56 
R 234 15 
R' 
D 20 1 
FS 
CSP 1,840 70 
M 
AM 353 22 
OS 96 6 
IS 68 5 
cs 257 16 
ACS 257 16 
NOS 28 1 
EI l,555 53 
oJ: -71 -3 
p 214 14 
TABLE B-XI 
TW ll:$1':tMA.'l®S OF THE ijAI.Af'}€l:jj: SHE'.EIJ:' VA.RIA!LES, OKLAHOMA, 1957 
caw.:.:· -- ·steers· Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
(cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) 
(1~00 Head) 
1,682 186 288 474 2,156 801 
249 566 373 939 954 1,290 
234 234 954 
21 8 5 13 34 13 
6 4 10 . 10 3 
1,910 738 418 1,156 3,066 · 1,121 
375 588 161 749 1,124 453 
102 439 130 569 671 292 
73 60 24 84 157 131 
273 128 . 26 154 427 187 
273 149 31 18o 453 16:J, 
29 379 106 485 514 16J. 
1,608 210 281 491 2,099 799 
-74 24 -7 -17 -57 ' ... ~ 
.. 228 552 130 682 910 ,320 






47 - 54 
13 25 















BI 1,555 53 
R 266 18 
R' 
D 21 l 
FS 
CSP 1,8oo 70 
M 
AM 260 15 
OS 71 5 
IS 57 3 
cs 189 10 
ACS 189 10 
NOS 14 2 
EI 1,597 58 
·& 42 5 
p -::: - 245 . 17 
TABLE B-XII 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, OKLAHOMA, 1958 
Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
(cb) (i=3) (i=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) · 
· (1000 Head) 
1,608 210 281 491 2,099 799 
284 541 413 954 972 1,275 
266 266 972 
22 8 5 13 35 · 12 
6 4 10 10 4 
1,870 737 419 1,156 3,026 1,086 
275 . 509 113 622 897 306 
· 76 . 38o 94 474 550 229 
60 · 55 23 78 138 170 
199 117 17 134 333 91 
199- 129 · 19 148 347 77 
16 325 71 396 412 59 
1,655 283 329 612 2,267 950 
47 73 48 121 168 151 
262 527 138 665 927 287 
:<' :'. 
-~_;:-· 

































BI 1,597 58 
R 282 16 
R' 
D 18 l 
FS 
CSP 1,861 73 
M 
AM 221 15 
OS 94 8 
IS 39 2· 
cs 127 .7 
ACS 127 7 
NOS 55 6 
EI 1;679 60 
6.I 82 2 
p 264 15 
TABLE B-XIII 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES; OKLAHOMA, 1959' 
Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All Newbor:g 
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves a T.C.C. Calves 
(cb) · · (1=3) (i=4) · (sh~ 
------ - --
(ac) (cv) _____ (T) .. ~ (NBC) 
(1000 Head) 
1,655 283 329 612 2,267 950 . 3,217 1,405 
298 606 457 1,063 1,079 1,312 -i,394 1,394 
282 282 1,079 82 
19 9 5 14 33 12 45 62 
6 4 10 10 4 14 20 
1,934 874 495 1,369 3,303 1,167 4,470 1,312 
236 616 182 798 . 1,034 343 1,377 
102 471 146 617 719 293 1,012 
~l 62 31 93 134 151 285 
134 129 32 161 295 70 365 
134 145 36 181 315 50 .. 365 
61 · 409 115 524 .. 585 142 727 
1,739 320 344 664 2,403 975 3,378 
·84 37 15 52 136 25 · 161 




THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, OKLAHOMA, 1960 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All Newborg. 
(c) (b) Cs) (h) Heifer Cattle. Calves a Bull T .C .C. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb) (i=3) (i=4) 
(1000 Head) 
(sh) (ac) (cv) (T) (NBC} 
BI 1,679 60 1,739 320 344 664 2,403 975 3,378 1,461 
R 311 17 328 657 510 1,167 1,184 1,392 1,477 1,477 
R' 311 311 1,184 85 
D 19 1 20 10 5 15 35 12 47 67 
FS 9 5 14 14 4 18 18 
CSP 1,971 76 2,047 958 533 1,491 3,538 1,167 4,705 1,392 
M 
AM 258 16 274 744 228 972 1,246 346 1,592 
OS 114 10 124 579 189 768 892 295 1,187 
IS 52 3 55 86 43 129 184 216 400 
cs 144 6 150 149 35 184 334 71 405 
ACS 144 6' 150. 165 39 204 354 51 405 
NOS 62 7 69 493 146 639 708 79 787 
EI 1,765 63 1,828 300 348 648 2,476 1,037 3,513 
t..I 86 3 89 .;.20 4 -16 73 62 135 




THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, OKLAHOMA, 1961 
Cows Bulls Cow- Steers Heifers Steer- All a Newbor.g (c) (b) Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Ca.l:v'es T~c.c. Calves 
(i=l) (i=2) (cb) (i=3) (i:4) (sh) · (ac) (cv) (T) . {NBC) 
(10_00 Head} 
BI 1,765 63 1,828 300 348 648 2,476 1·,037 3,513 1,518 
R 328 15 343 674· . 58o 1,254 1,269 1,469 1,556 1,556 
R' 328 3~8 1,269 87 
D 20· 1 21 9 6 15 . 36 12 48 · .· 70 
FS 9 5 14 · · 14 5 19 17 
CSP · 2,073 11 2,150 956 "589 1,545 3,695 1,220 4,915 · 1,469 
M 1,287 376 1,663 
AM 24~ 16 258· 771 28o 1,051 1,309 392 1,701 
OS 110 9 119 614 234 848 967 355 1,322 
IS 55 3 58 95 6o 155 213 227 . 440 
cs 132 1 139 145 . 41 186 325 54 379 
ACS· 132. 1 139 157 46 203 · · 342 31 379 
NOS 55 6 61 519 174 693 754 128 882 
EI 1,886 64 1,950 28o 369 649 2,599 1,055 .3,654 
b.I +121 +l +122 -20 +21 +l +123 +18 +141 




(c) . (b) 
(i=l) (i=2) 
BI 1,886 64 
R 308 14 
R' 
D 20 1 
FS 
CSP 2,174 77 
' M 
AM 286 14 
OS 150 9 
· IS 60 2 
cs 136 5 
ACS 136 5 
NOS 90 7 
EI l,948 . 65 . 
AI 62 1 
p 288 13 
TABLE B-XVI 
THE ESTIMATES OF THE BALANCE SHEET VARIABLES, OKLAHOMA, 1962 
Cow-. Steers Heifers Steer- All 
Bull (s) (h) Heifer Cattle Calves 
(cb) (i=3) (1=4) (sh) (ac) (cv) 
(1000 Head) 
1,950 280 369 649 2,599 1,055 
322 745 547 t,292 1,306 1,582 
308 308 1,306 
21 9 5 J:4 35 ·12 
8 5 13 13 5 
2,251 1,008 598 1,606 3,857 1,314 
1,374 425 
300 804 303 1,107 1,407 453 
159 639 255 894 1;053 405 
62 · 93 63 156 . 218 ~35 
141 149 42 191 332 70 
141 165 48 ,' 213 354 48 
97 546 _192 738 835 170 
2,013 297 358 655 2,668 . 1,096 
63 17 -11 6 69 41 
301-· 728 229 957 1,258 259 
a· . Newborg·. 
T~C .c. Calves . 






















APPENDIX TABLE C-I 
BEGINNING INVENTORIES OF CATTLE AND CALVES BY TYPES& CALF CROP, UNITED STATES, 1947~2 - - " - - - - r 
Kept For Milk Other Total ---- Cattle & --- _ Calf -
-Year Cows Heifers Calves Total Cows ·Heifers Calves Steers Bulls · Total · Calves_ --~ 
(1000 Head) 
1947 25842 5524 6317 37683 16488 4636 - 12804 - 7109 1834 48871 .· 80554 34703 
1948 24615 5550 6oo4 36169 .16101 4518 12046 6672 - 1756 41002 77171 33125 
1949 23862 5327. 6081 35270 15919 .· 4657 · 12033 - 7270 1681 41560. · 70830 33748 
• 1950 23853:.:· 5394 6208 35455 16743 4755 12516 6805 1690 42508 77963 34899 
-1951_ 23568 -_5493 · 6337 - 35398 - 18526 - 5322 14319 7029 1689 ·. 46685 82083 35825 
1952 23060 5694 "6481 -35235 20863 5971 ·15829 8400 1774 52837 88o72 _ 38273 
1953 23549 - 5893 - 6479 35921 23291 6535 1744o - - 9147 1907 58320 94241 -- 41~~61 
1954· 23896 5875 - . 6392. 36161 25050 6365 ·17978 8229 1896 -_ :"'59518 95679 42501 
1955 23462 5786 6094. -35342 · -25659 6514 . . J.8804. 8444 1829 - 61250 96592 42ll2 
1956. 22912 54o7 5890 342o~f 25371 6206 18869 9483 1762 "61691 _ 95900 41376 
.. --
1957 · 22325 - 5267 569~ - 33293- 24534 5926· 184o5 8391 1713 59569 _ 9286o 39905· 
. 1958 - 21265 5126 5571 31962 24165 _ _ 5903 -· 18275 9252 1619 _ 59214 - . 91176 > 38860 
1959 20132 5050 5526 30708 25112 _ 6557 194-07 9931 1607 62614 · 93322 38938 
1960 - 19527 5079 5515 30181 26344' -. 7036 - -20425 10574 1676 66055 ·- 96236 -39353 
1961 19342 - 5060 5546 . -29948 - 27028 7047 20652 10942 - 1702 67371 - 97319 39954 -
· 1962 19148 4960 . 5414 
.. 




APPENDIX TABLE C-II 
BEGINNING INVENTORIES OF CATTLE AND CALVES BY CLASSES, 
?[-~=-----:=--==---=_UNITED STATES; ·1947-62 ·····--· ----------------
Total 
Cattle and 
Year Cows Bulls steers Heifers Cattle 1Calves Calves 
(1000 Head} 
1947 42,330 . 1,834 7,109 lO,lqO · 61,433 19,121 Bo,554 
1948 40,625 1,756 6,672 10,068 59,121 18,050 77,171 
1949 39,781 1,681 · 7,270 9,984 58,716 18,114 76,830 
1950 40,596 1,690 6,805 10,148 59,239 18,724 77,96.3 
1951 42,094 1,689 7,029 10,615 91,427 20,656 82,083 
1952 43,923 1;774 8,400 11,665 65,762 22,310 88,072 
1953 46,840 1,907 9,147 12,428 .70,322 23,919 94,241 
1954 48,946 1,896 8,229 12,238 71,309 24,370. 95,679 
1955 49,121 1,829 8,444 12,300 71,694 24,898 96,592 
1956 48,283 1,762 . 9,483 11,613 71,141 24,759 95,900 
1957 46,859 ,l, 713 8,991 11,193 68,756 24,104 92,860 
1958 45,430 1,619 9,252 11,029 67,330 23,~6 91,176 
1959 45,244 1,607 . 9,931 11,607 68,389 24,933 93,322 
1960 4?,871 1,676 10,574 .. 12,115 70,236 26,000 96,236 
1961 46,370 1,702. 10,942 12,107 71,121 26,198 97,319 
1962 47,379 1,699 11,026 12,269 72,373 27,409 99,782 
. 
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APPENDIX TABLE C-III 
ESTIMATED REPIACEMENTS OF CATTLE & CALVES BY·CIASSES, 
UNITED STATES, 1947-62 
Total 
Cattle and 
Year Cows Bulls Steers Heifers Cattle Calves Calves 
(1000 Head)· 
1947 7,292 752 10,933 10,670 22,355 33,498 36,677 
--
1948_ - 7,234. 635 9,957 9,829 20,421 31,990 34,848 
1949 7,160 673 10,088 9,836 20,597 32,233 35,136 
1950 7,963 710 10,568 10,783 22,061 34,152 36,977 
1951 8,020 _ 806 l0,88o - 11,223 22,909 33,028 35,838 
1952 9:,164 827 11,383 12,335 - 24,545 . 35,291 38,216 
1953 10,267 752 12,640 13,318 26,710 39,144- 42,163 
1954 -9,305 587 13,889 13,297 27,773 41,122 44,135 
1955 · 8,819 553 14,915 12,364 27,923 39,862 42,811 
1956 8,013 514 15,052 12,127 27,693 38,714 41,626 
1957 7,329 481 15,562 11,932 27,975 38,734 41,538 
1958 6,506 412 15,376 - 11,717 27,505 37,341 40,062 
1959 - 6,275 413 15,337 12,615 ?8,365 35,820 - 38,584 
1960 6,900 404 16,165 13,279 29,848 36,901 39,818 
1961 6,791 353 -16,561 13,812 30, 726· 38,161 41,022 
1962 7,287 350 17,886 14,389 32,625 . 39,718 42,613 
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APPENDIX T.ABI.E C-IV 
ESTIMATED MARKETINGS OF CATTLE AND CALVES BY CLASSES, 
· UNITED STATES, 1947-62 
Total 
Cattle and 
Year Cows Bulls Steers Heifers Cattle Calves Calves 
(1000 Head) 
1947 9,822. 937 12,667 . 3,555 26,981 13,893 40,674 
1948 9,086 828 10,739 2,764 23,417 12,607 36,024 
1949 · 7,074 784 ·12,427 2,620 22,905 21,627 35,532 
1950 7,223 842 12,165 2,434. 22,664 · 12,028 34,692 
1951 7,379 '· 920 .· 12,007'. 2,332 22,638 11,328 33,966 
1952 . 7,197 855 13',039 2,561 23,652 12,246 35,898 
1953 8,843 865 15,290 3,309 28,307 · 14,431 42,738 
1954 10,108 747 15,609 4,158 30,622 15,514 46,136. 
1955 10,8o1 712 15,919 4,566 31,998 15,297 47,295 
1956 10,623 647 ·17,935 4,950 34,155 15,578 ·. 49,733 . 
1957 9,705 655 17,436 5,179. 32,975 14,620 . 47,595 
1958 7,660 504 17,709 5,301 31,174 · 13,110 . 44,284 
1959 6,536 416 18;209 ( 6,969 32,130 11,977 44,107·:' 
447· 19,131~ '7,492 34,378 12,054 
\ 
1960 7,-305 46,432· 
1961 6,576 423 20;064 8,112 35,175 11,854 47,029 
1962 7,057 369 20,869 
i 
8,o4J.i.' . 36,339 12,081. 48,420 
( APPENDIX TABLE c·-v 
EST!l4ATED: ADJUSTED: MARKETINGS Oli' .· CATTLE . AND CALVES BY CLASSES, 
. UNITED STATES, 194 7 -62 . . . 
'l'otal 
Cattle & 
Year Cows . Bulls steers Heifers Cattle Calves · Calves 
· (1000 Head) 
I' 
1947 10,279 981. 13,257 3,721 .. · 28,238 14,610 42,848 
1948 9,562 87i 11,301 2,909 24,643 13,1o4 37,747 
1949 . 7,361 816 12,930 .2,726 23,833 · 13,087 36,920 
1950 7,646 891 12,878 2,577 23,992. 12,778. 36,770 
1951 7,382 ·. 920 12,0li 2,333 22,646 11,333 33,979'\., 
· 1952 7,187 854 '13;020. 2,557 . 23,618 12,223 35,841 
·, 1953 9,001. 881 ~5,574 · 3,'371 28,833 ,' 14,8o7 43,640 
1954 10,411 . 769 16,076 4,283 31,539 . 16,131 ', .47 ,670 
1955.·. 10,94o 721 16,123 4,625 . 32,409 15,585 · 47,994 
1956 10,667 650 18,609 4,970 34,296 · 15,687 49,983 
1957 10,051 6.78 18,057 5,363 34,149 15,079 49,228 
1958 7,827 515 18,059 . 5,416 31,853 . 13,633 45,486 
1959 6,497 413 18,100 6,928 31,938, 11,.815 43,753 
1960 ', 7,360 . 450 19,278 7,548 • 34,636 .12,261 46,897 
1961 . 6,684 430 20,397 8,247 35,758 12,339 38,097 
1962 7,236 378 21,397 8,249 37,259 12.,814. 50,073 
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APPENDIX TABLE C-VI 
ESTIMATED _INSHIPMENTS OF CATTLE AND CALVES BY CLASSES, 




Year Cows Bulls Steers Heifers. Cattle Calves Calves 
(1000. Head) 
1947 1,924 184 2,482 697 5,287 3,015 8,302 
1948 2,097 191 2,478 638 5,404 2,191 · 7,595 
1949 1,669 185 2,930 318 5,402 2,677 8,079 
1950 1,811 211 3,051 611 5,684 3,212 8,896 
1951 1,864 232 3,032 589 5,717 3,468 9,185 
1,634 194 2,960 581 5,369 
') 
1952 3,722 9,091 ! 
1953 1,524 149 2,636 571 ·4,88o 3,487 8,367 
1954 1,955 144 3,019 8o5 5,923 3,984 9,907 
1955 1,963 129 2,893 830 5,815 4,oeo 9,895 
1956 1,856 113 · 3,133 864 5,966 4,643 10,609 
1957 1,892 127 3,398 1,009 6,426 4,666 " 11,092 
1958 1,750 l.15 4,047 1,211 7,123 5,493 12,616 
1959 · 1,452 92 4,045 1,549 7P138 6,002 lJ,140 
1960 1,584 4,149 1,624 7,454 5;994 13,448 
1961 1,506 91. 4,597 1,859 8,059 6,702 14,,761 
1962 1,783 93 5,271 2,032 9,179 7,317 16,496 
, <:t48 
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APPENDIX TABLE C-VII 
ESTIMATED C.QMMERCIAL SLAUGHTER OF CATTLE AND CALVES BY CLASSES, 
_ :UNITED STATES, .194;7.62 . . 
Total· 
Cattle and 
Year_ Cows Bulls Steers Heifers Cattie Calves · Calv,e:s. 
(1000 Head) 
1947 8,355 19T-. 9,668 2,713 21,533 13,013 34}546 
1948 7,465 680 8,145 2,096 18,386 11,766 30,152 
1949 5,692 631 9,655 2,035 18,013. 10,828 28,841 
·-1950 5,835 680 9,488 1,898 17,901 9,973 27,874 
1951 5,518 688 ·a,516 1,654 19,376 8,418 24,794 
1952 5,553 660 9,732 1,911 17,856 8,894 26,750 
1953 7,483 732 12,652 2,738 23,605 11,668 35,273 
1954 8,456 625 12,584 3,352 25,017 12,746 37,763 
1955 · 8,977 592 12,552 3,601 . 25,722 12,377 38,099 
1956 8,811 537 13,726 3,788 26,862 12,512 39,374 
1957 ·8,159 551 13,509 4,013 · 26,232 11,904 . · 38,136 
1958 6,077 . · 400 13,144 3,934 23,555 9,315 32,870 
1959 5,045 321 12,703 4,$61 22,930 7,683 30,163 
1960 5,776 353 13,772 5,373 25,224 8,225 33,449 
1961 5,178 333 14,330 5,794 25,.635 7,701 33,336 
1962 5,453 . 285 14,685 5,660 26,083 7,494 33,577 
APPENDIX TABLE C-VIII 
ESTIMATED ADJUSTED COMMERCIAL SLAUGHTER OF CATI'LE AND CALVES BY 




Year Cows Bulls Steers Heifers Cattle Calves Calves 
(1000 Head) 
1947 8,355 797 10,775 3,024 22,951 11,595 34,546 
1948 7,465 680 8,823 2,271 19,239 10,913 30,152 
1949 5,692 631 10,000 2,108 18,431 10,410 28,841 
1950 5,835 680 · 9,827 1,966 18,308 9,566 27,8.74 
1951 5,518 688 8,979 1,744 16,929 7,865 24,794 
1952 5,553 660 10,060 1,976 18,249 8,501 26,750 
1953 7,483 732 12,938 . 2,8oo 23,953 11,320 35,273 
1954 8,456 · 625 13,057 3,478 25,616 .12,,147 37,763. 
1955 8,977 592 13,230 3,795 26,594 11,505 38,099 
1956 8,811 537 14,876 4,106 28,330 11,044 39,374 
1957 8,159 551 14,659 4,354 27,773 10,413 38,136 
1958 6,077 400 14,048 4,205 24,730 8,140 32,870 
1959 5,045 321 14.i055 5,379 24jl8oo 5,813 )0;613 
1960 5,776 353 15,129 5,924 27,182 6,267 33,449 
1961 5,178 333 15,8oo 6,388 27,699 5,637 33,336 



















APPENDIX TABLE C-IX 
ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF CATTLE AND CALVES BY CLASSES, 
UNITED STATES 1947-62 
Total 
Cattle and 
Cows Bulls Steers Heifers Cattle Calves Calves 
(1000 Head) 
6,650 719 10,338 2,932 20,639 10,524 31,163 
6,621 605 9,421 2,187 18,834 10,977 29,811 
6,507 640 9,535 2,272 18,954 11,020 29,974 
7,333 679 10,051 2,433 20,496 11,498 31,994 
7,347 773 10,350 2,794 21,264 9,519 30,783 
8,470 793 10,807 2,739 22,Bo9 '- ' 10,110 32,919 
9,589 721 12,020 2,610 ,,24,940 11,771 36,711 
8,631 558 13,272 3,540 26,001 12.,675 38,676 
8,139 525 14,269 3,108 26,041 11,366 37,407 
7,387 488 . 14,384 3,786 25,945 10,389 36,334 
6,730 457 14,920 4,190 · 26,297 10,155 36,452 
5,891 388 14,727 4,783 25,789 9,227 35,016 
5,672 390 14,698 5,887 ~6,647 6,880 33,527 · 
6,275 379 15,497 5,916 28,067. 6,465 34,532 
6,187 330 15,884 6,550 28,951 6,848 35,799 
6,668 327 17,192 6,637 30,824 . 6,501 37,325 
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APPENDIX TABLE C-X 
ESTIMA'!ED.DISCREPANCY OF TOTAL CATTLE AND CALVES AND IMPORTS, EXPORTS 
· AND NET-IMPORTS OF LIVE CATTLE, UNITED STATES, 1947-62 
Year D:1,screEancy Im:12orts E)?cPorts Net-Im.Eorts 
(1000 Head) 
1947 -1,974 ( 84.5 10.2 . 74.3 
\ 1948 -1, 723 461.7 7.3 454.4· 
1949. -1,388 430.5 5.4 425.11 
1950 -2,078 461.0 . 8.4 452.6 
1951 -13 239.0 8.4 230.6 
1952 57 14o.5 10.8 . 129.7 
1953 -902 198.2 14.8 
·\ 183.4 
1954 -1,534 86.1 21-3 64.8 
1955 -699 314.4· 34.9. 279.5 
·1956 -250 159.4 36.9 122.5 
.. 
1957 -1,633 727.9 43.9 684.o 
1958 .. 1,202 1,152.4 25.6 1,126.8 
1959 354 708.8 50.7 658.1· 
1960 -465 663.2 32.2 631.0 
1961 -1,068 1,042.7 24.o 1,018.7 
1962 -1,653 1,250.0 19.3 1,230.7 
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